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(ABSTRACT) 

I examin~d the effect of a feeaback syste~ on the 

performance of two graduate teaching assibtants (GTAb) in 

writing conferences with their students. Two sets of 

confert--cncl>S were taped and cc:.,ded for the interactions that 

took place and for the content transacted. I esta.Dlish~d 

inter-coder reliability of .84 on interactions and .87 and 

.89 on content categories, using Scott's ~i Coefficient, 

with two trained coders. The codeu tapes were processed 

using the "Beal Time Observationc1l Data Collection" 

microcomputer program. This pro<;Jram provided printouts oi 

the frequencies and percentages of interactions and c011tent 

in each of the GT As• conferences with stun en be; il~ th is 

study. After the printouts were ~-enera.ted, I conducted. 

feedback interviews following the first and second set of 

text-based conferences. 'l'ranscripts of the::.e tapeli 

feeutiack interviews wen~ also analyzed. 

I found that there were important differences 

between the first and secofid sets of cunf~rences. Ofie GTA 

was abl~, as a result of the feedback system, to alt~r his 



performance iJ1 his second set of confertnces, becon.ing more-

student-centerea, clarifyiny his exp~ctations for students, 

and modeling appropriate responses to writing. The conte11t. 

of his second set of conferences did not change markedly; 

howevt-r, the content of both sets of conferences tledl t 'with 

rhetorical issues as the literature recommendtd. '.ihile the 

second GTA •s peLforinunce cliu. not ch<1.J1g4c; a great deal, her 

attitude becillfte more consistent with what the literaturP. 

suggested. The conte11t of her first conferences tendeu tc 

focus on mechanical or sentence l~vel concerns. Her second 

set of conferences, however, containeu more discus.,.~ion of 

rheto~ical issues. 

Both GTAs attributed most of the changes b1 their 

conferences to the feedback system, particularly the 

printouts that quant~fied the interactions an~ cout~nt. 

Finally, the GTAs intentions for their first .set of 

co11ferences matched their actual performa11ce. When the~ 

saw their first printouts, however, tht,ey chanljed their 

intentions for their second set of conf~rences, becuminy 

more consistent with what experts contend should bt-> 

happening in writing conferences. 
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Chapter I 

SUPPORTING LITERATURE FOR THE RESEA~CH 

Writing conferences, one-on-one discu!-,sions between 

students and teachers (Garrison, 1981), have Leco~t an 

integral part of many writing classes because they provia.e 

a way for individualizing instruction. In some ::uwtance.s 

(Garrison, 1981; Murray, 1966), the intlivi.dual stulient 

conference has become the class, with the student getting 

feedback from the teacher who functions in much the same 

way as a professional editor. Given the wide-spredd use of 

conferences today, when I reviewed the literature I 

expected to find extensive research pertaining to the 

interactions that take place in writing conference~. In 

fact, very little research has been done on either the 

effectiveness of writing conferences or the i.11tera.ctions 

that take place in them. 

This lack of substantive research combined with the 

widespread use of conferences a.S arl instructional techniq_ue 

presents particular problems for those of us involved in 

teacher training. We quite real1ily go into classrooms to 

observe and evaluate what teachers a.re doi.ng. Regarding 

conferenc~s, however, w~ usually give our charges borue 

1 
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suggestions on what they should do and then turn them 

loose. We rt::rely supervise thPir efforts in auy wny, a.nu 

we do not attempt to provide them with any useful feedback 

that miCJht enha11ce their instruct ion in writing 

conferences. Brannon (1982), Freedman (1982), and ~or~h 

( 1982) contend that some kind of supervision and ft=-edback 

is necessary if teachers are to reach their maximum 

effectiveness in writing conferences. 

As part of their training, teachers need to be 

given fee<iback on what they are doing in -writing 

conferences so they can learn how best to handle the 

interactions that take place within them. As with other 

instructional supervision, this feedback needs to stdrt 

with a self-evaluation {Brannon, 1982) w·here teachers 

identify both what is most important in conference 

interactions in their opinion and also their perception of 

what act.ual1y transpires in their writing co1,ferenc~£. 

Once they have completed this self-evaluation, they ne~d to 

receive feedback that will dllow theill to coli\pare vhat they 

believe happens in their con£erenc&s with what they are, in 

fact, a.oing. A D1ethod needs to be developed that will 

provide useful fee<lba.ck. to teachers in trainin'.] but will 

not take an excessive amount of a teacher trainer 1 ti tillie to 
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provide. In this study, I designed and te~t~d ohe method 

of providing teachers with feedback on their conferences. 

Eefore I describe this feedback system, I will 

first place conferences in histoi:-ical pers:pecti.ve. Then I 

will review what research reveals about the effect of 

wri tir,9 conferences on student performauce. Next, I will 

review what research and t:!Xpei:t opinion suggest about what 

teachers should know before conducting writing conferences, 

when conferences should be held, how long conferences 

should be, what content should be transacted, how 

confeL~nces should be structured, ~nd what factors ilffect 

the flow of information in conferences. Finally, I exa.!Iline 

the need for training and feedback, state the res~c:1rch. 

problem, and list the res~arch <;1Uestions that 1 ansiler in 

this study. 

A Brief History of ~riting Conferences 

It was difficult to pinpoint the origin of writ.:...ny 

conferences because little specific information exists in 

the literature. ~artin (1980) speculated that the writins 

conference as w~ know it today ~ust have evolved from the 

British tuto1ial method. This conn ~ction seen,eu 

reasonatle: 
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During the Oxford or Cambrioge tutorial, the 
student's own writing (remained] the focus of 
discussion, and the close, private contact bettieen 
tutor and student ( pro111oted J free and full e:xchanye 
of idea.s. (p. 1) 

As ~artin described this procPss, much of ~hat she said 

sound~ll strikingly like Donald Murray •s (1968 and 1~o2)' 

assertions about w-riting conferences. For example, a,u::tin, 

like ~urrai, said that the job of the tutor was not to 

teach as much as it was to listen and to encourage student~ 

to defend their thoughts and to challenge the tutor's 

perceptions. Further, the focus in the tutorial was on a 

method of learuing, a way of knowing, rather than the 

accumulation of facts (1980:2). 

Although the present day writiuy confereIJce rui~h.t 

have been a descendant of the British tutorial method, 

there ~as no evidence that substantiated a direct link. In 

fact, the first reference to writing conf erence.s that I 

cou1d find was in a 1939 is!'.-ue of Col.lecre English. In this 

article, Oakes (1939) said that, although she had bt:en 

having conferences with her students, she was forc~d to 

confront their effectiveness when a student saicl to her uni? 

day, "Thank you so much! I always enjoy these conrerences. 

After working hard in classes, it is so restful just to sit 

and listen" (p. 155). Oake~ quickly changed her a~pro~ch 
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to conferences. She had her students start keeping a 

notebook of faults peculiar to thtir individual writing. 

These faults were to be gathered from comments already 

written on the students• papers by Oakes. Then when 

students came to conference, they were ex~ected to be d~le 

to di~.cuss intelligently these specific prcble111s they Wtre 

having with their pavers. 

Though by today's stanuards, this arproach appea.reu 

to be a little too error oriented u.nd a little too wuch 

teacher dominated, for its time, O~kes' procedure ~as 

probably enlightened. As ~artin (1980) related her 

experience with freshman composition conferences in the 

early fifties, her experience was probably more 

representative of the majority of confere11ces, if theJ iiiere 

held at all, from the thirties throuyh the early sixties. 

Martin reported she had only one conference with her 

freshm.an composition teacher. It came about hal.f wa~ 

through the semester and lasted fifteen minutes. During 

the conference, her instructor summarized her str~Lyths and 

weakn~sses as a writer. No other issues ~ere addr~~sed. 

According to ~artin, 

It vould not have occurred to me to ask. for help 
from the teacher at any poiut in tht writing of a 
theme. Students thought the grading of themes 
harsh and incomprehensible; we all found the course 
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a terrifying sink-c,r-swim experience--almost au 
initiation ordeal th~t decided our fitness for 
acadewic life. (p. 3) 

In the late fifties, this stern attitude of 

teachers towards students was still prevalent althoush 

things were beginning to chdnye. At the Conference on· 

College Composition ancl Communication in 1956, a workshop 

held on conferences rev~aled a variety of practices 

regarding conferences i11 colleges across the country ("Use 

of ••• ," p. 197). At some schools, composition 

instructors ha.d only one or two co11ferences per se11112sttr, 

and these were at the discretion of the instructor. At 

other schools, te,tchers conducted conferenct.:s every t-wo 

weeks for all students. A few pioneers even experimented 

with aisbanding the regular class after the first few ~~eks 

and usin<;;l only conferences thereafter or setting asid~ one 

or two regular class sessions for conference time ("Use of 

," p. 197). 

Though these varied approaches to conferences 

across th~ country were promising, the fiual three 

conclusions ~eached at the eud of the workshop ind~cdted 

that the value of conf ere nee~~ still was not completel} 

accepted ("Use c,f ••• ," p. 198). First, the -.o.rkshov 

participants deci(led that co11ferring with each st.u.ient on c.1 
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regular basis was wasteful. Insteau 1 they advocated that 

conferences be held at the teacher's discretion. 'l'he 

student did not have a voicia in this decision. Secoud 1 th~ 

experiences of those present led them to assert that 

co11ference tiae should be laited to only the best and' 

weakest students because these two groups benefitted the 

most. Finally 1 tb.e participants believed that the focus o~ 

a writing conference should te on the writing itself 1 an~ 

"personal and moral guebtions" (p. 196) raised by the 

students should be scrupulously avoided. 

Ey 1960 there ~as evidence that some hiyn school~ 

were beginning to use conferenc~s. Emig (1960) report~d 

that her school systen1 hau success with a high school 

English program that used bi-weekly tutorial sessions. To 

make the~e conferences possible, her school superiJ1tenut=:nt 

mandated that the teaching load foi: Enyli.sh teachers be 

reduced to four c1asses of arproximately twenty-five 

students during a six ~eciod day. The Enylish t~achers 

were to use the remaining two p~riods for student writi.ns 

conferencHs. Though more of a dialosue tuok place between 

students and teachers tha~ the examples cited by Oakes and 

Martin 1 the conferences Emig described were still iaryely 

teach~r-centered. 
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A change took place in the approach to co~±erences 

in the midule sixties when mc.1.ny attitude.s about educd.tion 

began to change in this country. First, there was a shift 

away from the authoritarian mod~ of teaching on. the part of 

many teachers, especially at the college level, and a move 

towards more humane vays of teaching (Martin, p. 3) • Also, 

the sheer number of students, causeil by the so-called baby 

boom era children coming of age, and tht loost>ning of 

admission stanuards, for a variety of reasous, forced 

English teachers to confront th~ issue of how to celieve 

their burden of grading many papers (Martin, p. 4). Thus, 

both philosophical and practical considerations affected 

the future of conferences. 

0 1 Dea (1965) provided an example of a shi±t in 

philosophical concerns regarding teaching in genercl and 

the teaching of 11,ri ting specifically. lie took five 

common1y accepted tenets about the tedching of English and 

proceeued to take them apart, bit-by-bit. These five 

myths, as 0 1 Dea called them, were as follows: 

1. Students learn to write well by readiny yreat 
literature. 

2. Students learn to writ~ essays by analyzi.ng 
professionally written essays. 

3. Students learn to write well by yrammatical 
analysis. 

4. Students learn to write better by 
reconstructing other people's ::;entences. 
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5. Students learn to write better by taking into 
account extensive teach~r criticism. 

(O'Dea,1965:228-230} 

Those teachers. who accept~l 0 1 Dea•s refutation searched for 

different answers to the teaching of writing, especially at 

the college level. 

Much of this searching and the answers it gen'"!:i::a.ted 

was the result of teachers honestly looking at what 

happened in their classes, perhaps for the first time. 

Lindsay (1966} found her class discussions scintillating at 

times, but she finall}' decided to do away with the reyulii.r 

classroom atl'\osphere and switch to small dis~--ussion groups, 

grouped Ly writing ability, and indiviuual conferences. 

She made this switch to groups and confer~nces btc;rnse she 

observed "over and over ag·ain the gap which [occurred] 

between a theoretical discussion of a technique dllJ. the 

process of apI,Jlyiny that technique to one's particulai: 

circumstance 11 (p. 259) • SJ:u.~ finall.y realiz~d t.hat in a 

regular classroom, she was mteting the needs of only a ver:y 

few students. Her conclusion after using this new method 

of teachiny successfully was that a composi ti.on tea.chei: had 

two responsibilities: (1) to get kids to vrite 

(unfortunately usually through the desire for good ~rad~s) 

and (2) to "maneuver a student into such a positior, that he 
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will establish his ovn criteria, his own measure~ents of 

excelleI.Lce in writing" _(p. 259) • Like ir,ost of th~ people 

at the 1958 CCCC, she found that this app~oach to teaching 

vorke d best for either the better or the -..eaker .students. 

At the time Lindsay made her conclusions c.uout'what 

a teacher of writing should be trying to accom~lish, a 

scurry of activity took place as people became aware that 

writing actually resulted from a process (1'ohman and 

Vlecke, 1964; Rohman, 1965). The idea that co~po~ing 

consisted of prewriting, writing, and rewriting was a 

revolutiouary concept during the middle sixt~es. Teache~s 

began to think about how this three-part process m.i.yht 

affect what they were doing in the classroom. 

By this time Murray (1966) had already begun to 

hold only student-initiated confer~nces with his students. 

He had long ago given up the regular classroom. He f ouw.l 

that frequent, brief conferences with his students, wher:£.• 

he dealt with just the mo~t important problem in their 

writing at that point in its develo1,ment, worked Vtry well 

(p. 150) • More im}lortantly, his description of the save:::n 

skills that writers needed to have closely paralleled the 

points in th~ writi.ng process where teach~rs might 

intervene successfully to help stuilents (Aviva Freedrn~u, 
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1982): the writer should discover a suhjtct, should sense 

an audience, should search for specifics, should crtd.tt a 

design (this might be very informal), should 

write, should develop a critical eye, and should finally 

rewrite (~p. 2-11). 

So, by the late sixties and into th~ middl~ 

seventies, many writing teachers began to consiuer more 

carefully the process of vriting and how they might 

effectivtly inttervene in that process. Teachers gave 

studeuts 1T1ore and more control over their own lei.irIJ.ihg. 

The didactic approach, where teachers had the answers .,.hich 

they gave to students, began to be replaced by a more non-

directive ap~roach (influenced by Carl Rogers) wnich 

assumed "that most people are quite capa.Lle of h~l1-•i11g 

thems~:>lves if they are freet1 from E-motionul obstacles such 

as fear of intimidation and fear of failure" 

(Duke,1975:44). This non-directive approach, hovev~~. 

could succeed only in an environment vhere srading and 

emphaE>is on error vere reduced, "Wh~re both ::,tuue1tb., and 

teachers recognized that writiny resulted from eng~ying ~n 

a process, and where a writing conference was vie"t::rl as "a1.1 

inte<Jrc.l part of the writing process" (Duke, 1975: 4o) • 

In addition to th~ changes in approaches to writing 
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conferences that took place at the college level, changes 

also occurred at the high school level. In their study of 

high school English programs across the nation, Squire a11d 

Appletee (1968) reported that many English teachers saw the 

writing conference as a "proraising procedure" for the 

future of writing instructio11 (p. 134). ~o::;t tea.chers 

surve}'ed in their study, however, did not use vriting 

confer~nces. These teachers fom1d that additiona.l teaching 

duties used up the time that otherwise might have been 

devoted to conferences. Some teachers, however, did tind 

the time. M.cCallister (1970) used conferences successfully 

with all of her students. She found that she gave Dlore 

attention to the weaker students who particular!}' needed. 

help. Conferences also allowed shy stutlent.s an outlet to 

discuss what was on their minds rega.rtling their writin.<J, 

and bi:ight students deepened the analysis in their pa.p~rs 

as a r~sul t of conferenc~s (p. 233) • NcC<.1.l.lister u~1::d 

conferences successfully because she ~orkeo in a school 

syste1r1 that limited the stu<ient load of English tedCht=rs. to 

100 students. Further, her school had un ei~ht ?eriod Uaj. 

:aecause she taught four periods ond used one for pianning, 

she had three relatively "free" period,t; to hold co.ilferences 

with her students. Other school systems were appar~utly 
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unable or unwilling to <;live their English teachers 

additional time for conferences. This 1-,ossibility may 

account for the lc1.ck of literature on conferences at the 

high school level. 

At the elementary level, many people began to 

examine the use of the writing conference as a way to 

proviue f~edback to elementary age students. Graves (1976) 

pointed out that ele111entary students were totally depender.t 

on their teachers when it came to writing. Teachers 

controlled their students• n~e<l to write, vhen they wrote, 

what they wrote, to whom they wrote, how they wrote, and 

how th~ir writiny would be judgeu (p. 645). Graves argued 

that this dependence on the teacher created a group of 

children who could not think for the111selves as writers and. 

who did not develop the critical eye necessary to become 

good writers. lie susgested that teachers intervent in the 

writiny of students at different points and encourc19~ the 

students to talk about their writing, instead of ttachers 

pointiny out errors they had noted. GravE:!s advocated this 

process for two ~easons: 

First, children [neeued] to hear themselves 
offering opinions. They [gained] a sen~e of voice 
b:1' first hearing themselves express ideas and 
opinions orally •••• Second, the teacher 
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[ nE:>eded] to gain a sense of children •s logicdl 
thinking and interests. (p. 650) 

Duriny tl·.ese interventions oi: conferences with studen-ts, 

Graves believed the topics uiscussed should include voic~, 

a need for more specifics, lanyuage and orgdniza.tion, 

progrE:ss and change, and the students' sense of dU<.iience, 

but these topics should come out of concerns ctbout their 

writing generated first by students (p. 650). both Graves 

(1976) and Schwartz (1977) described the kinds of teacher 

questivns and responses that allowed and stimulated 

successful, non-threatening i~tervention. 

From the late seventies to the present, couferences 

have become increasingly more i11portant as a means of 

instruction. Some composition teachers still use 

conferences, if tht:y have them at all, in much the same way 

Oakes (1939) and Martin (1980) described them: the teacher 
I 

talking and the student listening and following oruers. 

Others, how-ever, convinced by the succe:c;s of their 

colleagues with conferences, are beginning to use 

conferences increasingly in their own instruction (Fassler, 

1978). Some teachers are not using conferences to 11iscuss 

works in progress as much as they are using theru in 

individual instructional sessions in audition to a regular 

class, where both stud en ts a.ltd teachers write c1nJ cti.scus::; 
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what they have written (Schiff, 1978}. A few teachers, 

like Garrison (1981) and Murray (1982) teach writin~ 

totall~ in conferences. 

Carnicelli (1980) summarizes why modern compositio11 

teachers choose to engage in writing conferences ~ith ~hei~ 

students. First, a conference is " 111ore effective tha.IJ. 

group instruction" (p. 105). He believes that "l.e.i.rnin~ to 

vri te is a uniquely personal process; stud en. ts learn to do 

it primarily by working on their own papers" (p. 106). In 

a conference, teachers can do a better jo.t of focusing on 

the individual needs of their students than they cau in a 

large class. Second, "the teacher makes a more eff~ctive 

response to the paper in an oral conferenc~ than in written 

coinments" (p. 106). The main reason for this greater 

effectiveness is that, with the student prtsent, the 

teacher has access both to information that onl}' the 

student can supp1y and t~the student's opin~on about what 

the teacher is saying. This added information allows for 

more meaningful comments by the teacher. Third, students 

can learn more fro~ conferences because, instead of 

passively acc~pting or rejecting what the teacher nas 

written on the pap~r, they have the opportunity to discuss 

with tht> instructor what is right or "Wrong with the pa.per. 
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They can become more actively i11volved in their owil 

learniny (p. 107) • Fourth, "conferences ••• promote 

self-learning" because, ~ven though teach~r~ try to guide. 

students to see things the teachers• way, the ultimate 

decision about whether to accept or reject teacher jud<jmt::nt 

about the paper is the responsibility of ~tud~nts (p. 109). 

Finally, conferences make the most efficient use of the 

teachers• time. After twenty years of teaching, it still 

takes Carnicelli twenty minutes to read and respond to a 

paper. He believes he could spend the sarue amount of ti11te 

in a conference and accomplish much mor~. 

Statistics regarding the increase, the decrease, or 

even the present percentage of English teachers advocating 

conferences are not available. Still, th~ literature 

reveals that teachers are interested in writing 

conferences. The possible reason~ for this interest lltu.y bt-

sugsested by Richard Larson (1975): 

The power of making discoveries~of drawing 
connections betveen bits of experience so that tuey 
reveal or point to new ideas and ~roblems, of 
askins questions in such a way that they can be 
answered vith fresh insights into a subject~is, I 
suggest, one of the powers that makes educatioa 
possible. (p. 5) 

Since writing conferences can make this kind. of power 
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availablt to students, teachers are attract~d to 

confPLences. 

The Effect of Writing Conf~rences 
on Student Performance 

Information about the effectiveness of writin~ 

conferenc~s is mixed. Most of the evid.ence is descriptive 

in nature where an individue1l teacher giVt!S a testimonidl 

about tht:- effectiveness of conferences. tesearch stuuies 

do exist, but some of them are seriously flawed vhile the 

others, mostly qualitative or ethnoyraphic, are not 

generalizable. 

The testimonials about the effectivene~s of 

conferences are usually baseu on the following assumption: 

"To ir.1prove olle's writing, a writer must have a dialogue 

with the reader and DlUst learn to become his or hei: mm 

reader" (Alillasy, 1982:lU). The best way for a teacher to 

effect this kin<l of chunge is in a conference wh-=:r~ th~ 

~eader can actually talk to the writer, giving imru~diate 

feedback. 

Fisher and l'iurray (1973) de~crilJ~d their tiucces.sfu.i. 

conversion to totally conference-centered t~aching wher~ 

the students had complete control over what they wr~te. 

They r:~ported tha.t their students resentell not hc1vin9 
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teacher-generated assignments initially but that they 

eventually adjusted (p. 170). Their students learned that 

all writers must start with a base of information and 

discover what the} want to say by writing. Fisher a.nu 

Murray learned several things from this experience. F.i:rst, 

standard tests uid not accurately predict how vell thtir 

students would write under this situation (p. 171). Fisher 

and nurra:y•s best students vere often their colleagues• 

worst students ar1d vice versa. Second, students who 111ight. 

not have normally respond~l positively in a classroom 

setting, e.g., shy students or those biased in favor ·of 

science to the exclusion of all else, came alive (p. 171). 

Third, contrary to popular opinion in the En~lish teaching 

profe5sion, Fisher and ~urray found that their stuaents 

knew they needell help and lt'Ould actively .seek it out if 

given a chance. Finally, Fisher and Murray's students diu 

not "find an easy way to vrite, because writing is not 

easy, but they understood this and expresseu fa.mi.iiarity 

with the process of writing" (p. 172). 

Nixon (1977) reported succtss using Garri~.on •s 

method for conferenct>-centered teachiny at the comn:unit 1 

college level. She believed that the principal red::-on for 

the success of Garrison's approach is that it turns 
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students into active learners as opposed to passive 

receptacles (p. 23). When the teacher stops "teaching" in 

the traditional sense and acts, instead, as a guiue ana 

lets the students determin~ the pace and direction of thei~ 

own writing, Nixon saw ~tudents beyin to approach their 

potential as writers (p. 23). 

There are numerous descriptive testimonials like 

the ones I have just mentioned. There are, however, only 

a few actual studies of the effect of conferences on 

writin9. Sutton and Arnold (1974), for ex~ruple, examined 

244 remedial stud~nts randomly dssigned to t~o group5. One 

group of 134 students vas assigned to the regula~ rernedi~l 

English course, which included lecture, discussion, 

feecU.>ack on papers, and a prograwmed text on writing 

problems they coulc1 use if they chose. The remainir:.g 110 

stud~1ts worked with tutors in the writing lab and received 

no classroom instruction in large groups. Sutton ct.nd 

Arnold found that working in one group or the other in no 

way predicted whether or not a student ~ould stay in 

school. They did finu that those students who ~orKed in 

the WLiting lab had significantly higher GPAs than their 

peers in the regular remedial classes. Suttoh and ALnold 

thought that those students who were from rural backgrounds 
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would find the conference setting in the writing lab more 

beneficial, but there was no significant diiferen.ct' in this 

sub-group when coUlpared to the rest of the studeHt.s. 

While Sutton and Arnold found that conferences di•l 

have a positive effect on remedial student's GPAs, Budz and 

Grabar (1976} reported that conferences did little to 

improve the performance of the regular freshman writers 

that they studied. In fact, most of the students in tht:!ir 

study madb more progress in writing in a regular clas::;room 

setting. There are some inconsistencies in this stud::.:, 

however, that cast some doubt on Budz and Grabar•s 

conclusion. First, st.udents were not randomJ.y a.ssign~l to 

the experimental or control groups. Second, tho!.:ie students 

in the control group receiv~d traditional classroom 

instruction for the entire semester. The students in the 

exp~rimental group, after initially meeting as a class, i&.et 

with their instructors in confer~nces exclusively for th~ 

last eight weeks of the semester. Third, what transpired 

in the conferences is not specified. The amount o! tJ...Dte ir, 

conferences and the ~umber of conferences va~ied for 

different students. Fourth, improvement or achievement in 

writing was inferred from the final grade given by the 

instructor. This grade was determined by comparinc_z th~ 
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scores between the pre-test composition and the post-test 

composition, both of which were graded Llindly by d pair of 

graders, one of whom was the instructor. If there was a 

dispute about the final grade between the two gr&ders, they 

arbitrated the dispute 1etween tbeniselves. Given these 

potential sources of error in the study, it is difficult to 

accept. Eudz and Grabar•s conclusion without some 

reservations. 

Like Budz ana Grabar, Kates (1977) also ex~roine~ 

the effectiveness of conferences, but he was primar:il~· 

concerned with only those ki..I1ds of conferences vhei:e 

comments ~ere shared with students that vere similar to 

those contained in a terminal c0D1ment on a paptr. He ran 

two e~periments to test the effect of feedback given in 

confe:r enc es on stulient achievement as opposed to f(":"e«lback 

given in typed comments handed back with the st.udents • 

papers. Re found no significant differenc~ in the first 

experiruent, but in the second experiment he found th&t 

conference feedback was significantly better. LiK~ the 

work fione by Budz and Grabar, there ~re also bome rla~s iu 

this ~,tudy that 111c<lce Kates• findings susp1::ct. For exa.Jnple, 

in his first experiment one sroup of students had six 

confer:~nces each. These conf ereaces lasted from ninety 
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seconds to two minutes. Instead of conferencPs, the other 

group received their corrected papers with typed teui,inal 

comments. Because there was so little interaction between 

the teacher and the students in either of the grours, it is 

not surpLising that Kates found no siynificant iruprovement 

in either yroup. During his second experililent, Kates had 

five conferences per student in the group that was having 

confe1-ences, and these conf erenct=s lasted seven minute..s. 

It would appear that this increaseu confert::uce ti.Die made 

the difference. Hovever, to prove the si~nificance of 

increased conference time, Kate~ averaged stanine~ as ~art 

of his !:;tatistical analysis. This procedure cast.s !>Ollie 

doubt on the difference increased conference time alone 

makes on increasPd achi~vement in writihg demonstrated by 

student~. 

The first three research studies th~t I hove 

described use grades as the criterion for determining the 

effect of conferences on stude11t achievement i.n writiuy. 

Freedman (1980) broke this pa. ttt-:-rn. She made audio tapts 

of eight students with different levels of writing skill as 

each student engaged in four conferences throughout a 

seme!;:ter. Instead of trying to analyze statistically tht 

changes in the. students• writin 9 behavior, she dPscrib~d 
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qualitatively the interactions that took place in the.st= 

conferences and the content discussed. She found in,por-ta.nt 

growth in the stU<.lents as they progressed through the 

semester. For example, a stronger student who was 

concerne,1 about his blocked writing process at the 

beginning of the semester was no longer having problems 

getting word~ down on paper at the end of the seme~ter. 

His ti111e in conference was spent discussing the development 

of the ideas he ,-anted to communicate (pp. 6-7). A weaker 

student spent a good portion of her time (49 percent) in 

the first conference of the semester talking about proulems 

she was havi.Ilg with yrammar and her distrust of teachers 

(21 perc~nt). By the last conference 65 percent of her 

time or concerns were aimed at development, but unlike tne 

brighter student, she was unhappy with the way her paper 

was progressing. The paper did not seem to fit togtther. 

A1so, she spent 15 percent of her time talking about 

problerus with yramruar (pp. 6-7). It should be noted that 

these conferences were held as an integra1 part of the 

class but were conducted outside a11d in addition to class 

time (~p. 1-2). Since there were other possible causes for 

these observ~d changes in behavior, Freedman uoes li.Ot try 
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to attribute these changes to coriferences a.lone. Still, 

there appears to be some relationship. 

Freedman (1960) concluded that co11ferences could 

make a diff~rence in student writing if teachers are dStute 

enouyh to recognize the concerns that students are actually 

voicing. Students often reveal what is of most i;uportance 

to them about their writing, but they do so indirectly. 

For example, one student said, "We hc1.d a paper to ,~o, but I 

did not do it so I did not do very good in that. c1a.ss" 

(p. 9). The teacher initially passed over this comment but 

then came back to it and asked the student why he h.ild not 

done the paper. The discussion that folh,wed revealed that 

this student was having difficulty getting words down on 

paper when first confronted w-ith an assignment. With this 

knowled<Je, the teacher vas able to tailor instruction i.a 

the conference to remove this problem for the stu,hmt. 

Shook (1981) combined qualitative information with 

statistical analysis to see whether or not writiug 

conferences maue a difference in stuuent writi11g. fie used 

four sections of freshman co~position at Brigham Youuy 

UniveLsity, the Hawaii campus. The ~eneral direction of 

the course taken by the students in these sections, 

inclua.ing the text and the assignments, was the sawe. The 
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experimental group, however, engagt:d in a modified ver::iion 

of Garrison's approach to tutoring or conferencing. Shook 

found that the experimental group did write signifi.cantly 

more mature sentences as 1rieasured by the number of' free 

modifers in the students• texts. There was no sigrdficant 

differenc~ between the writing of the two groups as 

measurecl by holistic scoring. Further, there wa.s 110 

significant difference between the two yroups reyardiny 

writing apprehension as measured on a writing apprehension 

test. The teachers u~ing the Garrison method, how~vtr, lliu 

feel better about themselves as couiposition teach~rs as a 

result cf using this approach. 

Commenting· on the ,la.ta gathered in his 1~61 stully, 

Shook (1963) noticed that the weaker students seemed to 

make more gains than the better students {p. 8) • Shook 

believed that the answer to this dilem111a was that. t.he 

weaker students have farther to 90 so we would expect lllore 

gains. on the other hand, he contended that perhaps we 

praise good students too quickly anu do not stretch or push 

them en,euyh. As a result, they become co1nplacent and tak.e 

the easy or safe way out (p. 8). 

The limited research that has bten done reveals 

littl~ positive evidence that conferences make a 
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differ~nc~. Granted, it is difficult to control t.he ma.ny 

variables that affect growth in writing so that a 

significant gain can be attributed to only one factor 

(Kates, 1977). The fact remains, however, that ther~ is no 

major evidence to support that conferences do make a 

difference in writing instruction. On the other ha.nd, the 

num~rous testimonials about the effectiveness of 

conferences in teaching writing suggest that something of 

value is appareutly happening. Just what constitutes this 

"something" i.s not clear. Roderick (1982} n1ay be ri9ht 

when he says the key to success in conferences is that 

teachtrs listen carefully to the problems of students. As 

a result, students begin to value themselves as people who 

have som~thing of value to say to others. As Roderick puts 

it, "After all, the basis for all good writing start::;; with 

the writ~r•s belief that he or she has something to say" 

(p. 32}. Ruch more research. needs to be done, however, to 

specify those factors in conferences that truly have dil 

impact on student writing. 

Conducting Writing Confere11ces 

In this section I explore what research anci expert 

opinion suggest teachers should know before they begin to 
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conduct writi11g conferences. I also examine what thes~ two 

sources of information reveal about when conferencP.s should 

be held, what might be the most effective length of 

conferences, what content should be tra11sacteu, how 

conferences might be structured, and what factors aid or 

hinder the flow of information in writing conferencE::.s. 

What Teachers Should Know Before They Begin Confe~~ 

First, Fassler (1978) suggests a writing cc,n.ierence 

should not be vieweu solely as an opportunity to tell 

students orally what would normally be written on their 

papers. She believes that "the nature of the personal 

conferenc~ 01-ens other }!Ossibilities as well, anu these 

should be exploited" (p. 188). She believes the teuche:c•s 

response to Etudents should be personal and student writin~ 

should be approached in much the same way a parent would 

approach a child's dra~ing. A parent looks for the stioug 

points and initially iynores the flaws. 

Second, Murray (1982) points out that most writers 

first write for themselves. As they do, th~y have anuther 

self which monitors what they are doing as th~} compose. 

Mu:rray believes that a teacher's job in a writin<.J 

conferencf> is to teach this other self. This job is 

accomplished through modelin~ an ideal self for the studeut 
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so that eventudlly the student's other self will be able to 

take ov~r this function when the teacher is no longer 

there. ln other words, a teacher's job is to be a yovd 

role n,odel of hov a critical reader responds to a piece ot 

writing. 

Murray thinks that teachers can accomplish this 

feat only if they recoynize that "writing is [an] 

intellectual activity carriecl on in an emotional 

environment" (p. 142). Sulkes (1980) extend5 Murray •s iJea 

to conferences. He believes that the emotional environment:. 

is v~ry important in writing conferences, and te4ch~rs need 

to deal with this aspect first before they ever begin 

talking SfH:~cifically about the writing the studellt is 

currently doing (p. ~. Huch of the emotional environment 

comes from the attitudes, assum~tions, and expectatious 

that both students and teachers bring to the conferenc~. 

Sulkes believes that students must bring the follo~~ng 

attitudes to a conference in order for it to function 

properly: 

1. The student wants to be there because he or 5.ue 
has important busine~s to transact. 

2. The student has a clear sense of wh~t he o~ she 
wants from the teacher. The stud~nt gives 
evidence of having carefully consid~red 
comments that the teacher has made about 
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writing in ge11eral or regarding a specific 
paper. 

3. The £tudent recognizes that the teacher i5 
human and can make mistakes. 

4. The student. knows what the teacher can and 
cannot do for him or her. (pp. 1-2) 

A great deal of counter-productive feeling can be generateu 

in a conference if a stud~nt lacks any one of these 

attituc1es or if the teacher assumes that the st.ull.e11ts ha.ve 

this frame of mind regarding the conference vhen, in f~ct, 

they do not. For example, Sulkes cites the instance ot the 

students who operate 

on the erroneous assumption that the teacher's joL 
is to inake [them) understand, or, if (they ha.ve) 
been raiseu on Sesame Street, on the assumption 
that the teacher must make it ec:1.sy or entertaini11y, 
or worse, must provide (theruJ with the magic 
formula that will transmute a leaden theme to 
literary gold. (p. 2) 

A stuuent who has these inaccurate assumptions will 11ot 

learn much of value in a conference. 

sulkes also contends that students are not alone 

when it comes to erroneous assulliptions about conferenc~5 

and teachers I roles in them (1980, p. 2) • Teacher~ al.so 

fre':iUt'ntly make assumptions that contril>ute to the 

breakdown of a coru: erenc~. They assume stud.en ts w,u1t to Le 

there for the conference, whether they do or not. Also, 

even teachers with the test intentions tend to force what 

they think is important upon stuuents. If students anc.1 
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teachers do not have a shareu purpose for bf>iny in a 

writing conf~rence, then there is a good chance it will 

fail. 

Murray (1982) suggests that one way to avoid this 

confusion over inaccurate assumptions and expectations'is 

for teachers to tell students exactly lithat the teachers' 

role will be in conferences. This way, students h,cive some 

idea of what to expect. Brostoff (1982) focuses the 

discussion in the initial conference she has with any 

stu<lent on the following issues: "the student• s writ in~ 

ability, experience, and attitudes; then from a 

determination of the problent at hand to questioll!a> nbuut the 

student's handling of the writing proc~ss" (p. 25). ~ore 

importantly, during the first third of this initial 

conference, Brostoff and her colleagues try very hdrd to 

create a positive emotional environment as they strive to 

achieve the following goals: 

(1) by our responses to students, to help thel!l 
perceive us as writing experts who can serve a~ 
their personal consultants; (2) . by our cartful 
ordering of questions, to help students relax, 
thereby enabling them to discover ~nformative 
answers; and (3) by our choice of questions, to 
help students lift the veil of self-deception dlld 
begin to develop an accurate perception of the~r 
wi:iting abilit::., and a positive attitude a.bout what 
they can do. (l>. 22) 

Teachers may not achieve all of the goals citeu by Brostoff 
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(1982). lxperts do s~em to agree, however, that t~achers 

who are conducting writing conferences neeu to be aware of 

the emotional environment in their confer~nces and. to 

monitor this environ111ent as their conferences progress. 

When Conferences Shoulg_li!LJ:!eld 

Bissex (1962) and others believe that int~~ventions 

can take place at any point in the writing proce~s. ~urray 

(1979) implies that vrewriting conferences are more 

valuable than revision conferences. He says that he k 

more active in prewriting conferences, but he "leans back" 

as piec~s develop further (p. 17} • Carnicelli (1980) 

thinks that conferences held during the prewriting stage 

and during the actual writing and revision of the piece are 

more helpful than conferences held a£ter a grade has l>et:?n 

given to a paper. He doe~ think that conferences ,if ter 

grading can be of some value, but students are less 

receptive to assistance, especially if they have gotten a 

low grade on the paper (pp. 102-102). 

Freedllian (Aviva Freedman, 1982) elaborates upon th~ 

usual three-part description of the writing process: 

prewriting, writing, and revision. As she does so, she 

discusses the kinds of interventions that might be mi.j,de at 

each point in the co11tposing process. First, there is tht 
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starting point. Here teachers and students call di.5cuS!j 

possible topics until students have a clear direction or 

place to btgin ~riting (pp. 6-7). Second, after a starting 

point is aecideu upon, writers usually explore this topic. 

Teachers can help students best here by modeling for ttiem 

how to play with ideas and mine their brains for 

information they already have about the topic (p. o). 
Third, during the next three stages in the writing 

process--incubation, illumination, and composing--teachti:s 

cannot really 11ake any direct interventions because these 

parts of writing are personal and usually occur inside the 

brain. Teachers, however, can support students by 

encouraging them "to trust their writing and to follow its 

flow regardless of previous plaus and regardless of the 

possible judgments and evaluations of their reader~" 

{p. 9). Also, teachers can be there to htlp stud~ut& work 

out ahy problems encountered during this part of the 

process. 

Fourth, after writers have written a draft, they 

usually go through a ~eriod of reformulating what they havP 

writt~n. At this stage writers usually need some ieedbacK 

on how a real audience is responding to their work. 

Teacht-rs can be the real audience in a cou.fer~nce, letting 
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students know hov the writing is affecting them as redders 

(p. 11). Filially, during the editing stage, teachers can 

be most helpful if they assist the students with one or two 

major problems the student is having with surface errors 

(p.11}. 

How Long Should writing Conftrences Be 

The length suggested for a conference varies. 

Kates (1977) has held conferences lasting only ninety 

seconds, but he questiofis the value of a conference this 

short. Garrison (1981} says a lot can be accomplished in 

two IDinutes. Martin (1981) observes, however, that most 

teachers, even those who are experienced, find it almost 

impossible to conduct conferences this short and accomplish 

anythiny. Murray (1968) beli.eves that conferences should 

last about ten ruinutes, though he notes they should be held 

frequently. Fisher and Murr~y (1973) suygest that 

conferences be no longer than fifteen minutes. F..tSsler 

(1978} and Carnicelli (1980) advocate twenty-minut~ 

confen-•nces while Budz and GraLar (1976) and the workshop 

at the Conference on Colleye Composition and Communication 

Convention ("Use of ••• ," 1958) mention conferences c1.s 

long as an hour. Generally, the length o:t a conference 

should be determined by the teacher. With practice, 
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teachers learn how much time they can meaningfully &pend 

conducting a conference with a student. 

what Should the Content of Writing_fonferences Be 

Freedman (1982) asserts that the success of a 

conference depends upon two crucial factors: the content 

of the conference and its structure (p. 2). The content 

includes such things as "what topics are talked about, the 

amount of collaboration between student and teacher tu.l.k in 

sustaininq topics, the amount of focus on different topics, 

and who initiates talk and how often talk gets initiated oa 

certain topics" (PP• 2-3). The structure basically is 

determined by "who can talk vhen and hov llluch (anu] what 

types of talk are sequenced in what ways" (p. 2). 

The content of a. conference, of course, will be a 

function of the point in the writing process at which the 

conference is taking place. Garrison (1981) follow5 d 

heirarchy of priorities regarding content when he conducts 

conferences. He believes th~t the initial confer~1ce ~ust 

deal with the idea or subje<..~ the stucle11t wants to write 

about. I.f this issue is not dealt wi. th, U1e student has no 

place to go, nowhere to begin (l•· 9) • For Garrison auu tor 

other teachers, e.g., Fisher and Murray { 1973) , d.ecitlins on 

the topic might be the focus of two or three confere11ces. 
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Next, Garrison (1981) deals with the content of 

what the student has written. He particularly stresse~ the 

difference bttween that which is concrete and that which is 

vague. He wants students to recognize that they caunot 

begin to write very much if they do not have sufficient 

information to continue (p. 10). Fisher and Mur£ay {1973) 

also confirm this belief. 

The next content focus in conferences for Garrison 

(1961) is point of view. He wants students clearly to 

identify the point of what they are writing and tht 

audience they are writing to or for (p. 10). The next 

content priority is organization. The student should have 

completed a draft by this time, and Garrisou t~kes a look 

at the organization of the piece, to consiuer whether or 

not it i~ coherent. Organization cdn l>e the subject of 

more than on~ conference (p. 10). At the HE'Xt l~vel of 

content, Garrison concentrates on his students• .::.enttuces 

and uses their writing to work on individual gra111m<1tiea.l 

probleu:s (p. 10}. Finally, he focuses on watters of word 

choice, s~el1iny, tone, and sentence cadence (p. 11). 

This content hierdrchy is very similar to tl•e one 

experienced writers use wheo they are writing and revi.s.ing 

(Murray, 1966). Further, Gdirison's heirarch:- is :::.iir,ilar 
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to the one that many teachers follow in conferences. 

Carnicelli (1980) clearly states that he uses Garr~son•s 

hierarchy. 

How Shouln Writing Conferences Be Structured 

The structure of conferences is difficult to 

specify because no two conferences will be identical. 

Graves (1982), Bissex (1982), and Duke (1975) believe that, 

whatev~r structure is used, it should be predictable to 

students. This ~redictability helps reduce anxiety. If 

students know what to expect fro~ the conference, they will 

be more likely to respond openly. Both Duke (1975) and 

Murray (1982) contend it is a good idea to let the student 

know beforehand what is going to happen in the conference. 

Creating predictability to reduce student dllXiety 

seems like a reasonable goal to strive for, but conferenc~~ 

can be structure~ in many different ways. Arbur {1~76} 

gives a description of the seminal confer~nce. ~ot every 

conference will have or need each of these stages, but her 

sequenc~ does seem to address most of the structurdl 

possibilities. Arbur believes that writing conferences 

have &even possible components: "engagtment, problem 

exploration, problem identification, ~yreement to work on 

the problem together, task assignment, solution, and 
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termination" (pp. 96-97). 

Enaaoement. Though the most ol,vious, en<_;a9em.eht is 

perhaps one of the most crucial phases of any conference. 

Rapport must be established Letween students and teachers, . 
and the first words uttered and the first behaviors 

exhibited by both parties determine whether or not rapport 

is achieved. If students exhibit an "I could care less" 

attitude, this feeling may affect the way teachers res}:)onu 

to students. Conversely, if teachers communicate an air of 

superiority, this attitude also may confound the 

conference. Often subtle messages are communicated to 

students by the way students and teachers are arranged in 

space. Of the following possible arrangewents, ArLur 

(1976) and Murray (1968) recommend an arrangement that 

suggests equality, such as example D below: 

(A) (B) (C) (D) 

s s 
---l I l l I I 

s I l T I T l l l 
(dtsk I !desk (desk I ldtsk 
I I I I l 'l' I 
I l l l I I 

Such placement communicates to students that this 

s 

'l' 
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conference is going to be a shared effort, where both 

parties are going to be doing the work. 

Also of prime importance at this stage in the 

conference is that both teachers and students nndei:stan<l 

the difference between what students are capable of 

(aptitud~) and what in fact they have done (performanc~) on 

a particular paper (Arbur, 1976: 97). Teachers should 

convey and support the idea that students can improve their 

performance with effort and with help. 

~roblem ExploratiQ!!. During this phase uf the 

conference, students must cowe to some understanding of the 

problems in their papers. This exploration should bed 

shared experience, not a lecture on the part of teach~rs, 

or as Arbur says, "one person pontificating, the other 

neither hearing or caring what is said" (p. 98}. Probably 

the best way for teachers to approach this exploration is 

through nondirective or Socratic technigues. Carnicelli 

believes that two of the most crucial thiI.tgs teachers can 

do in a conference is to ask the right guestious and to 

listen to what students say (1960, pp. 114-117). Through 

skilli ul questions, students are led to their own ciiscov~ry 

about both what is right dlld wrong with their pai'en,;. 

Murray also confirms this strat~gy (1966 and 1978}. 

\ 
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~ble111 Identif icatiou. This feature may seem ver~, 

similar to the p~evious category, but actually it is not. 

In this phase of the conference, after variou~ problems 

with the students• pdpers have been explored, the most· 

important ones must te identified (Arbur,1976:98). This 

focusing process i.s crucial for several r~asons. first, 

students usually cannot handle all that is potenti;tlly 

wrong with a paper. To do so is often realisticall}' and 

psychologically impossible. Peopl~ seldo111 improve any 

skill all at once. They improve by practicing u.ifierent 

parts of it, still in the context of the whole. Arbur, 

recommends that only two major problems be specified for 

students. Obviously, depending upon the nature of the 

paper, the number may vary. 

But what kinds of problems should teach~rs ~oint 

out to students? If the confer~nce is centering on a tlraft 

of a paper, whether a first draft or a later on~, then 

teachers must make solle decisions. First, they must dnsw~r 

the following question: what is the problem that is 

keeping this paper fro~ workiny? Typically, the l~rge~ 

rhetorical issues such as ideas or subject, content, point 

of vi&w, and organization should be dealt with first. 
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Matters of sent~nce structure and word choice should be 

considered later unless these are negatively affecting the 

lar~er issues (Garrison,1981:8-11i Hurray,1968:2-11). The 

ratioDale for this approach is rather straighforward. If 

the idea or subject has not been articulated, the 

organization tighteneu, and the writing finally aimed at a 

specific audience, excellent grammar and sentence structure 

are not going to make the paper work. 

Agreement to ~ork on the Proble~ Together. After 

the major problem or problems with the pape~ have been 

identified, according to Ar bur, "the student[ s] not only 

[have] to agree about what the problem is but [hav~] to 

agree to do something [ about it] • • ." (p. 98) • This 

decision is usually negotiated a1al ayreed to by tht student 

and the teacher. Arbur cautions that this portion of the 

conference can often drift into a heated discussion u.bout 

the content of the pa~er, i.e., the relative righbtebs or 

wrongness of the students' position on an issu~. such 

digression should be avoideo. The purpose of the 

conferenc~ should be to help students iruprove what ~ti$ 

they want to say, regardless of teach~rs• approval or 

disapproval of the ideas contained in the paper. The only 
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point of discussion should be whether or not students have 

supported their position. 

Task Assionment. Once students and teachers have 

agreed to work on the problem, teachers should give 

students clear-cut directions about w-hat they should do to 

rectify the problem (s) • According to Carnicelli (19b0) • 

these suggestions should not be didactic {pp. llb-117). 

Students should be given suggestions; but. as they dre 

given, teachers should check with students to see how they 

are bein<J received. Teach~rs shoulJ. not i.1npose their 

preferences on their students. Students should b~ yiven 

help to develop their own solutions, and the final decision 

about what course of action to take should be left to the 

students. 

Solution. According to Arbur (1976, pp. 99-100), 

students and teachers should agree on tasks that st.ud~nts 

need to be wcrkiny on as a. result of the issues dh-;cussed 

in cohferences. Agreeing on and specifying these tasks 

gives sturients a tangible result from the conferences. It 

is not so important that stuuents have "the solution" as it 

is that they recognize what they have accomplish~d und know 

what to work on next. Stuueuts and teachtrs should meet 
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again in follow-up conferences to oiscu5s the rerneui.e.s that 

students have a tempted. This type of approdch, identityin9 

what Dt:!(::-OS to be done and then 1J1eeting agaiii to discuss th~ 

results, is effective because it requires collltuitmeat on the 

part of students. It also gives students time to incutiate, 

to explore possible solutions, and to try several of them 

before they :return to sh.are what they have done with their 

teach~rs. The students• incr~ased involvement ~ith their 

own writing not only reinfoI:'ces their commitment to findi:ug 

a solution to the problem but al.so makes better use of the 

teacl,ers• tim~ (Arbur,1976:99). Teachers ca.n be lli.ore 

focused during the subse~ue1J.t confE,rences because t.hey kIJO• 

what was oiscussed previously and what was sugge~ted. 

Therefore, they can zero in on whether or not the studeuts 

have solved the problem. 

Termination. Enuing the conference arpropriately 

is just as important to maihtaining rapport with stu<lents 

as is the intiti~l engayement. Carnicelli (1980) believes 

that teachers neeu especially to offer encouragemelit to 

students at this point ~- 113). Maintaining rapport ctt 

the ena of a conference is easily accomplished if stud~nts 

have a clear sense of what they netd to do next with their 

writing. 
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Fact.ors Which Affect the Flow of Information 
in llri ting Conf erer1ces 

Structurin9 conferences effectively ancl discussiny 

the appropriate content are not by themselv~s sufficieut 

requisites for conferences that will help students with . 
their writing. Teachers also need to be aware of s~veral 

facto.rs which can either aid or hinder the flow of 

inf orn,ation between students and teachers. Duke (1975) 

encou1.ages teachers who want to 111ake writing conferenCt:!S 

more non-directive, as opposed to didactic, to adopt some 

of the techniques used in counseling. first, Duke b~lieves 

that it is important for the teachers to proviue 

clarification for students. This ~roct:!ss involv~s letting 

students know that what they say has been hAard dlld 

accepted. For example, teachers might say something like 

"I can tell that you meant to show us the scene from her 

position on the street" (p. US). Second, teachers should 

use acceptance wonls where possible, e.g., "Yes, 1. ~ee" (p. 

45) • Such a statement implies acceptance, though no value 

judgn,ent is made. Third, Duke contends that it is 

important to use reassuran£,g EhI!!Sill..!l with stude11ts--"l. 

know. I have felt the same way"(p. 45)--beeause it r~iuces 

the f~eling of alienation that stu<lents som~ti~es feel. 

Finally, Duke believes that it is impo~tant to use the 
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non-directive lead, which prompts students to talk about 

their writing without teachers doing the work, e.y., "Could. 

this section be sta.ted i.n more than one way?" (p. 45) • 

Duke's suggestions are good ones, tut Carnicelli 

(1980) warns teachers that to follov 01.1ly such a non- · 

directive approa.ch voulc1 be unfair to students. Cc11:nicelli 

gives the following rationale for his position: 

The teacher's function is to lead students to auopt 
the t~acher•s values, the common criteria of good 
writing shared by the tPacher, the English teaching 
profession, and, with certain wide variationB, 
educated people in general. The therapist's 
function is to lead clients to clarify or dev~lop 
their own individual values. Because of this .basic 
difference in function, the writing teacher has the 
obligation to be more judgmental, and more 
directive, than a therapist should be in the 
Rogeria.n approach~ (p. 116) 

In fact, Carnicelli reports that stuuents surveyed at his 

institution perceive that teachers who ar~ totally Don-

directive are unwilling to take a sti:1nd. Students wc:i.nt the 

teacher to be involv~ in the conference, too (p. 115). 

Graves (1982) beli~ves that successful confereuces 

are created when both the teacher and the stud~nt dpproach 

them with a deyree of.pla 1fulness: "Hullloi: relieves tension 

and provides distance from the composing process" (p. 77). 

In a conference that is functioning effectively, "iwri tiny 

is not approached as a tedious, yrueliny attempt to avoid 
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sinful error. Rather, there is a .sense of surprise, of 

joyful pursuit of the writer's own intentions" (p. 77}. 

Additionally, t~achers and stud~nts need to share 

the same nomenclature when talking about writing {Graves, 

1982). Teachers already know how to talk about ~riting, 

but students often do not. As a result, students need to 

learn how to use lanyuage to talk about their writing. 

This special use of language need not be tdught ind 

traditional manner, i.e., a vocabulary list followed by 

tests. Rather, this languag~ can be introuuced "ithiu the 

context of talking about the student's writing. Par 

example, a teacher might ask, "I see that you crossed out 

your lead here in the first draft. Why did you u.o that?" 

(p. 77} • Students might nev~r have heard the wur:ds lead or 

draft before, but in the context of dealing with their o~n 

writing, the meaning of these words is cofumunicated c1early 

by the teacher and learned by students over time, through 

meaningful repetition. 

Graves ( 1982) , Bissex ( 19_82) , a:ud Carnicelli ( 1 ~&O) 

believe that the flow of information in. confen~nces cau be 

enhanced by how teachers mod~l solutions to proble~is 

studellts are having with their w:riting. Modeling solutions 

does not mean that teachers ~hould always tell students 
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what to do. Instead, "Good teache:r·s shov what they medn 

instead of [ t~llin<J] children vha t to do. They as.K vri ters 

to try things that will enable them to see answer~ for 

themselves" (Graves, p. 76). Using f.1Uestions skillfully 

and providing the right kind of feedback will help stuu~nt::. 

to think for themselves. Sometimes questions of a. generdl 

naturE:> will be sufficient to get stud.ents to exawine on 

their own what they need to do to improve a piece of 

writifig. Questions of this kind that others find helpful 

include: 

1. What woulu you like me/us to listen for dlld 
react to? (Ask this before the writer reads 
aloud his piece.) 

2. What part do you like the best? 
3. What part gave you the most trouble? 
4. ~hat did you consider putting in and then 

decide against? 
5. What would you like to change in you next 

draft? 
6. ~hat did you learn from ~riting this piece? 

(Bissex, p. 76) 

Often, however, more specific kinds of quehtio11s 

'Ifill need to be asked if teachers are going to guiue 

students in the ri9ht direction. For exan1pl.e, suppose the 

main point of a piece of wr.iting is r1ot clear. I11~teau of 

telling students their writing is unclear, it ma:: l,e more 

productiv~ to ask the following question: "Is theie a 

sentence here that seems to say what you wanted to say more 
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cannot f irHl one, the teacher I thi:-ough <;?Uestioning, can help 

students see their own problems and find ways to solve 

them. Or, if there is a problem with organizdtion, the 

teacher can ask, "Do you think this sentence ought to co111e 

after this one? Read it out loud and tell me what you 

think" (Graves, 1976, p. 650). Perhdps, students heed to 

be 1nore specific. Instead of telling them, teachers can 

use the follo~in9 kinds of questions and responses: 

What happened after the man won the race? Good. I 
would be interested in reading what happened. 

You say he had an accident in the race. What 
ha1:pened to the car? What did the front fender and 
the [headlight] look like after it hit the guard 
rail? Here are some words you just used in tellins 
me about the accident. would }OU like to use them? 

(Graves, 197b: 650) 

In addition to asking (!Uestion!::> that (]Ui<le <i.Dd 

instruct, teachers nf>ed to know t.echnigues for shifting the 

focus of the conference without confusing the stu-~nt ~n 

the process. For example,~ student might cowt in dfid te 

consumed by an ur,coming midterm exam. Sher\iood (19~2, 

p. 102) a~se:cts that teachers need to acknuwledge s~ch 

concern but still move the focus of the conferenc~ to 

writins. After listening for a "'hile, this turn ffliyht be 

accomplished by saying somethins like, "I know what you 
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mean. I have been vo:rkiuy on an article for two weeks, and 

I cannot get it the way it needs to be to get puLlished. 

Plus, the deadline is the day after tomorrow. But, let's 

leave those problems for a while. What huve you been 

writing about" (p. 102)? 

Another turn that Sherwood (1962, p. 103) contends 

teachers need to learn to make smoothly is when the focus 

of a conference needs to shift to something else. Once the 

student gets a sense of how to solve the most difficult 

problem he or she faces in a pi~ce of writing, there is 

littl~ value in belaboring the point. To re<lirect the 

conference, the teacher might say something like, 11well, 

Joe, it seems to me that you have finally got a handle on 

what you lllant to say. Since the story you tell 011 palJe 2 

is so important to your overall point, let's take a look at 

it and see if it's working the way you want it to" 

(p. 103). 

Finally, the way closure is achieved at. the e:n,l of 

a conference, the interaction that causes it to happen, is 

important. Instead of ending with a few general com:nents, 

Sherwoo~ (1982} suygests that t.eachers ask. stude11t!:. to 

summarize what has been discussed in the conference; fo:r 

example, the teacher might say, "Before you go, let's make 
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sure thu.t we both know vhat it is you need to ,10 in this 

paper. Could you summarize the main points we hav~ 

discussed today" ~. 103)? If the teacher asks a ~u~stion 

of this kind, it not only helps the student clearly 

articulate what it is he or she needs to do to improve'the 

paper but also provides the teacher with ftedback about 

whether or not the student is clear about what has been 

discussed. 

Teachers cannot keep all of these techniqu€:s in 

balance consistently: using non-directive techniques, 

maintaining a sense of humor, teaching the special lanyuag~ 

necessary to talk about writiny, asking question;:;; that both 

guide and instruct, and making smooth turus in a 

conference. The more teachers are able to use the:..;e 

techniques, however, the more they will be able to keep~ 

conference running smoothly. 

~hat Consensus Exists g.!!!Qllil~~tl!§ 

Even though there is a lot of advice and 

suggestions about what should be happeHiug in writi11s 

conferences, experts do s~em to ayree that five features 

are necessary for an effective conference to take pl~ce. 
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§!udE-nt-f~iil~g. First, writing conferences 

should be student-centered •. The meaning of the term 

"studE:.-nt centered," however, depends upon who dtdines i.t. 

Lindsay (1966) means that students should b~ led b~ 

teachers to develop their own criteria for judging the' 

effectiveness of their writing. Murray (1968) cont.ends 

that conferences should only be initiated by students and 

should deal vith the major problems in the stude:ut::, • 

writing. Fisher and Murray ( 1973) , as a result of their 

experience in totally conference-centered teaching, assert 

that students should also have control over the subjects oi 

their writin(j, in addition to chaL-ting th~ dir~c1::iuu of th~ 

confert::nce. Graves (1976) supports the idea that students 

should talk about their writing in conferences, free irom 

the distraction of teachers constantly pointing out student 

error. Nixon (1977) portrays teachers as guides with 

students dett:!rmining t.he direction in their own. writin9 anti 

thus developing their fu11 potential as writers. 

Carnice1ii (1980) maintains that conferences neeu to he 

stude11t centered becci.use such conferences provide 5tudents 

with the opportunity for self-learnins and control, the 

right to accept or reject suggestions by te~chers. Th~ 

underlying current that runs throuyh each ot these 
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descriptions of what student centereu means, is that 

students should have some control over what happens iu 

conferences. Most of these descriptions do not deny the 

important feedback that can be given by the teacher. They 

do, however, suggest that students should be takin~ an· 

active role in conferences, suggesting topics for 

discussion in addition to those identified by teachers. 

What all of these experts seem to have in mind is a 

partntrship, both parties participating equally, neither 

party dominating--especially the teacher. 

Interventions at Different Points. Second, sever~l 

experts believe that conferences can be effective 0uly when 

several are helu and, furthe1.more, held at different points 

in the writing process. When these experts say "vriting 

process," thPy usually employ the common linear description 

of this process--prewriting, writing, and revision--though 

the exact terminology may differ from one person to the 

next. Bissex (1982), Graves (1976), and Duke (1975) agree 

that interventions should be made in student writiug at 

several points as a piece of writing progresses. r:urray 

(1968; 1979) describes several conferences that he ha.s had 

with students as their writing developed from stage to 

stage. fie says that he is more active in earlier 
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(prewriting) conferences and tends to relax 11ore, letting 

the students do more of the work, in conferences takin~ 

place later in the evolutiou of a piece of vri ting. 

Carnicelli (1960) concurs with the opinion of those experts 

I have just mentioned. He adds, hovever, the conferences 

that take place after a piece of writing has beeu graded 

are generally a waste of time. Students are not committed 

to what transpires in such conferences because they usually 

are unable (in terms of grade) to do anything else to 

improve their paper. Garrison (1981) asserts that 

interventions should be made as student~ ~restle with tnose 

elements of content that he feels ~re most important to a 

piece of writing (idea or subject, content, point ot view, 

audience, organization, and sentences, and individual 

grammatical problems). 

Freedman (Aviva Freedman, 1982) also agrees with 

the others, though she describes the vrit.ing process a:,. 

having seven steps instead of the usual. three. The g ent::ra.i.. 

consensus seems to be that interventions in student writing 

need to be made as oft~n as is l1()Ssible and at any point ia 

the ~rocess students use to cr~ate a paper, vith the 

possible exc~ption of so-called post-mortems aftei:- grading. 
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flarificatiQ!LQf Student Expectations. Third, 

Graves (1982), Bissex (1982), and Duke (1975} assert that 

students should have a clear idea of.what to expect in 

conferenc~s if they are to reach their maximum 

effectiveness. Simply, they believe that students should 

not be "put on the spot" by teachers who expect tht·m to 

assume roles that they did not anticipate. The inverse of 

this situation also holds true. To prevent such 

misunderstandings, aurray (1982) suggests that teachers 

make sure that both they and their students understa.nd the 

ground 1."U.les of what is going to happen iu conferences 

before they ever begin to discuss the writ:i..ng. 

Modeling Appropriate Solutions. Pourth, .oissex 

( 1962) , Graves ( 1982) , Murray { 1982) and Carnicelli ( 1980) 

believe that it is important that teachers mo<lel 

appropriate bfa-haviors in con.ferences for stuuents. Such 

modeling can, in til\e, acclimate students to what kind of 

behaviors are appropriate in conferences. More 

importantly, however, modeling allows teachers to 

demonstrate possible solutions to problems studeuts ar~ 

having with their writing. Students expect such mo<leling, 

and rightly so. As Carnicelli (1980) points out, accordin~ 

to his survey teachers who a.re totally non-directive in 
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conferences and never point out potential problems or 

demonstrate possible solutions are viewed as ineffective by 

students. Modeling, does not nted to be did4Ctic. It can 

take the form of skillful ~uestions which guide students to 

solutions to their own problems (Graves, 1982) • Murray' 

(1982) probably summarizes the in tent of most experts. He 

says that tedchers should model an ideal self dS a writer, 

showing students hov they should be reacting to ~hctt they 

have written. Students can tht?n internalize this n1odel 

into their own behavior patterns a~ they enga~e in 

conferences ~ith the teacher. 

Prioritv Given to Larger Content Issues. The last 

point of consensus about a potentially ideal conferenc~ 

regards content. Though Garrison (1981} specifies c1 rather: 

rigid heirarchy to the content transacted in writiny 

conferences, Freedman (1962), Carnic~lli (1980) and. 

Garrison ( 1981) seem to agree with Murray• s (1968) basic 

ap[>roach to revision in the way they structure the content. 

of their con:ferences. These theorists tend to ayree that 

the largt?r rhetorical issues of ~hape, form, and auaience 

should be focused on first. Sent~nce level or grammatical 

concerns should be dealt with in later confP-rences. For 

example, most experts believe that a first·conference on a 
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student paper that dealt only with subject and ver~ 

agreeinent and punc..-tuation would not. be either appropriate 

or effective. If th~ larger issues, such as the overall 

shape of the piece of writing, a.re addressed in previou.h 

conferences, then a conference dealing with only surface 

problems might be justified. 

These five points of agreement among experts on 

writing conferences should bt important to teachers as they 

shape the form of their writing conferences. Most ayree 

that t_he better conferences do seem to fulfill th~::,.e 

requirements. 

The Need for Training and Feedback 

Experienced teachers and educators--for example, 

many of thos& I have cited in this chapter--have a.n 

intuitive sense of what makes a good conference. £ven 

these teacheL"s of writing, however, can only guess to d 

large extent about what really happens in their 

conferences. What they think Dtay be happening may not, in 

fact, be accu~ate. For exaillple, Carnicelli (1980) cites 

some work being done by a colleague of hi!>, Wilburn Sillls, 

that illustrates how this gap betw~en perception and 

reality happens: 
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Ir1 conference after conference he [finds] the r.arue 
basic pattern: the teacher asks a questioh then 
ends up providing the answer to it. This process 
occurs in two ways. In one, the student simply 
makes noncommittal responses to the question until 
the teacher finally supplies a direct answer. In 
the other, the student draws "hints" from the 
teacher, then "pieces tog et her" an answer tha. t i~, 
in reality, the teacher's own. Sims [notes] that 
teachers seem generally unaware that this proc~ss 
is going on, and often praise their own ideas dS 
original contributions by the student. (p. 118) 

Adclitional research done by Jacob (1982) substau.tia.tes 

Sim~• findings. Contrary to the advic~ of those tt-;>achers 

(like Hurray and Duke) who believe that students should 

take a.n active role in conferences, Jacob finds that thl'.:! 

direction of the flow of information in writing conferences 

is from the teacher to the student. Further, ~ost students 

find this teticher to student flow comfortable. 

Thus, despitt what m&ny experts in writiny resedrch 

and teaching say, much of what actually happens in writing 

conferences is the opposite of the experts• allvice and 

perception of what should happen. As Jacob points out, 

just putting two people together in a writing confei:ence 

does not yuarantee that it will be a productive use of 

time. In fact, well.-meanius illstructors 1na.r confound their: 

own best intPntions. Bowles (1979) confirms Jacob's 

contention. 

If even experienced teachers misinterpret what they 
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think is happening in writiny conferences. th~ situation 

for inexperienced teachers may be worse. Their pl~ght is 

very similar to the situation that most student writing 

tutors find themselves in. According to Bell (1981:7-8) 1 

tutors may not view themselves as successful writers, 

though they have managed to learn how to co11pensc1te for 

their weaknesses and cope with the frustration of wTi ting. 

Added to this negative self-image as writers, since their 

training is not yet complete, tutors may lack the knovled9t 

necessary to solve some of the problems they will face in 

conferences (Smith, 1975). So~e kind of tra~nin~ is 

needed, but what kind? Olson (1981:317) believes that 

well-trained tutors can have a positive impact on studeut.s. 

Garrett (1962:94}, however. cautions that if tutors are too 

well trained they may adopt practices that are carbon 

copies of what their trainers do. Chances are the:t will 

never develop their fu11 potential as tutors or teachers in 

a conference situation. 

Some kind of training is needed for teachers if: 

they are to lea:rn how to conduct writing conference:::. t1ith 

any real degree of success. Logically. this train~ny 

should probably occur in the milieu of actual writiug 

conferences or at least practice sessions which closely 
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resemLle the real thing (North,1982:436-437}. 

Brannon (1982) believes that those who are being 

trained to conduct writing conferences first have to 

identify what their actual or preferred rol~ ind 

conference is. Whatever role they choose vill be u 

"contributing factor" to the success or failure of a 

conference (p. 106). Brannon (p. 106) believes th~re are 

four pos5ible roles: 
• 
1. Facilitator: th~ teacher acts as a reader who 

gives the writer immediate 
feedback. 

2. Supporter: the teacher "acts as a. coach, 
encouraging the student ,tnd 
reyaruing his or her 
accomplishments" 

3. Leader: the teacher "prod[sJ or 
pressure[s] tutees to f~cus their 
eneryy on the writing dssignmtnt 11 

4. Resister: both the teacher and the student 
are unabl~ to find "a common 
ground or& -.;hich to proceed" 

Brannon believes t.hat those responsible for traininy tutors 

or teachers can find out what role trainees play oI pre:tcr 

to play in confE:renc~s by asking them to tngagE:! ill 

activities such as brainstorminy, free writiny, or keeping 

journals that deal with this isb"Ue (p. 106) • If trainers 

direct.ly ask trainees for this information, traintt:-S ma} 

not be able to provide it. Brannon thinks some .lcirul oi 
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self-evaluation on the trainee's part seems to be called 

for. 

Brannon also cont~nds that once trainers know wha.t 

roles trainees prefer, trainers are then in a position to 

"show [teachers] how their words and behavior can nilldtr or 

hell!" a writing conft:=rence (p. 106) • Oue thing is certain: 

Unless teachers and student writers share the 
process of develol-'ing meaning in writing duriny the 
teacher-studEnt conference, it is probable thdt 
t~achers will dominate that process. Such 
dominance suggests that teachers, not student~, are 
learning to ~ake writing meaningful. (Collins, 
1979, p. 1) 

The nature of this feedback to the t~acher in training cnn, 

according to Brannon (1982}, involve recordiug what a tutor 

or a teacher in training says in a conference or 

videotaping a session, whether a practice conference or the 

real thing (p. 107). Brannon beli~ves that once t~ach~rs 

in traini119 reviev this 11aterial, they will imraediut.ely· Le 

able to see what is actually happening in their conference 

(p. 107). 

Freedman (1982) supports Brannon's optimism that 

teachers can recognize the dynamics, both the stren<;:th.s and 

the w~aknesses, of their performance if they are provided 

feedl>ack. When the teacher in Fi:-ee:dman •s study ~XiJ.D1ined 

transcripts of her conferences, she was shocked to find 
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that she tlid exhibit favoritism to certain kinds of 

student:;i, ev~n though she consciously tried to trf"dt all 

students the same. Freedman believes that any means which 

allows this kind of information to be brought to conscious 

level will allow teachers to begin to understand "the eypes 

of student behaviors that ltad even the best of us to treat 

students differently" (p. 13) • Freedman also emph,tsizes 

the students• role in the conference because she f~els that 

it is not just the teacher who is responsible for titht:i: 

the success or the failure of a conference: "It i~ the 

interaction between (the teacher and the student] thdt 

leads to different results for different stuuents" (p. 13). 

In an earlier stuuy Freedman (1981) concludes thdt 

the information teachers can gather about both their own 

performance and their students• performance can ha.ve a 

positive ~ffect on future conferences and their 

productivity and effectiveness. For example, it took the 

teacher in Freedrn~n's study almost dll entire semester to 

recogtdze that one of her students was overly conc~rnea. 

about error. Rafi the teacher recognized this soon~r, ~he 

might ha.Vt-> been able to alld.y some of the student's 

frustrations about error and as a result, moved th~ student 
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to higher levels of uiscussion about wi.:iting much sooner 

(p.13). 

It seems that teachers in training need to bt:;, yiven 

some kind of fePdback on ~hat they are doing in ~riting 

conferences. The problem is how to proviue this feeJbcick 

effectively and efficiently. Numerous strategies ore 

available to help those who train teachers to provide 

feedback on what happens in cla5srooms. For example, the 

Confei.:ence on Colleye Composition and Communication has 

established a committee to develop ways to evaluate wi.:itin~ 

instruction. They have developed several evaluation 

instruments that are useful in guiding trainers anu 

supervisors as they evaluate cldssroom performance, the 

preparation of assignments, and the nature of writt~n 

comme1Jts on student papers (Evaluating • • • , " pp. 

213-229). 

F1ani~an (1979) has developed a procedure for 

providing feedback. to buth experienced and inexp<::rienced 

teachers of writing on t.heir: clas.sroon1 performance. His 

procedure is based on three assumptions: 

1. Knowing 'llhat individual teachers want to 
accomplish is essential to helping them with 
their teaching. 
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2. Teachers need ir,formation about their own 
tE:-aching styles and not son1e hypothetical 
"best" way to teach. 

3. Detailed inforruation about teaching is more 
valuable to teachers than generalized 
evaluations. {p. 17) 

With these assumptions in mind, Pla.nigan (197';}) 

suggests that supervisors -fil:st have an int~rview wit:n 

teachers who are going to be observed. During this 

interview, teachers are encouraged to share vhat they 

believe to be the most important strengths of their 

teaching·. During this discussion, the supervisor tries to 

get a sense of how the teachers perceive thems~lve~ in tht> 

classroom. Then the supervisor arranges a time wh~n h~ or 

she can come into the teachers• classes to observe. Duriny 

the oLs~rvation, the su~ervisor records as complet~ly as 

possitile everythin9 that happens during the class. Th~ 

supervisor then again meets vith the tedchers who have beeL 

observed. and the supervi~or orally interprets his or htr 

notes, emphasizing those" features that the teachE.'r:.s said. 

were 111ost important ill their teaching. 

Flaniyan's evaluation procedure is similar to the 

morE ~laborate clinical model for evaluation developed by 

Goldhan,mer (1969) • The essential difference bt--tween 

Flanigan•s approach and Goldhammer•s is that Goldhammer 
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tries to guide the teachers to identify crucial 

discrepancies between ~hat they 5ay they are doing and what 

they are in fact doing. Flanigan is not ~uite as 

aggressive on this point. Somewhat similar to the oral an,: 

written data provided as part of the clinice1.l models of 

Flanigan and Goldhammer are the procedures developed Ly 

Flanders (1967), which involve the coding of the 

interactions that take place in a classroom and theu 

sharing this more objective kind of data with teachers. 1-~ t 

the heart of this process lies the a~su~ption that if 

teacher:s are given data that allow them to compare their 

intentions vi th lihat they are actually doing, they 1,;ill be 

able to modify their behaviors so that intention and 

performance more closel.y match. Ill a study done under the 

auspices of the U.S. Office of Education involving 55 

teachers from two different junior high schools, Fldnders 

(1967} has found that to be effective such training mu~t 

have certain characteristics. First, data fro~ at least 

two observational sessions should be used, so that teacher~ 

have a more reliable basis for com~arison. Seconu, the 

supervisor should function as a clarifier, only commenting 

or helping the participating teacher to interpret t:he da.ta 

on the feedback printouts proviu~u. Flanders has 
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discovered that such attention places the eu1phasis on the 

teacher's performance as opposed to the desires of the 

supervisor. He has determined that when this criterion iti 

met, teachers become more self-c.1irective and independent 

because their performance is being objectively evalua.t1Ht by 

them, with the help of the supervisor, rather than the 

supervisor pointing out right and wrong behaviors. 

Storlie (1967) also finds that teachers• inttntions 

and their actual performance often do not match. He finds 

interaction analysis to be helpful to teachers as they try 

to improve their performance. toskowitz (1967), who also 

has useu interaction analysis in a study that focuses on 

the attitudinal and behavioral chang~s of student and 

cooperating teachers, finds that those teachers who are 

trained in interaction analysis engage in more indirect 

and, therefore, student-centereu behaviors. P1:ovid.in9 

objectiv~ data on interactions in a. classroom, e.g. through 

Flander's systew, helps teachers develop "new insir;ht::i iuto 

their teachiny 11 and subsequently make "change::; in their 

teaching patterns" (1967, p. 272) • Zahn (1967) also finus 

similar results in a study he did investisating the changes 

in the attitude toward teaching of teachers in traininy 

when they are provided with objective interaction data and 
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encouraged to arrive at their owu conclusions about th~ 

data. He asserts that teachers in traini119 who go through 

this process develop more positive teaching attitudes than 

those who go through traditional supervisory models. 

Research Froblea 

Though all of the techniques mentioneu in the 

previous section ~ere helpful in providing teachers ~ith 

feedback on what they were doing in the classroom, no 

techniques existed that were aimed solely at proviriiny 

teacht>rs with feedback on wltat the;[ wei::e uoi.1113 in vri.ting 

conferences. The problem addressed in this study was the 

development of a feedback system that would give teachers 

inf orr11ation they could use in making decisions about their 

behavior and performance in writing conferences. 

Research Questions 

1. Were there differences betwe~n a t~acher's self-

evaluation of what happens in writiny conferences and 

what actually happened in two ~ets of cor.t.ierences? 

2. were there differences in the content dlld interactions 

in a teacher's writing conferences after the teacher 
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received a tabulated printout u.etailin~ the cont1::nt anu 

interactions of earlier conferences? 

3. Did teachers attribute any changes in their writing 

confeLences to the feedback system? 



Chapter II 

RLSEARCH PROCEDURES 

I developed a self-evaluation technique that 

allowed teachers to specify what was most important to 'th~Di 

in their writing conferen~s and to identify what they 

thouyht actually occurred in their wri.ting conferences. I 

used a procedure where the interactions and content of 

teachers' writing conferences were documented throughout a 

series of conferences. The data generated from this 

documentation was analyzed by a microcomputer program, 11'l'h~ 

Real Time Observational Data Colletion (RTODC}" 

(Cicciarella and Martinek, 1982), which generatea 

frequencies and percentages of interactions a.nd content in 

conferences that were meaningful to both the teacher 

trainer aud the teacher. Finally, I examined the 

differences that occurred in the interactions a.nd conteut 

of initial writing conferences and those that -were 

conducted after the teacher received tabulateJ fteriback. 

Population 

Graduate Teachin9 Assistants 

The teachers for this stuuy were graduate teaching 

67 
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assistants (GTAs) in the English Department of a 

southeastern university. The tvo GTAs I selected ~ere both 

under my supervision regarding their teaching. Both -were 

in their mid-thirties and were pursuiny master's degrees in 

English. The male had been out of college for over teri 

years and during this time had engaged in a number of 

occupations, most of them having to do with carpentry ahti 

construction. During this time, however, he contiitued 

actively to read literature and to write. Prior to 

teaching one fre5hman composition class-the third guarter 

in the freshman English sequence--during the sprin~ qu<1rtei:: 

of 19b3, he had no teaching experience other than &s a 

student teacher during his underyraduate trair.iing. The 

female had several years of experience teaching high school 

English. She had also worked as a yuidance counselor in a 

private school. Like the male GTA, sht also had tctught one 

section of freshman composition prior to this study. 

I selecte~ both of these GTAs for tbi~ study 

because they were mature people, serious studenth, and 

concerned, creative teachers. They both had &xperience 

conducting conferences but had little training. 

Students 

The stuclents in this study were selecteu from amon~ 
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those students assigned to these two GTAs' classes. Both 

GTAs tau<jht one class of English 1121, the first quarter of 

regular freshman composition. Students assigned to this 

course had received adequate instruction in high school to 

prepare them for college level writing. They were neither 

remedial r1or honor students. (For a inore con1plete 

description of the four entry level fresh~an composition 

courses, see Appendix A.) Given the homogeneity of the 

classes (SAT scores ranyed frow 400 to 57~), I decided to 

select the students from among both th€! better and weak.er 

students in the GTAs' classes, thus providing a. 

representative range of students in Enylish 1121. 

At the beginning of the fall quarter, each. freshrnan 

wrote a placement essay. These essays ~ere read bJ memLer~ 

of the Enylish Department to confirm that students had been 

placed in -the correct freshJAan r;ng·lish course ba!:ieti 011 

their writing ability. After the pluc~ruent essays were 

written, I copied all of the placement essays from &c1.ch 

GTAs' class. Each GTA and I met and as a team sorteu all 

of the papers in their class into a high range e1.nd a lo-w 

range. From among these two ranges of papers, the GTA and 

I attempted to select the four strongest papers, two 

written by women and two written by rneu, anu tht fuur 
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weakest pa.pers--again two writteu by men and two w:r:itten by 

women. When we started to tape conferences, however, some 

of tht'. students that we had stlected either did not show up 

£or the scheduled conference or refused to be tapetl, even 

though all of the students in each class had agreeu to' 

1>articipu te in the study. Where iiossible, we substitut~d 

from a list of alternate candidates we had ueveloped, but 

such substitution was not always possible. As a result, 

the final group of students who were taped included some of 

those originally selected, some from the list of 

alternates, and some who were simply having confer~nces 

when we were taping. One of Linda's original ei<jht 

students did not show up for the second conference, so in 

Linda's case, I had seven students for dnalysis. 

Data Collection 

GTA Self-Fvaluation 

After the students were selected for 

observation/taping and before the GTAs' conferences with 

thesE:c' students ..,ere tapt:!d, I askeu the GTAs to inuica te i:Uld. 

to evaluate what they thought they were doing in 

confe~ences and what they valued the most atout such 

interactions. This self-@valuation had t~o parts: 
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completion of a self-evaluation form and participation in a 

pre-taping interview. First, I asked the GTAs to rest'ond 

in writing to ten statements on a self-evaluation form (see 

Appendix B). These statti!men.ts were general, open-ended, 

and purpose!}' arranged in no particular: o:i:-der. l'ly 

intention was to provide statements that ... oulci initially 

enable the GTAs to probe their feelings, attitudes, and 

practices reyarding conferences without too much prompting 

from we. Because the questions frequently addressed the 

~am e issues using different language, the GTAs • c1n.swer5 

revealed an elaborated picture of the their perceptions of 

what they vere doing in their conferences. Inf oriuation 

that I did not get from one answer I got from another. 

Wheu I received their complet.ed form, I wade a copy of it, 

and returned the original to them. 

Before they came in for their pre-taping interview, 

I examined their responses on the written form and lilcuie 

notatious regaruing those sections that were not c~ear to 

me and wrote down some questions to ask thew. when they 

came in for the interview, ve uiscusseu each of their 

response:::;. I encouraged theru to com111ent freely 011 their 

responses. Hy purpose during this intervitw was to insure 

that I unuerstood clearly what the GTAs thought about the 
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writing conferences they conducted. I taped these 

interviews and transcribed key portions of them as I 

prepared a summary of what happened during the inttrview. 

Once the interviews were completed, I described the 

taping procedure to them; e.g., they were to sta4t the' 

tapes at the beginning of each conference whether or not 

anything was said. I then provided the GTAs with recoruei::s 

and tapes, gave them a chance to practice usiny the 

machines, and wrote down the schedule of confe~ences with 

the students selected for this study. We then discussed 

the logistics of getting the completed confereuce tapes and 

copies of student papers discussed in these confer~nces to 

me. 

Tapinq Confe1ences 

I limited the taping of conferences to those 

involving a text, whatever point iu its development., to 

maintain some control so that comparisons could be made 

between conferences. For example, if the initial taped 

conference with a particular student had been a. prt,writill<;;i 

conference, where only the generation of id~as Wds 

emphasized, and the second one had b~en a revision 

conference centering on a draft, it would have been 

difficult to make comparisons between the two confei::ences. 
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What might have been acceptable for a prewriting conference 

might not have been appropriate for a revision conference 

and vice versa. 

Two sets of tapes were collected for this gtudy. 

The first set consisted of tape~ recorded during the first 

text-based conferences the GTAs had with the students. The 

second set of tapes was gathered during the first text-

based conferences the GTAs had with the students following 

the point at which the GTAs were given feedback un their 

initial set of conferences. I also collected copies of the 

papers discussed during each of the conferences. l. wanted 

these papers so that I would be able to analyze the~ in 

relation to the actual tapes and the computer printouts 

generated from the tapes. Haviny these pa~~rs allowed me 

to determine to vhat extent the papers the&selves 

controlled the interactions and content of the confer:euce::.. 

Providinq Feedback to the GTAs 

After coding (see Table 2 and Appendix C} and 

analyzing (RTODC) the tapes of the GTAs conferences with 

the selected students, I met with each GTA. This session 

was taped for later analysis. First, I shared with the 

GTAs the writ ten sumlltaries of wlla t they had saitl during the 

self-evaluation intervitw. The GTAs 1i1ere encoura.g~ci to 
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comment as they saw fit on these summaries. When there 

were discrepancies, I made a notation and later went back 

to the tapes for verification. Before we went on to the 

next step, however, I made sure that the GTAs agreed that 

the summaries accurately documented what they thouyht cibout 

their conferences. Any changes ill their percei,ltion of 

their perforlliance that occurred between the self-eva.luation 

interview anu the first feedback interview were noted. 

Next, I described how they were to read the 

computer printouts, the feedback system. Th~y hatl as much 

tinie as they needed to study these printouts. I an.sw ereli 

informational questions that they asked about the data on 

the printouts, but I 111ade no value j11dg1nents about what was 

contained in the printouts. 

Both of the GTAs in this study initiated 

discussions comparing their statements on the self-

evaluations and the information reveal~d ty the priutouts. 

When theI uid not see 1)articula r <liscr epancies, I did not 

poi11t the111 out. Clinical 1mtlels (Goldhammer, 1969 antl 

Flanigdn, 1979) are effective in bringing about chunges in 

teacher performance. Thus, had I helped the GTAs to see 

discrepancies between their self-evaluation and the 

computer printouts, then I could have tXptcted to see some 
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differences in their subsequent conferences. one of the 

purposes of this study, however, was to see if r~~dback, 

given in the least uirective manner possible, woul,1 iaak.e a 

difference in subsequent conferences. Had I started 

sharing my ovn observations, I would not have b~en able to 

decide whether it was the feedback froBl the printout!;:; or n1y 

interventions that were causing some changes. 

When the GTAs did see discrepancies, I askeu them 

the following questions: {1} How do you feel about these 

discrcpuncies? (2) what are you going to do al>out them? 

(~ Do iou want to remove them? (4) Are they impoLtant? 

When they asked we for advice, I took the words from their 

questions and asked the GTAs the same questions they had 

asked me. I did not share lllY personal prtferences and 

biases. I concluded these interviews when I felt that the 

GTAs had begun seriously to consider what these printouts 

were te11iny them. 

After these interviews, I listened to th~ tapes and 

summarized their contents. A description of these 

inte:rvie-..s is contained in Chapter 3. 

Docum~nting GTA Reactions to the Process 

After the second group of conferences vas ta.ped anil 

analyzed, I d9ain asked the GTAs to come in for an 
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interview where they examined the computer printouts 

obtained from the analysis of the seconu Eet of 

conferences. Again, I answered only informational 

questions and allowed them to draw their 0wn conclusions. 

I did, however, encourage them to compare the new set cif 

printouts with those from the first set of conferences. 

I then offered the GTAs the opportunity to share 

their feelings about the effect of this particuldr 

evaluation process on their performance ill conferences thus 

far. I encouraged them to explore to what extent the 

feedback systen1 had helped them, hindered th ell', or been of 

little or no value. If their responses were gener:al 01· 

vague, I asked additional follow-up questions to try to 

clarify just exactly what their perceptions we.re. Once th~ 

GTAs had been given an opportunity to share th~ir feelin~s 

about the process, I asked them for suggestions on how it 

might be improved so it would be of more value to them. 

I taped this entire session and then abst~tcted key 

portions of it. A description of what t:callspireu during 

this second feedback interview is contained in Chdpter 3. 

Data Analysis 

Each of the tapes collected from the GTAs' 
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conferences were coded twice. The initial coding aetailed 

the interactions that took place between the stuaents and 

the GTAs. Research (Freedman, 1960, 1981, and 1982; Sims 

as cited in Carnicelli, 1980) has shown that the 

interactions that instructors perceive to be takin<J place 

in conferences are not always the ones actually har•pening. 

Thus, feedback on these discrepancies was crucial to the 

GTAs if they were to gain greater insight into what was 

occurring in their conferences. 

The second coding identified the content of the 

conferences. As with interactions, a teacher's perc~ption 

of the actual content of a conference may be clouded by 

what he or she intends to emphasize as opposed tu ~hat 

actually is discussed. For example-, teachers ma}· say that 

they sptnd most of their time on larger issues in a 

conference. If the content of their conferences, however, 

was quantified in some fashion, they might find that they 

spent more time on smaller issues than they thought. 

Further, a teachtr might intend to discuss 1'*-rger i.ssues, 

but the student might change this focus. For exaITt.i;ile, the 

teachtr i11 Freedman •s 1982 study W'antecl to disCU!:iS larger 

issues in the writing process, but an Asian student kept 

shifting the content of the conferenc~ to hei: feeling that 
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she was discriminated against by teachers.· This shift in 

content caused by a student happens to most teachers 

occasionally. The teacher in Freeuman•s study would have 

probably been amazed by the amount of time that was 

actually spent discussing discrimination instead of 

writing. An accounting of the content that actually 

occurred in confrences was provided to the GTAs in this 

study so they could become consciously aware of how they 

were spending their time. 

Description of Cat~gories for_foding Confere!!.£.£ 

Interactions 

The categories of possible interactions in 

confer~nces selected for colling were taken from Flanders• 

well-established interaction analysis (Amidon and £lca.nders, 

1967} , designed to d~scribe teacher-student interactions 

(see Appendix C). I used the first nine of the ten 

categories in Flanders' system verbati~ (Amidon antl 

Flanders: 1967, p.125). I developed my own tenth category 

and with sli9ht modifications turn~d Pland~rs• tenth 

category into my eleventh cat~ory. 

I defined Category 10 as the student or the tea.Cher 

engaged in readin~, either orall}' or sile11tly, a portion or 

all of th~ text. Reading of the text was~ sp~cial kind or 
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student/teacher talk that frequently takes place in a 

cor1fere11ce. It does not involve an interaction in the Sdme 

sense as the other categories, lihich are more overt. 

Reading of the text, however, fre(luently set the context 

for more overt interactions. For this reason, it ~as 

coded. For example, if a GT.A or a student was .spending ten 

minutes of a twenty minute conference reading thP- te:xt, the 

GTA needed to be aware that a lot of time was b~in~ spent 

on a rather inert kind of interaction as opposed to mo£e 

active interactions that allowed for give and take between 

the students and the GTAs. 

I redefin~l Flanders• tenth category 

(silence/confusion), and it becair1e my eleventh and final 

category, which I coded as a 20. Flanders used his 

silence/confusion category to account not only for those 

moments when silence or "pre<Jnant pauses" occur hut also 

for bits of interactions that the coder cannot code due to 

confusion about the int~raction. In a classroom situation 

where the data is beiny coded as it happens, moments of 

confusion on the part of the coder are likely. In this 

study, however, where writing conferences wer.a b~ing taped 

and could be replayed if necessary to clarify ambi9uit1, 

the need for this cateyory did not seem to be as great. 
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Silences of varying lengths, however, ilid occur where both 

the GTAs and the students were pond~ring the issue a.t hand.. 

When silences of this nature occurred, they were coded as o 

continuation of thP. code used for: the previous intt:i.:i:iction. 

For exa111ple, if a stuclent paused in response to a question 

asked b:z· the teacher, this silence was coded as a.n b. L::. a 

silence occurred, however, where it was obvious that either 

the teacher or the student or both were confused, then this 

silence was coded under my eleventh category as a 20. 

Description of Content. Codinu Cat~ories 

In analyzing the content _of vri ting conference;::..,. 

Freedman (1981) typically found the topics listeu in •ra.11~ 

1 in varying proportions in the conferenc~s she andlyzea. 

In addition to these categories, she also said that topics 

often occurred in conferences that were idiosyncratic to 

the stud~ut and might or might not have anything to do with 

the liritin<)". I changed Freedman's cat1:=9ories to account 

for the content I fowid in the cxrnfer~nces coded for this 

study (see Table 2). First, none of the conferenc~s thQt I 

coded had any con.tt:!nt transacted resembling an arguwent. 

Several times, however, either the teacher or th~ stud~nt~ 

did try to il!terpret a portion of a. text, strivin~ to 

understand clearly what the text vas saying. I felt, as a 
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Table 1. Freedman's Content Coding Categories 

Argument: a. interpretation of idf!as 
b. logic 
c. clarity 

Development: a. ye.nerate ideas 
b. add ideas 
c. delete ideas 

Organization: a. order ideas 
b. paragraph 
c. transition 1~tween ideas 
d. set up thesis statt::111r:nt, topic 

sentences to mark or~anizatiun 
clearly 

Sentence style: a. join sentences 
b. vary sentence structuLe 
c. make sentence focus co~crete 

Mechanics: a. v~rb tense 
b. reference 
c. punctuation 
d. spelling 
e. capitalization 

Revision 

Transcription 
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Table 2. Content Coding Categories 

!!!1!trpretation of ~: Either the 
teacher, the student, or both the teacher anu the 
student are attempting to understand so111ething that 
has been written in the text. 

E~rical-1.§§..Y~: Either the teacher, the 
student, or Loth thP teacher and the student are 
discussing matters of development (generating 
ideas, aduing ideas, or deleting ideas) or 
organization (ordering ideas and paragraphs, 
discussing transtions, or developing a thesis 
statement and appropriate supporting points}. 

Sentence Structure/Mechanics: Either the 
teacher, the student, or both the teacher a.nll thP-
student are discussing B1atters of s~ntence style 
(joining sentences, varying sentence ::,tructure, 

making sentence focus concrete) or 111=chanics (veri, 
tense, reference, punctuation, spelling, and 
capitalization). 

Process Strenqtbs/Weaknesses (Clarifvinu 
!ssic. nmen t/ Eva 1 ua tio!!.) : EJ.. ther the ttacher:, the 
student, or both the teacher and the student are 
discussing the ease or the difficulty with which 
the writing was created. Also, either the ttacher, 
the student, or both the teacher and the student 
are discussing the nature of the assignment and any 
an1biguity in it. Also, the student might be 
wonder~ng why the teacher is evaluat~ng the wr~t~ny 
in a certain way and the teacher ~ight be 
explaining the reasons for such eva.luo.tion. 

Extraneous Factors/ Preparatory Talk: 
Either the teacher, the student, or both the 
teacher and the student are discussinCJ issue.;.:; not 
relevant to the writing, e.g., the weather, ~hether 
or not class is going to be held, etc. 

Content Uncodable: Any time the content is 
uncodable due to a probleru with the tape or when 
the teacher or the student are rea.ding the text. 
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result, that renaming Freedfilan•s Arguruent category 

"Interpretation" gave a more accurate accounting of tte 

actual content discussed. 

Second, in the process of tryin.y to reach an 

acceptable level of rater reliaLili ty, the other coc1£·rs a.nd 

I found it difficult to differentiate between matters of 

organization and development. We could, howtver, ~gree 

that one of these two categories was being discussed. 

Given this situation, ve subsumed Freeuman•s organization 

and development categories under the rubric of "Rh~torical 

Concerns." From this point on, we vere able to code the 

tapes consistently. For ess~ntially the same rea:::;on, 

Freedruan•s Sentence Style and Mechanics categories were 

combined under the heading "Sentence Structure/Mechanics." 

Once this new category was established, the other ~aters 

and I seldom disagreed about how to coue conteut that 

seemed to fall into this category. I used the word 

structure instead of style because most of the se:utence 

level matters discussed had to do with the actual structu~e 

of sentences. Sometimes these discussions Yere cona.uctea 

in relation to the style achieved by o:r:dering a ::;~n.tence i11 
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a certain way. Other times, mechanical and gramma.tical 

problems were di.f:.cussed f roin a formalistic rather than a 

stylistic perspective. Thus, the word structure seE,n1t!tl 

more appropriate. Also, since I limited the conferences 

that l taped to those that were text-ba!:iecl, all of the 
. 

conferences in this study concerned r~vision. As ct. result, 

I saw no need to include Freedman's special revision 

category, so I eliminated it. 

Freedman •s final category, transcription, was too 

narrow in scope. Beyond problems with the physical act of 

putting words on paper, the stuudents in this study 

occasionally discussed the process they used to either 

arrive at certain ideas in a paper or to get a piece of 

vri ting down on paper. Seldom, how-ever, did such 

discussions dominate the content of a conference. 

Occnsionally the nature of the assignment, ~.e., what the 

teacher was looking for, became an issue or topic of 

conversation in a conference. Rel~ted to this topic wer~ 

discussions about the criteria the teacher used or was 

using to evaluate a paper. I felt that the frequency with 

which this topic occurred or did not occur was solke measure 
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of how the teacher and the student perceived one ahother. 

After all, no matter what. audieuce was specified in a 

paper, the teacher was the one who att.a.ched a ':)I'ade to the 

paper. When students were upset about a grade, as som~ of 

Linda's students vere, their behavior indicated either that 

they did not clearly understand the teacher's evu.luc:1tiv~ 

criteria or tha.t their only stake in writiny the };>a.per ;,as 

a grade. I thought the GTAs should have this inforlliatio~. 

Since discussions about the process of transcription, about 

the assisnment, and about evaluation ditl occur, tn0uyh tney 

seldom dominated the conferences in thi!:i study, I lumpetl 

all three of these factors together in one category. 

Finally, I found, as Freedman did, that extrantous 

topics not related to the writing frequently occur:n=d in 

the conferences in this study. Given this phenom~non, I 

creat~d a new category to account for it. I ielt tnat the 

GTAs needed to know the percentage of time th~y were 

spending on topics not related to the writing. Al.so, :.:il.HCe 

I had already accounted for time spent reading papers in 

the conferences during interaction coding, when I cooed for 

content, I included one content cateyory labeled "Content 
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Uncodable" to account for the portion of time involving 

reading. I also infrequently used the "Content uncvda.t..le" 

category to code portions of the tapes where the actual 

content of the interactions was i1n1;ossible to discern. · 

Sometimes, for exa1nple • I could tell that a. question wa.s 

being asked or ansvered, but I could not hear the colliplete 

content of the interaction, though I could get the essence 

of it. Fackground noise during taping or 111.umbled words 

were the usual causes. 

Coder Reliability 

A faculty member from the Enylish Department and a 

doctoral candidate in English Education helped establish ID} 

reliability as a coder. We began by discussing thf' 

categories used to code the interactions in the 

conferences. After a discussion of the categories, we used 

several two-ulinute segments of conference t.apes to 

practice the coding procedure. The t4pes used for practic~ 

were not from conferences involving the GTAs and students 

in this study. This practice procedure was repeab:~d until 

all of us were in relative agre~ment atout what th~ 

cate<Jories meant and how they applieu to what ~as heard on 
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the tapes. After these practice sessious and discussion, 

we then coded a five-minute segn,ent from a conference tal::'e 

recorded for this study. This same procedure was followed 

to establish my reliability at coding t.he conte:ut. 

Reliability was calculated using Scott's Pi Coefficient and 

the procedure for calculating it outlined by Flanders 

(1967, pp. 161-166). After six hours of traininy, I 

achieved a coder reliabilit:t of .84 for coded intentctions. 

After an additional training session, I achieved a coder 

reliability of .87 with one rater tlnd .89 with the other 

for content codes • 

.Interaction Coding Proced11~ 

After I had gathered the tapes of the GTAs 

conferences and before coding of each tape began, I plaJt:!d 
f 

each tape and listened to it for a few minutes to get a 

sense of the nature of the interactions that were taking 

place in the couf~rence. When I felt comfortable with what 

was happening, I started th~ tape from the beginnilHJ and 

coded the interactions that wBre taking place at fi.ve-

seconci intervals. I was not so much conce-x:aed with the 

five-second interval as I vas with establishing a rhythm of 
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appro:id.mately twelve codings or entries per minute. Thi.::. 

rhythu, was consistent vith Flanders• recommenu.ations 

(Flanders, p. 162). If more th~n one interaction occurred 

in a five-second interval, I recorded it only if it 

indicated an actual shift in the i:uteraction. in the 

conference. For example, if a student was answering a 

question that a GTA had askeu, I coded the interaction as 

an 8. If while the student was answering, the GTA saiu ~ 

word or two that indicated that a 3 should be recorded, I 

did not record a 3 as long as the major thrust of the 

interaction was on the student answering the GTA's 

question. If, however, in the process of answeriny a GTA1 s 

question, the student posed a question of his or her own, 

this aduitional interaction was recorded becaus~ it 

indicated a shift in the interaction in the conference. 

Additional interactions vithin a five-second interval were 

recorded to the right of the previous intf'!ractior. for eu.se 

of notation. When all of the interactions were tdLUl&ted, 

however, the addecl interaction was counted as a sel:'arate 

interaction, equal in Wtight to the one pn::ceding and 

followi119 it. 
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In those instances where more than one cat~yory 

might apply to the interaction observed, I followed 

Fland~rs• suggestion that the interaction farthest from 

category five be recorded. He found that categories 

farther. from the micldle occurred less frequently. 

Therefore, follow-iny this rule improvell the quali t~, of the 

information gathered when there was a choice (Amidon and 

Flanders, p. 126) • Flantlers did cite an exception to this 

rule which I followed. He said that the silence category 

should never be used when there vas a choice of dnother 

category (Amidon and Flanders, p. 128). The silence 

category was used only when there liilas an interval of five 

seconds of silence where it wa~ clear that confusiun 

existE:<l between the participants in the conferences. 

Content Codina Procedures 

After the interaction coding was cumpleteii, the 

tapes were coued a second time for content. Es5entially 

the san(e coding procedures used for the interaction coding 

were used for coding the content. Every five seco1.10s, thE: 

appropriate category that d~scribeu the content. at thc1t 

moment was recorded. iho was engaged in discussiny the 
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content was also noted. For example, if the stud~nt was 

talkin<J about a particular topic, it was coded using one 

numbe~. If the teacher, however, was talking about the 

same topic, it was coded with another number (see Table 3). 

Feedback. svstem Analysi~ 

I analyzed the data gathered from the coding of 

both sets of conference tapes using adaptations of a 

microcomputer software program developed Ly Cicciarell.a anti 

l'Iartinek (1982) ca.lied the "Real Time Observatio11c1l D<.1.ta 

Collection." This program provideu printouts that ~ert 

given to the GTAs (see Appendix D). The same program ~as 

used for both the interaction coding and th~ cont~nt codin~ 

of the tapes. Each set of data was andlyzeo. sepdra.tel:y ~o 

that a printout for the interactions and a printout fo~ the 

conteut of each conference were generated for the GTA. 

These printouts gave the GTAs a table of the frequency ot 

each interaction and each content topic in conferences with 

each &tut"ient. 

To answer the first research guest.ion concerning 

observed differences in the interactions and content of 

initial and subsequent conferences, I exan.iined the 
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Table 3. Content Codes 

Cat~gories 

Interpretation of Jdeas 
Bhetorical Concerns 
Sentence Structure/Mechanics 
Process Weaknesses/Strengths 
Clarification of Assignment/ 
Evaluation 
Extraneous Factors/ 
Preparatory Talk 
Content Uncodable 

Student 

01 
02 
03 

04 

05 
06 

11 
12 
13 

14 

15 
16 
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printouts from. both sets of tapes to st>e if there ·~ere any 

diff~r.ences or patterns ot change between the first set a.JJd 

the secona. The GTAs were a crucial source of information 

about whether or not this feedback system made a d~ffetence 

in their conference performance, the second research 

question. They were in the best position to know whether 

they had consciously attempted to change. Duriny ~he 

interview following the taping aud coding of the second set 

of taves, I asked the GTAs to compare the printouts from 

the first set of tapes with those from the second a11d 

comment on any differences they found. I determined from 

their coruments to what uegree, if any, this printout 

feedback from the first set of conferences affected their 

perfoLmance in the second set of conference~. 

To answer the third research question regarding 

differences in the GTAs perceived conference perfoi:manct:: 

and their actual conference perforruance, I examine<1 the 

self-evaluation form and ~he typed descriptive sum•ar! of 

the. self-evaluation interview. I t.hen co!iipare<1 .-hat the 

GTAs said they thought happened in their coufe:n::euces -with 

the printouts from both sets of conferences that revealed 
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what actually happened. I looked for differences betweea 

the self-evaludtion and the printouts and asked th~ GTAs to 

comment on these. Again, the GTAs were a valuable source 

of inforlkation. The diff ert>uce betwe~n the jud9llie11ts 1:.hey 

made late in the process and the ones they made early 

during the s~lf-evaluation was that their later ~ecception~ 

were informed not only by their re1aembrance of what took. 

place in their conferences but also b} what the printouts 

quantitatively revealed to them. 

In summary, this analysis includes quantitdtivt 

data gathereu from the conference interaction and content 

printouts. Descriptive data was gathered from taped 

interviews with the GTAs a.t different points in the 

feedback process. 



Chapter III 

A DESCRIP'rioN OF THE SELF-EVALUATIONS AND 
WRITING CONFERENCES 

In this chapter, I describe the data that I 

gathered from the self-evaluation instrument, frolll the 

self-evaluation intervitws, and from both feedbacK 

interviews with Larry anu Linda, the GTAs in this study. 

First, I describe the information that I gathered ~rom 

Larry and tht11 proceed to a description of what I learI.leu 

from Linda. In Chapter 4, I will analyze this ddt,r in 

relation to the three research ~uestions. 

Before I share this information, I want to review 

the order in which it was collected. The GTAs collipleted a 

self-evaluation instrument at the beginning of the stuuy. 

Their responses to this instrument became the basis for a 

self-evaluation interview where I tried to clarify my 

understanding of what they had 'Written on the self-

evaluation instrument. At the beginning of the fi~st 

feedback interview, I gave the GTAs a typed summary of what 

we haii. discussed during the self-evaluation inte:rv.:i..ew. I 

encoura~ed them to &ake any chanyes they wished. The rest 

of the first feedback interview was spent Pxamininy the 

printouts generated from the GTAs' first set of 

94 
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conferences. The second feedback interview focuseo not 

only on the printouts from the second set of the GTAs 1 

conferences but also on comparisons the GTAs could ~dke 

bet"een the printouts from both sets of conferences. 

Self-Evaluation Interviews ~ith Larry Bechtel 

When I filet with Larry to discuss tht responses that 

he made on. the self-evaluation forin (see Appendix. E) , I 

taped the session and told him that my intent durin~ this 

interview vas to understand clearly what he had written 

down on the form. I encourased him to comment a.s he saw 

fit. After these opening remarks, Larry and I begrtn going 

through the form, point-by-point for the next ha.If hour. 

When we were finished and Larry had left, I went throu~h 

the notes I had taken during the interview and listfcned to 

the ta~e that I had made of it. I then dev~loped d typed 

summary or abstract~d version of what Larry had su.id about 

his performance in writing conferences. 

After Larry had conducted his first set of 

confeLences, we met for the first feedback interview. 

Though the major portion of ti111e in this interview 

consisted of examini11g the interaction anu content 

printouts generated from the tapes of his conferences that 
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I had coded, at the very beginning of th~ first feedback 

interview, I gave Larry a copy of the typed suwmary of ~hat 

we had discussed during the self-evaluation interview. I 

asked him to read through it and to co!hnient as he felt 

neces&ary. I also told him to tell. me if there was any 

<liscrt:pancy in the typed summary or if anything had. chan~eJ 

since we had held the self-evaluation intervie-w. ~hat 

follo~s is a synthesis of the two discussions that Larry 

and I had about his self-evaluation. 

Item 1: The number of arranged and spontaneous 
conferences. 

Oil the form, Larry reported that. five percent of 

his conferencts were spontaneous an.d ninety-five percent 

were arranged. Commenting on this ratio, Larry said that 

very fev of his students reguested confert:nces 

spontaneously, and he was not sure why so few took 

advantage of this possibility. 

Item 2: The length of co11ferences. 

Larry inclic.ated on the form that his cunf~rences 

typica.:i.ly lasted from twenty to thirty minutes.. When he 

re-read this item, ht: said that be vas not sure wh,lt the 

optinmra time for conferences was but that the pr~vious y~ar 

he bad taken my sugye~tion of about twenty minutes because 
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he had 110 prior experience. I asked Larry if he thought 

twent1 minutes was a reasonable tirue. He said that it was, 

"if you yet down to business immediately." He said thdt he 

does feel the pressure of time when he is conductin~ 

conferences. He can only dea 1 with the one or two Illa iri 

problems in the paper. 

He said that last year he did have one conference 

that lasted for an hour. Larry said that this student, a 

girl, "hooked him into it." What he ended up doiny wc:1s 

rewriting the paper for the student. He said that h~ 

sh6uld have shown her what to do instead, and then let her 

rewrite the paper. 

This year, to facilitate the efficiency and perhaps 

the effectiveness of confereHces, he was asking his 

students to answer three questions before they come in to 

see him in conference: 

What troubl~d you about the paper? 

What pleased you the most about the paper? 

~hat's the best piece of advice 1ou have for th~ 
paper? 

He felt that if each student answered these question~ 

before coming to a conference, both he and the student 

would be able to focus their discussion better. 
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Item 3: Points in the writing process when confer1.:mc~s c:1.re. 
held. 

Last year, he had his students come to his office 

and he returned their papers in conferences. This year, he 

is having the~ come in for a conference with a rough draft 
' 

that has alreally received input from peer groups. He al::;o 

said that he was planning to have conferences afte~ he h~d 

already graded papers and returned them. Thi~ way, he 

believed that students could come in and discuss possible 

revisions. He was giviny them the option to revise their 

papers as an incentive for students to schedule 

conferences. 

Item 4: Who or what receives primary attention in 
conf~renct-as. 

on the form, Larry said that his co11ferenc,~f: were 

basically teacher-centered and typically followed the 

sequence described below: 

a. The stud~ut voulcJ come in and hand l!le the paper 
to read. 

b. I "Would read the pal)f."r und note the significant 
faults. 

c. Ther~ would besom& ~xchan9e betwee11 the 
student and myself. 

or 

a. I would hand Lack the graded paper. 
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b. The student would read through my comments. 

c. I would justify my coruments. 

d. Any questions? 

Larry went on to report on the form that he planned to u.o 

thinss differently this year. As a result of the lJUestions 

he had given the students to help the~ prepare for 

conferences, he hoped that he would be able "to jump in 

where they ask me to, or I'll point out things they've 

missed." 

Item 5: Influences on approaches to conducting 
conferences. 

Having no previous special knowledge about how 

conferences should be conducted, Larry initially rE:lied on 

his own experience, which often caused his conferences to 

be hit or miss in n~ture. Since last year, he has been 

influenced, he reported, by watching me in revision 

conferences, by participating iu the orientation for ntw 

faculty me111bers and GT As this yt::a r, anu b:z- reading an 

article by Escholtz in Eiqht Approa~. Larry did not 

clarify in what way these factors ha<l affected hiin. 

Item 6: Factors that determine goals for conferencts. 

According to the form, Larry's goals for 

conferences were determineu by "a desire to ste the 
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students improve their writing." To this end, Larry 

planneu to do the following thing in conferences: 

a. Try to concentrate on the single, most 
significant proble111. 

b. Fault the writing without damaging egos. 

c. Offer criticism that expands the students• 
possibilities rather than confines their 
enthusiasm. 

Larr~ discussed the difficulty of giving constructive 

criticism in a positive manner. He said that he did have 

difficulty separating the writing from the writer, though 

he tried to. Although he tried to focus on the writinq, 

sometimes the subject of a student•s writiny required him 

to con1ment on the issue at hand, whether or not it was 

relevant to the writing. For example, Larry saitl that he 

had one student who wrote about her brother's cancerous 

tumor.· Sensitive to the student's feelings, Larry felt 

compelled, however, to comment on the writiny, which WdS 

not vc:_,ry good. He chose to respond to both the situation 

and t.he writing separately, i.e., "I know this situatior1 is 

rough for you" but "I've got to also talk about the 

writin<J." Larry saill that he was not sure how to ha.uule 

such situations. He said that when such dilemma~ occurred, 

h~ let the situation dictate his behavior. He said that 

sometimes he wished he knew the writer better. Other 
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times, he wished that. he did not know the writer 50 thdt he 

could "grade the writing and that's all." 

Item 7: Conference se~uence or structure. 

The way Larry se<;iuenced his conferences last :{t'-a:C-. 
has already been described in Item 4 above. Larry did plau 

to change this sequence this quarter. He wanted "to 90 

directly to the writing or try to anyhow." He wa.nteu tu 

start th~ conference by discussing issues that students had 

alread:r posed in the questions he asked them to an"";wer in 

preparation for the conference. He said that his students 

would have to tell him what the problems were in their 

papers, since he would not have already read the paper. 

Last year, he and his students started at the begi1rning of 

the student's papers and worked their WdY throuyh to the 

end. He does not feel this method was very productive. 

Item 8: What students should reru.eml.ier about co11£ere11ces. 

In response to th is question, Larry wrote that he 

wanted his students to take "the firm sense that 1 wish to 

see their writing i~prove, that they can improve" away 

from his conferences. Coilll'11enting on his response, :i..arrI 

said that he wants his students to feel that they can 

improve their writing: "I'm sure that they all can." 
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Item 9: Student evaluation of conferences. 

Larry did not reall.y know what his students thought: 

about his conferences. He had never asked them. Lc;rry c1itl 

say that one male student had told him that he had been 

confused after having a conference with Larry, but he said 

that this stuuent was looking to the teachtr for the answer 

to proble~s in his paper. 

In the conferences that Larry had following the 

self-evaluation interview, Larry asked his stuuent!..; how 

they felt about. his conferences. He was i;,leased -.,ith wl1c1t 

he found out: "This time around [meaning this quarter] the 

response is good." He then commented that student!--; often 

did not comprehend points that he made in class until the 

same point was made regardilig their own writing. "Thtn 

they see it." Larry said that confere11ces are an excell~nt 

place to accomplish this kind of pointing. 

~fil_JQ: Most and least productive features of 
conferences. 

Larry did not answer t.his quest.ion on the .:._:.elf-

evaluation form because he was not sure what was most or 

least productiv& in his confprences. ~hen I prote<l about 

this missing response, he did say t.hat it was valuable to 

be able to sit do'Wn one-on-one with .student.~, 1.>ut that 
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since he lila.S always pressE:d for time, his good intt:ntions 

wert:> 11ot always realized. He wa.S f r:equent.ly forced to 11do 

a hasty job of it." He f~lt that his confereuces last 

quarter were not particularly productive since he wQs 

conducting post-mortems, i.e., commenting 011 papers a.ll.'eady 

gradefi that would not be revised. He said that his 

conferences this quarter YP-re more productive t.hc.n the ones 

he had last spring because he was now looking at drafts 
• 

before students turned them in. Second, his students were 

reviewing their writing more, in peer groups for exdmple, 

before coming to conferences. Third, he was also giving 

his students the opportunity in class to colliment on 

problems they were having with their writing. Larry felt 

that these three factors were making his confe~ences more 

effective because his students were beyinning to "d.evelop a 

habit of criticism." He believed this habit was waking hi~ 

students "not so bl.ind to their own faults" in conf~rences 

and helping them to be "abl~ to see [their problems] 

themselv~s. 0 

Near the end of our discussion of the st:-lf-

evaluation transcript during the first feedback intt-rview, 

Larry said that one of the lltost productive things he diti in 

conferences was "to look at the paper." He sdid, QJ like 
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to actually see it. I think that it [a re-i::eadin<J of tht: 

pap ex:] helps the students too. n He the11 1-ent on to 5ay 

that one of the most productive thin9s that he va.s doi.119 ili 

conferences was to say what he thought and to encourage 

students to responu honestly to what he said to them. 'He 

said that he was now paring more attention to the students. 

He looks at them to see if he can tell from their 

expressions how they are reacting to what he is saying. 

For example, he referred to one student who revealed D'.;.' her 

exprebsion that she did not agree with what he was say~ng. 

When Larry noticeu the dist'leasure in her face, he asked 

her, "what do not you agree with?" The student then told 

him. The student•s responsE:: helped Larry, Lecau~e he coulci 

then "clarify what (he] was ~aying, and she realized that 

[ he J was right, that [ his J criticism was apt afterall • 11 

Larry then said that he "wil.l try to continue to be 

observant of the students anll try to be sure that the 

thinss that [he says] to the student are getting 1-nrough, 

and get them to respond honestly." 

Feedback Interviews vith Larry Bechtel 

After Larry had taped conferences with the students 

selected for this study, I coded the tapes and generated 
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printouts detailing the interactions an<.1 content U-id.t 

transpired in these conferences. During the first feedbacx. 

interview, Larry and l met to discuss the typed tr<.1nscript 

from the self-evaluation interview and the printouts 

generated from the tapes of his first set of conferencJ::; 

that I had coded. During the second feedback int.er-view, 

Larry and I discussed the printouts generated from his 

second set of conferenc~s and auy differences he noticed 

between this second set of printouts and the first s~t. I 

encourag~d Larry to comment at any time as he sav iit 

duriny both intervievs. As he talk ell, I mair1taineu a non-

directive, non-judgmental st .. rnce throughout the iutervie._s, 

which lasted approximately tlilo hours each. 

The comfflents that Larry made about his self-

~valuation have already been di::.cussed in the previous 

section and I will now describe Larry's rt-actions to tht=: 

interaction and content printouts from both sets of his 

conferences. Al though we discuss eu the interaction ano. 

content printouts separately in each interview, I am 

synthesizing the comments that La:r-i;y made about each 

student iu toth intervievs regarding interactions nnd 

content. 
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Kaplan 

Commenting on the interactions in his first 

conference, Larry said, "I could Ste how the p~per could be 

improved, so I told her. I didn't lead h~r on." As Larry 

made this statement, he vas looking at the relativ12ly Iary1::: 

percentage of time that he had spent either giving 

information (24.4 percent} or giving directions (2ti.9 

percent}. He said that he did not take the ti~e to ledd 

her to the same conclusion that he had reached about her 

paper. 

When he looktd at t!1e i11teraction printout froru his 

second conference, he noticed that he hau t1.boked Ka1~1 .... 11 more 

questions than he had in his first conferenct, fro~ 3.7 

percent to 20.2 percent. He noted that his infor~ation 

giving was about the same (approximately 24 percent), but 

that his dirt'!ction giving wa.s much less than bef or~, dmrn 

from 28.9 percent to 5.7 percent. Also, Ka~lan had 

responded more in. the second conferenc~, from 14.5 pei:-c8nt 

to 33.2 percent. He saic1 that he expectell a l.ittle more 

silence this time because he was trying t<J wait for tht-

students to initiate more of the talk in tht conference. 

ihen Larry looked at the content printout from 

Kaplan's first conf~rence, he quickl}' recoyuized th.at Ji.Ost 
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of the conteDt transacted in this conference had beeu his. 

He spent 14 percent of the time in the conference 

attempting to interpret the text and 36.2 percent uf the 

time discussing rhetorical issues. The student dedlt with 

only 14 percent of the total co~tent transacted in thi~ 

confe:reDce. 

Fy the time that Larry had his second conference 

with Kaplan, he had managed to change the direction of the 

content transacted. Larry commefited on the followin~ 

changes l,etween the first and .second printouts: 

Teach~r Text Interpretation 
Teacher Rhetorical Concerns 
student Rhetorical Concerns 

14.0 to 0.4 percent 
36.2 to 39.3 ?ercent 

9.0 to 22.0 p~rc~nt 

The aIDount of time he spent interpreting the text tl:ropped 

as he <Jave more attention to rht:-torical issues. Ldri:y was 

most impr~ssed and pleased with the student's increased 

attention to rhetorical concerns. 

Fiowan1 

Larry •s first con1ment about this student vas that 

Howard "didn't have too much clone on his" pc1.per. Ltrry 

said that uuriny this first conference he hdd Howard re~d 

his paper, and then Larry told hiu1 what to uo. This 

particular student's paper was ahout the small towu of 

Clifton, Viryinia, but Howard had a lot of extraneous 
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material in his paper. Larry said he felt that this was a 

succes~ful conference because he and the student "roottd 

around. a little bit, and finally discovered that th.eJ:i;! was 

one house in the town that (Hovard] really liked, ~nd that 

[Howard) and his girlfriend lik~ to go there and look ~t 

the house and pretend that they were mdrried and living 

there •• " . . The student then sharefi that this houE~ ha~ 

been put up for sale. Larry pointed out to Howard that hi:;:, 

dream could become a reality! "l t was a perfect [ iciea. for 

a] paper." This student "vent away very happy with the 

idea of writing on that; it seemed that he was ha.P?Y al.iout 

doing it." 

Commenting on the interaction printout from the 

first conference, Larry was pleased with wh~t he ~dw: 

Teacher Questions 
Information Giving 
Direction Giving 
Student Response 

11.2 percent 
20.3 percent 
14.0 percent 
38.5 ptcorcent 

Larry noticed that the student had responded at a 

relativel1 high level, anu he was pleased that the 

perceLtage of time he had spent questioniLg, lecturing, and 

giving directions was balanced by the percentage of time 

the student spent responding to issues that Larr 1T .i.c:...ised. 

Even th<JU<jh Larry was pleased. with these interactions, he 

said thut the student h~d not been able to accompli~h what 
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t~ey had discussed, receiving a D for the final srade. 

Larry said that, even though the student had handleu the 

subject better, be still had not focused ou the oue house. 

When Larry looked at the interaction printout froru 

the second conference with Howard, he was a little 

discoui.:aged t.hat he had so few instances of encouraging and 

praising students dnd accepting students• ideas. I 

reassured him by saying that I only coded interactions 1n 

these categories when there was ~n overt attempt to 

encourage or praise. For example, "ah-hems" anu "hums" in 

response to d student statement were not coded as 

encour:aging or praising unless the interaction shifted fro1a 

the stuuent to the teacher, indicating that teacher: praise 

or encouragement was dominating at that point. Thi5 seemeQ 

to satisfy Larry. He then directed his attention to the 

following shifts between the first and second inte~action 

printouts: 

Teucher ~uestious 
Student Response 
Student Initiated Response 

11.2 to 8.7 percent 
38.5 to 42.0 percent 

1.3 to 18.0 percent 

Larry was pleased that the student responso had 

incrt'>asec1 even though he had askE:d fewer questions. Larr}' 

was particularly happy with the increase in this student's 

initiated response. ne said that since th~ student hdd 
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spent wore time responding, Larry had a:.:.keu fewer <juestions 

because there was no need to ask more. Larry comlht:nted 

that this increase in student initiate<l response wus what 

he wanted to happen in his conferences. 

Looking at Howai::d's cont~nt printout from the fir.st 

conference, Larry noticed that he and How&Ld had sr~nt 

almost the entire time working ou rhetorical concerns, 44.7 

percent for Larry and 32 percent for the student. These 

percenta9es were c.1.ccurate, as L«rry remembered the 

confere11ce progressing. He and the student spent -cheir 

time on developiny the student's idea. Larry saiJ that 

Howard h~d not completed a draft of his paper before coming 

to this conference, which probably accounted for the 

emphasis on developing ideas. 

Begarding the content coded on the second content 

printout, Larry noticed that the amount of time he spertt on 

interi,reting the text was do-.n 'llfh ile the student I s 

interpr:etation r,ercenta<Je increased f:r:om 5.7 percent to 

14.4 percent. This student a.lso initiateu more ui.scus.sion 

of rhetorical concerns, up fron, 31 p12rcent to 43 percent. 

Nothiny about these percentages seemed to concern L~rry on~ 

way or the other, so we moved 011 to the next prir .. tout. 
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Carter 

As Larry looked at the interaction printout from 

the first confereuce, he noticed that he had giv·en this 

student a lot of information (31.2 perc~nt) and directions 

(21.9 percent) • Larry described Carter as being fiest:i 

because in class he had tried to g·et Lar:r:Y to change tht:: 

9rades on th€ pap~rs because the grades were so lov. Larry 

said that Carter was "the self-appointed lawyer for the 

class." 

Commenting on this conference, Larry saiu, "I don't 

think I was really too succe~sful, because [Ciirter•~] p0-1•ei: 

didn't change a whole lot from the draft I saw" in 

conference. When I asked Larry what he thought prevented 

this student •s paper from changing, Larry responded. that he 

thought the student did not put too much 'lfor:k into revising 

the paper. Larry said that this stud~nt vas strongly 

affected b}" Fohman•s rleditation, i.e., he fol1ow~a or used 

the steps in Rohman•s as an or<:;ianizational pattern for his 

paper. Larry speculdted that this studtnt•s strony 

adherence to the pattern offered by Rohman•s was a function 

of his being a basic writeri he did not have a strategy of 

his 01,n to use. 

The interaction printouts from the first and seconti 
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conferences rev@aled the following changes to Larry: 

A cce pta11 ce of Student Ideas zero to 3.5 pe:n;eu t 
Teacher ~utstions 2.5 to 6.5 perc~nt 
Information Giving 31.2 to &.O perct"nt 
Direction Giving 21.9 to 7.5 pt-rent 
student Response 11.4 to 47.0 p~rcent 
student Initiated Response 7.2 to 21.s percent 

Larry noticed that he did have SOUie acceptance of tht 

student's ideas in the second conference. 11I hat1 zilch th~ 

first time." He also noticed that he "had more questions, 

three times as many." though the percentaye was still lo~. 

He was happy that his information giving and direction 

giving had dropped, but he was startled by the increase in 

student response, from 11.4 percent to 47 percent. When he 

first saw the percentage, he exclaimed, "Holy mackeral!" 

He was also pleased by the incredS€ in this ~tudent•s 

initiated response which was three times a5 much, froru 7.2 

percent to 21.5 percent. 

Larry sai<i at this point in our discussion. tha.t. h~ 

was going to have to ask his students ubout the changes he 

was seeing between the two sets of conferences. H~ did ~ay 

that he felt that the rewrites his students vere doing, 

which provided the focus for these confer~nces, "sfarked a 

lot of response from the students." The fact tha.t th~st? 

papers had receive<.1 a grade also mad~~ difference in 

Larry's ebtimation. It made the students "sit up ~nd take 
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notice." They wanted to know wba t was wrong. The yrade 

"spurred them • 11 He said that he thought his students took 

their writiny more seriously only in th~ sense that they 

wanteu a better ~rade. 

When he turned his attention to the content 

printout froL, the first co11ference, Larry noticed that the 

cont~nt in Carter's conference centered on rhetoric<1l 

concerns, as it had in the other students• conferences. 

This time, however, the e~phasis on these concerns was 

clearly coming from Larry. Larry spent 42.8 percE!nt of the 

time oiscussing rhetorical issues while the stud~nt only 

spent 6.9 percent of the time discussing such issues. When 

Larry shifted his attention to the content. printout from 

the second conf er~nce, he noticed the following changes: 

Teacher Rhetorical Concerns 42.0 to 13.0 ptI:Cellt 
Student Rhetorical Concerns 8.0 to 31.0 p~rcent 
Student Text Interpretation 5.0 to 20.0 tJt".rcent 
Content Uucodable (Reading) 20.8 to 3.0 perceut 

I suggested that the shift in the attention to 

rhetorical issues for both him ~nd carter was prob~~ly a 

result of the shift in the interactions in th.e cor.t.ference. 

Larry agreed, but he c:1.lso speculated that pdrt of this 

changt was probably caused by his students• becominy awo.re 

of what Larry was looking for and the11 starting to look for 

these same things in thf>ir papers on their own. Also, 
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recognizing the increase in the per::centaye of time that 

Carter spent interpreting his text, Larry said that, vhen 

his students. were explaining vhat they had. writ.ten, the}' 

needed, instead, to be, lilriting what they vere explaining. 

In other words, Larry felt that Carter, for example, stioulo 

be spending more time figuring out ho~ to put his ide~s 

down on paper cl&arly so thct he would not have to spend 

time explaining what he had written to Larry. 

Early 

The following interactions caught Larry's attention 

on Early's first printout: 

Information Giving 
Direction Giving 
Student Response 
Studeat Initiated Response 

41. 0 P-=:rcf>J, t 
4.3 perceat 

16.1 percent 
8.3 percent 

After Larry noticE:d these numbers, he saiu that this 

student WtiS one of the better writers in his class, yetting 

the highest grade in the class. In. t.he pa}!ex:- di.::;cu.ssed in 

this conf er~nce, she wx:-ote about all abandoned hous~ loca ttd 

on the property where sLe lived that was forbidden to her:. 

She focused on one day when she visited this house \/hen her 

parent5 were not at home. 

Larry said that the reason there WP-re fewer 

direct.ions given in this conference (Q.. 3 percent) 'when 
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compareo to sollle of his other conff2rences, was that in thi!c> 

confer~nce the student knew what she coul~ do to improve 

her paper. He did not spend a lot of time on smaller 

issues because he was trying "to get her: to put a little 

more f~eling" into the ~ap~r, as opposed to just st~ings of 

description. He wanted her to talk more about how the 

house Qppeared to her, t.he c1.ura it communicdted. lit:: then 

commentPd that Early used a lot of dialogues and us~d them 

well. However, the student did not "get behind the 

dialogue," supporting it with backyrounu and context. rie 

said that in her dialogues, "You don't know anJthin~ about 

the people talking. You just have little snippets of 

conversation •• n . . Larry went on to say that this 

student tends to use her skill at writing dialogue as a 

crutch, a waI to dazzle the teacher: and avoil1 really 

wrestling with issues; "She tends to skim thinys off the 

top, and she doesn't real.l.:y plunge in at all." Larry uiti. 

say that this student was dWare of this problem because sh~ 

had said in her journal that she tends to be more &nalytic_ 

than emotional. 

Larry noticed the following changes when he look.ed 

at both of Early's interaction printouts: 
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Teacher Qut:stions 2.2 to 7.2 percent 
Information Givin<J 41.3 to 10.4 percent 
Direction Giving 6.0 to 10.0 percent 
Student Response 16.0 to 62.0 percent 
Student Iriitiated Fe.sponse 8.3 to 5.0 p~i:cent 

Larry was a little concerned about the drop in stuutnt 

initiated response. I ~ointed out to him that as he asked 

more <_iuestions, almost four times as many, he also got 

about four times as much responbe from this student to 

which he replied, "I guess that figures." 

When Larry looked at the content printout 1rom. the 

two conferenc~s, he noticed the following change~: 

Teacher Rhetorical concerns 
student Rhetorical Concerns 
Teacher Text Interpretation 

24.1 to 26.0 p~rcent 
13.2 to 60.1 ptrceat 
16.2 to Zt:!ro perce11t 

Larry \.las in1pressed by this student •s i11crE-a~ed attention 

to rhetorical concerns, which i1Jcreased a.l;11ost tis i,ercl'nt 

in the second conference. Ldrry, commenting on this 

studeLt's performance, sa~d that her first essay ~6s a ~ood 

one, but that her second essay, the one discussed in the 

second conference, was hastily put together. St~ll, she 

continued to take an active part in claBs. Larry said that 

the cause for this studellt's inconsistent perforu:aHce was 

an eniyma to him. 
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Green 

The follo"'ing percentages on the interaction 

printout from Larry's first conf~rence with Green c~ught 

his att.f>ntion: 

Information Giving 
Direction Giving 
Student Respon~e 
Studeut Initiated Response 

32.7 1>erce11t 
7 • 1 perCl::!:P.t 

17.3 perce11t 
4.1 percent 

After Larry ~xamined these percentages, he said that "this 

student •s big problem [was] anchoring things umrn ." Larry 

said that Green talked a lot about feelings, but a reader 

could not relatP the content of her feelinys to anJthing 

concrete in her text. The paper Larry and Green cti5cusseci 

in this conference dealt with her room; however, "it was 

long into her paper Lefore she got to her room, "hich 'fas 

the point" of her paper. Larry tried to get her to focus 

on a Jimmy De-an poster she had in her room. He sug9ested 

that she focus on the feelinys that this poste:r t:=elici ted 

for her. Larry said that in her final paper Green di~ Jo a 

good job of following his advice. She described the poster 

so that the reader could understand how it matle h~r feel. 

As hf'> thought about this conference, Lar:i:y as.Ked Iii~ 

if I had noticed any place while I was listening to the 

tape of this conference where he could have let Green do 
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more of the talkin~. Instead of answering his question, i 

asked Larry if he remembered any such opportunity in the 

conference. He reme~bered that he had talked to Greeh d 

lot, which the printouts revealea, but she appeared. to 

understand what he was saying and to agret with him. fie 

did not remember any special tiri,e where he could huv12 giv~u 

Green 1nore freedom. Larry then roa.o e a comn,ent about his 

conferences in general. He said that he would be 

interested to see the interactions in his hext set of 

conferences. Since he had <Jiven them so n1.uch advice in the 

first set of conferences, he ho~ed that he would not have 

to give this sam~ advice to his students again. 

When Larry looked at the interaction printout for 

his second conference ~ith Green, he noticed the following 

changes: 

Information Givin9 32.7 to 12.8 percent 
Direction Giving 7 .1 to 8.5 percent 
Stutlent Response 17.3 to 46.0 ptrcent 
Student Initiated Besponse 4 .1 to 13.2 pt!rcent 

Larry was pleased by the increase in both student respunse 

and student initiated response. He felt that th~ incredse 

in student initiated reslonse meant that this student was 

asking more <Juestions which gave hill! the opportunity to 

respond to the stuuent in wo.ys and with infonn.a.tion that 

was more meaningful for the stuuent. 
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While he was looking through the content printout, 

he made no special comm&nt about the perctntages that he 

saw. When Larry looked at the content printout from his 

second conference with Green, he commented on t.he following 

shifts: 

TEacher Text Interpretation 
Stude11t Text Interpretation 
Stuc1ent Rhetorical Concerns 

9.0 to 3.0 percent 
4.0 to 17.0 r~rcent 

10.0 to 38.0 percent 

Larry said that "It's good to see those categories 

[ studcnt rhetorical] go up." He then said that in this 

confer~nce he had tried to help the student come to a 

position on wheth~r or not she ayreed with astrology. 

Larry observed that roost of his conferenc1:s had tu.K.en. pl<iCf.:". 

at this .so-called higher level, "the level of orgahizing 

the iileds they've got" as opposed to getting trhnsitions 

together and concentratiny on surface features. 

Griffin 

Larry noticed from the i1,teraction printout from 

the first conference that almost. half of this confe1·ence 

consisted of student interaction (stud~nt response 24.o 

percent and student reading 20.6 percent), thougn there was 

no student ihtiated response. Larry said that this stud~nt 

had thought that she had done so w~ll, but he had "shot h~1 

down. She wtnt out of the room dragging • 11 He diu :::;.ay that 
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he had not b~en mean about vhat he told her about her 

paper. Griffin had describeu a s~all fishing town in 

Massachusetts, but she had described the whole towu and not 

selected anything in particular. He tried to help her finl1 

something special in the town, "but I h..t.d a hard time doin--J 

it." He speculated tl1at the time spent on tryin~ t~o help 

the student uiscover this something special mi.<;ht have 

accounted for all of the student response. He triP.d tu asx.. 

leading <:1Uestions to force the student to elaborate upon 

her experiences in the tovn. EvPn though Larry could 

account for the interactions in the conferenc~, he was 

concerr,ed that Griffin had not initiated any of the 

interactions. He said, "I guess pretty much the flow is 

from !tie to her." He then looked ha.ck. through the 1:•rintout!:; 

again an<l saw that this tel.liny pattern of his also 

occurred f requentl}· in his first conferences with other 

students. 

Rt>tjarding the interactions, Larry nuti.ced thE> 

following changes from the first to second conferences: 

Information Giving 19.3 to 8.0 pt:::rcent 
Direction Giving 14.2 to 8.5 p""'rcent 
Stuuent Respo11se 28.0 to 32.0 percent 
Student Initia.ttu Response zero to 32.0 iJerc~nt 

Larry was happy that the printout from the second 

conference indicated that Griffin had take11 a ;aore active 
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role in the conference. Both La.rry and I agreed that the 

increase in student initiated res~onse, f~om zero to 32 

percent, was a more important chanye than perhaps the 

percentages suggested. 

Regarding the content printout from the first 

conference, Larry commented on the follow~ny percentages: 

Teacher Rhetorical Coucern-.s 30.7 percent 
StudeIJ.t Rhetorical Concerns 22.4 perc~nt. 
Teacher Sentence/Mechanics zero percent 
Student Sentence/Mechanics 4.4 percent 

Larry noticed that Griffin cont1ibuted s:uite a bit to the 

discussion of rhetorical issues in the confGreuce .:1nd als(, 

brought up some sentence- level concerns. Since Lau:y hau 

no content coded at the sentence level, he ap?arently hau 

shifteu the student •s attention to larger, 1.hetorici.1.l 

issues when she brought up sentence level issues. 

Larry noticed the follow~ng ch~n9es ih the content 

of his second conference with Griffin when compare~ to the 

first one: 

Teacher Rhetorical Concerns 
student Rhetorical Concerns 
Student Text Interpretation 

30.7 to 30.4 percent 
22.4 to 37.7 perce~t 

2.0 tv 6.9 percent 

Because Griffin ~as talking about the difference between 

different kinds of track competition, Larry observed th~t 

this student •s writing behavior was uiffereut from that oi 

his other students. 'l'his student thou<jht thinys out in 
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writing. In the paper discussed in the st::cond cou±trence, 

Griffin started out thinkiny that a cross-countr:f runner 

and a sprinter on a track team were much different. 

Through writing drafts of her paper, she '••a~ surpri.s~d "to 

find out that they wert! very much the saDle. 11 Larry 

encouraged Griffin to contiu.ue to explore issues iJ1 "ri tins 

this W'1.Y. 

Rile•; 

While looking over the interaction printou·c., Larry 

commented that Riley, like Carter, was another r~la.tively 

basic writer: "I had a most difficult time with him." I 

pointed out that approx im c:1tely SO percent of the couf er enc~ 

consisted of Larry either making comments or giving 

directions. He replied, nwell, . . . for one thing 

[Riley] seemed to be asking for instructions on how to do 

[the paper]. He just wanted to do what I wanted him to 

do." This desire for Larry to take charge accounttiu for 

all of th~ co~fuents aud advice that Ldrry yave dur~ng the 

conference. H~ then looked back through the priutouts, 

compa:r.inCJ his perfomance with Biley with the other 

students. Larry said th~t this student was at ltast 

"willing" to listen. 

When Larry looke<1 at the s~cond conference 
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interaction printout, he noticed that thert was not much 

chan<Je in th(-> interactions between conferences for this 

student. Larry was upset that he was not waking 2uch 

headway with this studeht. 

Begarding the content tran.l:.acted in the first 

conference, Larry noticed that he and Riley had given a lot 

of attention to rhetorical issues. Howevtr, in th~ seco1,u 

conference, he observ~d the following shifts: 

Teacher Text Interpretation 
Teacher Rhetorical Concerns 
Student Rhetorical Concerns 

7.8 to zero i:)erc~nt 
46.q to 51.2 pE>rcent 
16.8 to 20.8 perce1,t 

Lai::ry said that Riley was more pleased with the pa.1::er he 

brought to the second conference than his first one, a 

paper that was, in fact, a little better but not as <JOCd as 

the student thought. Larry said, "I don't quit& khow ho~ 

to jar a student loose like (this one]. H& [came] in with 

a paper ••• and it [was] like it [~as] laiu up with 

mortaL. Iiow do you tumble down a wall. like that?" La..i.-r}' 

said that he knew that this student wauteu him to say 

"\iell, it looks fine, Tom. Go back and tJI:>e it UI:>•" LaI:I:'Y 

then went on to sa::t that this student misses the point so 

much th~t it is hard to know where to begin with nim. 

Parton 

As Larry looked through the int~raction priLtout 
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from his fir::-t conference with Parton, it became evidtnt 

that l1alf of the conference consisted of stud~nt 

interaction of some kind: 

Student Response 
Student Initiated Response 
Student Reading 

34.2 percent 
12.1 percent 

5.1 percent 

Larry noticed that Pdrton had not sptnt a.5 much ti11te 

reading the text as many of the others had. Larry said 

that a.s he recallE><l, after this student had read a li tt.le, 

she hnd a question about a problem she was not sur~ how to 

handle. This question uf hers pLohably accountetl for the 

increased amount of ~1teraction on her part. 

About this student Larry said, "She's very good. 

She takes all of fu} advice very seriously." I commented 

that if she was the kind of studt:::nt who tendell to follow 

directions, she had u fair numLer of stud~nt initiated 

respo11ses when compared with other stuents. Larry ogree<l, 

noting that this student was asking genuine question~ and 

lookiug for genuine ans~ers. 

On the seconu i1tteraction printout, the .t>.:i:';:JCJe~t. 

shift in the interc:1ctions occurred in Parton•s response 

pattei:-n: 

Student R~sponse 
stud~nt Initiated Response 

34.2 to 1.0 percent 
12.1 to 31.0 percent 

As we looked at these percentages, I told Larry thdt I 
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sensed that the inforIDation he was giving was ~ore to the 

point, since the student was askin<J more question.:::.. Lurry 

a<Jreetl. 

Larry noted the following percenta9es on the 

content rrintout of his first conferenc~ with Fartun: 

Teacher Text Interpretation 
Student T~xt Interpretation 
T~acher Rhetorical Concerns 
Stucle11t Rhetorical Conc~rns 

4 .1 percent 
15.4 percent 
33.6 perctnt 
23.1 perce~1l 

Larry £aid that the numbers seemed accurd.te because Pa.rto11 

bad tillked a lot during the conference. She also h~d 

thought a lot about about h~r i'aper before c0win~ in fo:r 

this conference. 

R~garding the content of the second conf~rence, 

Larry noticed the following cha11ges: 

Student Text Interpretation 15.4 to b.6 per:cent 
Teacher Rhetorical Concerns 33.8 to 33.3 ptrcent 
Student Rhetorical Concerns 23.1 to 34.5 pt=rcent 
Student Sentence/~echanical zero to 7.4 p12LCE!llt 

Larry sai<l that this student was very conscientious: "ShE::> 

works har:<1. She's mechanical about it though, so .she's 

very concerned with hov the sentefices ~ork. The iu~a of 

shaping the prose is quite beyond her." H~ commented th~t 

the concept of movin~ large passages of a piece or writing 

around in a draft to achiev~ a purticul<1r rhetoi:icu.1 a..im i.s 

a difficult concept for students to <Jrasp. 
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Self-Evaluation Intervielis with Linda Deeb 

As with Larry, I met with Linda in my office tu go 

over the responses that she had recorded on the self-

evaluation form that I had given her. I encourayell her to 

elaLorate at any point as I trieu to clarify what she had 

saiu on the form. I reminded her that I was not mc.kin<J 

value judgments and that ~y intention was only to clarify 

what she had written. 

At the beginning of th~ first feedback int~rvitw, I 

gave Linda a copy of the typed summ4ry of what w~ ui~cu5seJ 

during the self-evaluation interview. I asked her to read 

through it and to comment as she saw fit. I also told her 

to tell n:1e if there was any discrepancy ill the typtd 

summary or if anything had changed since we had h~ld the 

self-evaluation interview. The con.me11ts that Li11da ma.ae on 

these two occasions about her self-evaluation have h~en 

combined in the follow in<; discussion. 

Item 1: The number of arrangeti a.no sponta11eous 
conferences. 

On th~ self-evaluation form, Linda said that 33 

percent of her c011ferences were spontan1:=ous and 67 i,ercent 

were arran9eu. She tolu me also that, because the teacher 
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who was in her classroom before her frequently kept her 

class beyond the assigned time, she was able to hold brief 

one-minute or two-minute conferences with her students 

beforE' cla::-s. These informal, fil!-1!.2£ conferences usually 

consist of a student question, factual in nature, 'Whic.ti shP-

ca.n answer quick} y. The hilbject of these conferellC(-;.ti 

usually focused on the nature of an assignment or the 

mechanics of classroom mana«jeme11t. She also conJucted 

bri~f conferences after class when possible. 

Item 2: The length of conferences. 

Linda had indicated on her self-evaluation forru 

that her _conferences usually lasted twenty minutes but th.at 

spontaneous conferences usudlly lasted from two to five 

minutes and often lea. to the scheduling of a longer 

conference. There was usually one of these spontaneom; 

conferences during every class. Linua collimented thut these 

students were "l>eginuing freshmu.n. and unsure" of 

themselves, f~arful that they would do sowething ~~ony. 

During the first. feedback intervit=w, Linda report~n 

that she 1wa.s having a hard tirue kt::eping her confeI:ences to 

twenty minutes. She said that many of her formal 

conferences were taking half an hour. Linda saiu thdt, if 

she could have her w~y, she would have conf~rences that 
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lasted an hour. This amount of time would allow h12r to 

finish all that she wanted to accomplish in conferences. 

At this point, she elaborated that she had given 

her students her home phone number and th~t she had 

conducted raany conferences over the phone. Thus fGr, she 

has had between three and four of these tPlephone 

conferences p~r week lasting from five to twenty-five 

minutes. She mPntioned that one studer1t who cried in his 

first office conference with her had thi.s kind of 

conference with her. Another of her students, one who haQ 

been rather shy and rttiring in both class and conferences 

has had several telephone conferences. She said that 

several stud~nts seemed to feel freer to discuss i~;sue~ and 

to be more confident over the phone. In the formal 

conferences, students seem to be wore uncertain, more 

unsure. 

Item 3: Points in the writing process wh~n confert->nces are 
held. 

Linda indicated that sh~ usually had arranlJed, as 

opposed to s};)ontaneous, conferences vith her students 

during prewriting and when they submitted 1:evision.s to her. 

In further discussion, I determined thdt her prewritiny 

confet:ences usually focus on topic selection and p(jssible 
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development of the topic. She said that her students at 

this stage in the process usually need some help getting 

started. After the student has selected a topic, he or she 

frequently needs to be able to fiud a WdJ "to relate the 

topic to their specific interests." At the time of oui 

discussion, she had had only one conference of thi~ kill~. 

A stud~nt who was very conscientious came in to ~ee her to 

confirm that he was headed in the right direction. 

Her revision conferences usually came aftti::: the 

students had co0tpleted three drafts, a rough draft bi:ought 

to class for peer revision, a second draft submitted to 

her, and finally a revised third draft. Eer r..ttionale is 

that after students have received the paper they sul>mitted 

to her they are in a position to think about the druft. i::i.Ild 

have questions ready to ask her in a conf en,.-nce. In such a 

conference, she tries to first answer their <;ruestiou!;:i. 

Then ::.he directs them to features of theii: writing thiit may 

have a long-term effect either on future writing they cto 

for hei: class or for future "Writing a.ssignn,eats ill vther 

classes. She then uiscusses short-ter1n issues th .. it deul 

with a i,ossible revision of the paper under discussion. T0 

use her expression, "We first deal with the paper ill front 

of us and then move outward" to larger concerns. She said, 
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however, that she cannot accomplish this in every 

conference every time. 

Item 4: Who or what receives primary attelltion in 
conferences. 

In response to this statement, Linda said that 'her 

conferences were student-centered, teacher-centered, or 

student-writing project centered depending on the need~ of 

the studPnt. Linua defined student-centei:ec1 confe:cences as 

those where an emotional :problen1 was interfering with the 

student •s vriting. WhP-n this happened, s.:..e triect to deal 

with the erootion~l problem before going on to the writiny. 

She said that she often ~ets a sense that the student mdy 

be having Sollie emotional problems from what they write in 

their journals, from thP sometimes chaotic 5tate of the 

writiny in their more formal class assignments, or frow 

their depressed behavior in clas.s. Linda conteli<1ed that 

such issues need to be deal.t with first befo:ce both .she an.: 

the stuch ... nt can focus ou th~ writiny. In deciding when to 

engaye in this kin<1 uf conf ~rence, she triP-d to 11·;,1alk a 

line Lt=>twe~n being mot.her hen and Lein<; cold and 

calloused." 

Linda believed that she rarely holu5 teach.t::>r-

centei:ed conferences. ~hen th~} do occur, t.hey usual l:y 
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focus on information that the student has missed iu. class. 

Occasionally, however, some students just need to Le 

directed or .bluntly tolu 'Where they stand. Even when tllis 

happeris·, she said she switches back and forth between beinlj 

directive and letting the student take more control. 

At this point in our discussion, I asked her what 

she meant by th~ statement, "and, by inference, to th ink 

more effectively" that she had included 011 the attachment 

to the self-evaluatio1i form. Linda explained that she 

believes that students cannot write well if they Cirnnot 

thir.1.k. Therefore, she tries to point out .strateyies for 

them in conferences that will show them how to think. For 

exa111ple, she said that "when students were 11,aking seneral 

staten1ents, she pointed out the need for specifics. 01: 

when the students were enyaged in persuasion, she 11..ight 

talk about the different kinds of logic. When I guesti.or.u~d 

her further on this point, she said that the main problem 

students had vas being "fuzzy." To alleviate this problem, 

and others, she tries to show them what they are doing 

wrong so they can then im~rove. She also, however, tries 

to show them how and lfhy portions of their writing has 

succeeded. Her Dlain goal is to help her students "feel 

comfortable with the fact they can be writers ••• to 
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accept themselves as vrit~rs." 

~m 5: Influences on approaches to conducting 
confere11ces. 

Her exp~rience working as a counselor has perha.ps 

made her IDore student-centered than other writing 

instructors might be. She has also been intluence<l by somt= 

of Peter Elbow •s think.ing ( Writiu~I with Po'Wer) and by some 

other articles she had read. She has also lH:~en intlueuced 

by listening to what h~r colleagues are doing. 

Item 6: P'actors that deterntine goals for conferences. 

She wrote on the form that her yoals for 

conferences are largely determined by the student und sees 

a confer~nce as a joint veuture. She clarified her 

reference to implied needs .:is the emotivnal needs of her 

students. In other words, she deals with the emotional 

needs of her student::. and also their stated ne~d.s, which 

may or may not be emotional, e.y., "I ~ant to kno~ how to 

writt satire" as opposeu to "I'nt so depressed that I'm 

goir!g to <JUit school." 

Item 7: Conference sequence or structure 

Linda had written that she tries to structure her 

confer~nces in the following way: 
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a. Greet student and settle them. 
b. Ask [ the student] to glance over the wri tin.4:; 

involved. 
c. Indicate· a.reas of promise or intere~t. 
d. Indicate areas of proble111s. 
e. Ask [ the student J t.o expldin possible ;..;oJ.utions 

or steps she could take. 
f. Ask [ the student] for r1uestions or comment5. 
g. Make new appointment if needed. 
h. Visit with remainin'.J tillle if student wishes or 

needs to. 

She indicated that the short time limit of conferences 

keeps her from always accomplishing these goals. 1.lthot:.tjh 

all cor;ferences do not ::;eguence themselves in this way, sht: 

tries to follow this agenda to prevent being led dstrdy. 

As it is now, she practicall} has to push her students out 

the d<.,or. She said that so111etimes emotional. neells get in 

the 1oay of writing and subverts this agendd. Sh\? 5aid that 

she tries to start with something positive before D1oviny on 

to more negative matters. 

Item A: What students should remember about. conferences. 

On the form, Linda said that she van tell lie:c 

students to g,dn "confidence ill their ability t.o WLite 11 ..t.S 

a rt-sult of her conferences. She l.:>ai<.l, "If I teac.i notliins 

else, I want to t~ach them that they can WLite ana thdt 

it's fun to write. If they can do that, they can cope with 

any writing assignruent." 
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I 
Item 9: Student evaluation of conferences. 

Linda believed. that her students fi11d her: 

conferences helpful although she had not asked her 

students. She said that they must make some diff ei.:ence 

because she sees improvement in their writing. iih~n l. · 

asked her what she meant by improvement, she said that 

students tended to n1ake or actuall} carry out the ch,tnges 

that had been discussed in conferences. She also ~aid that 

their later essays were better than the earlier ones. 

As we discussed the self-evaluation transcript 

during the first feedback interview, Linda. said tho t shEc-

had been conc~rned after the the self ~valuation interview 

that she had no information fro& her students ~bout how 

they felt about their conferences with her. As d result, 

she had asked her students, ofter her first set of 

conferencl;'s with them, to evaluote both her confert,nce:.-- a.Ile.. 

their exrerience in peer groups on a scal.e of on'= to ten, 

ten bHing very helpful and one being not very helpful. She 

said that the average response was a nine. The lowest 

response was a five. I then asked her if h~r students made 

any specific comments. She saic1 that she i:emernbered that 

one student had said something to the tff ect: "Until I 

went in for confert=:nces, I knew I was making mistake!:>, but 
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I didn •t understand why I was making them and how I could 

stop IDaking them." 

I then asked her about the student who had given 

her a five. Linda said this student reported that the 

conferences were "so rushed," that after they were over, 

"he wasn •t sure what had been discussed." Beca.u!:>e Linua •s 

first conferences were thirty to thirty-five minutes, I 

asked her how this student perceived collferences. She said 

that he wantf:'d her to revise the pc1per for him: 11 1 think 

he's lazy." Actually, Linda said that this stud~nt w~nted 

an A for the course l,ut was unsure of him::.elf. Because ot 

his uncertainty, he looked to Linda for specific direction~-~ 

or "the a~swer." She then vent on to say that even though 

studer1b:, lilP this one were difficult to work vith, "I 

would~'t be hdppy with myself if I didn't keep on triinq. 11 

Item 10: Most anu least productive features of 
conferences. 

In response to the last item 011 the foi:m, Linda 

saic1 that "student/writing object/centereu dnd structureu 

confei:encPs" 1'ert:> more productiv@ than "tec1cher-centere<.l 

conferences." Her rationale for makiny this statewent Wd~ 

that if she did not have an agenda th~t she could ~a~iiy L~ 

led astray and not accomplish what needs to be done. 
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Linda confirmed the observation that she hu<l &ade 

duril!Cj the self-evaluation interview about t.eacher-cc11te:ced 

conferences: "The conferences that I hear that dre 

teacher-centered, the students are not going to cousider 

them as valuable as the ones that [directly address issues 

important to students.] It's their writing, anu u11til we 

address it as their writing, if we take charg~ dnd say you 

should do this, this, this, and this, then it's no longer 

their writing, it's our writing." 

In com~enting on the entire typed summdry, Linda 

said that it was accurate but also a littl~ idealistic: 

"What. I saiu is what I want to happen •••• It J.oesn•t 

always happen." 

First Feelll>ack Intervie'li with Linda DeelJ 

I met with Linda to dis~~ss the self-evaluation 

interview and to provide her with the printouts ~en~rated 

from tapes of her first set of conferences. A second 

feedback intervi~w to review both St!ts of printouts 

followed the second conference. I encour~g~d her to 

commeut as she saw fit at any time anc.1 maintained a non-

directive, non-judgmental stc.1.nc~ throushout the inte:cvi.ew. 

Although Lind it often asked me for advice, I resist~d by 
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turning her questions into ones directe<l buck towards her. 

Linua • s comments about her self-evaluation have already 

been discussed in the preceding section, this section 

describes Linua•s reactions to the interaction aud content 

prir.touts from both sets of her conferences. 

As I had done for Larry, I first explained to Lind,:.. 

how to interpret the various interactiou and cobtent 

categories. I told her to vie1o1 the numbers ago.inst her 

reme~brance of what transpired iu the conference. Tbou~h 

the interaction and content printouts were discusseu 

separa t eli·, I have co111bined the discussion of :Uoth sets of 

printouts as they apply to each student. 

This student was very quiet in class. In the 

conference Linda had a ha:("d time getting .Erew-er to interact 

at all i she was very {Jassive ana_ seemeu intimiuated. iis 

Linda looked at the firHt conference printout, she WdS 

concerned that .she had dominated from 55 to 60 p8r:cent 01. 

the time because the student int.eraction categorie.s \,d,:J:E: ~o 

low: 

Student Response 
Stuuent Initiated Respon!:-e 

20.4 percent 
3.3 p~rcent 

There was a lot of silence in ttis conference (9. 7 percent) 
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because Linda was waitiny for the stuuent to responu.. 

Linda observed that fitrhaps she had Yasteu a lot 01 tin.~. 

I allowed her to talk about this issue of sileuce ford 

while, and she came to the conclusion thdt s~lence was 

often constructive. 

When Linda examined the interaction printout frorn 

her second conference with BLewer, she i~medi~tely said 

that she was "having Bort of a ha.rd tim~ getti11g oil a 

personal basis with with (this f:>tudent]." Lin1lc:1 .sa.id that 

she was not surt· what Brewer wanted from her, a.rrn as d 

result, Linda was not sure how to respond to her: "1 tenu 

to be more business-like with this student, anJ I •a, not 

sure why." In face-to-face 5ituations, whether in 

conf~rence or class, Linda said thu.t this :,;tudent tends to 

back off. When Linda had a conference with this stuctent 

over the phoue, Prewer see.llleti to be very relc\_xed. 

When Linda examined the interaction printout. f:rom 

her second conference with 3~ewer, she noticed the 

following changes: 

Teacher Questious 12.3 to 11.7 i•eI.ct:nt 
Information Givin<J 20.s to 17.3 pei:cent 
Direction Giving 25.3 to 23.~ 1•e£ce11t 
Teacher Reading 3.2 to 12.2 percent 
Stude11t Initia.ted iiesponse 3.3 to 1.4 }!er:cent 
Sil~11ce 9.1 to 16.9 percent 

Linda said thdt she felt compelled to take a more a.ctive 
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role in the conferences that she had with Brewer. She 

hesitated "to put the student on the spot." Aft~r Lind~ 

saw tht percenta.ges for the amount of sil~nce and student 

initiated response, however, she decided that she wanted 

Brewer to become more involved in conferences "'i th iH,~r :' "l 

feel that she manipulates 11~ to a certain extent. l ft::el 

like I'm forced into saying something. I 1 lli just going to 

have to play a waiting game." 

Regardin<J the content transacted in thP first 

confertnce, Linda commented on the followin~ percentayts: 

Teacher Sentence/Mech~nics 
Teach~r Extraneous Talk 
Student Extraneous Talk 

36.2 perceat 
18.5 percent 

7. 3 p~rce11 t 

She said that, becaus~ she had spent time discussi:as: 

mechanics in this first conference, Brewer's next raper haJ 

fewer mechanical errors. Linda also exIJlaiiied that the 

amount of extraneous talk in this first conference WdS 

caused by her c:1.ttempt to mak.e the stuu.erit feel collifor.table. 

Regarding the content transacted in Brewer's second 

confer~nce, Linda commented on the follow.in(_! chan.ges in 

percen ta <;es: 

Teacher Rhetorical Concerns 
Stuc1ent Rhetorical Concerns 
Teache~ Sentence/Mechanics 
Student Sentence/Nechanics 
Teacher Extraneous Talk 

5.8 
0.8 

36.2 
11.5 
18.5 

to 
to 
tu 
to 
to 

16.7 percent 
5.0 percent 
6.6 perct'.nt 
5.0 pt:rcent 

21.2 pei:c~nt 
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Both Linda anc1 Brewer increa.sed the percentage of tin:e they 

spent discussing rhetorical issues and ~ecreased the 

percentage of ti~e they gave to sentencP- level or 

mechanical issues. Linda, however, still appearetl Lo be 

leading the conference with the student pa.s:::ively f0llowi119 

along. 

Linda was surprisell by the amount of extralit"OUS 

content discusseu in these conferences. She had a lot or 
extraneou.s talk in the first conference, but she hdd even 

more in the .second one. Linda did not remember that there 

had Leen so much extran~ous conversation. Since she felt 

uefensive with Brewer, Linda speculated that she ruay have 

engaged in too much extraneous chatter in au c:i.ttempt to 

pleast' this student. 

Eaves 

Linda said that this student •s pai,er had some 

stren<jths in it, but these strengths wei:e not coming 

through. As they talked in conf~rence, Linda said that 

Eaves "wa~m •t understanciiI.tg what I was gettiri<J at, so I had 

to paraphras~ it." The printout confirmed this cl~im: 

Teacher Question~ 
Information Giving 
Direction Giving 
Student Response 

17.7 percent 
17.3 percen.t 
21.0 percent 
24.7 ptrcent 
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The student's role in this cunfere~ce consisted prl~arily 

of re:c.poncling to issues raised Ly Linda. Linda aL,,o said 

that Eaves was a very <_!Uiet pe1:son, more at ease in 

confertnces than in class. In class, Lintla observed she 

felt I.aves was "on the edge of her chair" due to tt·nsion. 

Linda was surprisPd that Eaves interacted as 11tuch us she 

did. 

Linda examined the following interaction sh.1.f ts in 

her second conference with Eaves: 

Teacher Questions 17.7 to 10.0 percEnt 
Inforl'la tion GivinlJ 17.3 to 35.6 percent 
Direction Giv1ny 21.0 to 14.9 pei:cent 
Student Response 24.7 to 13.3 p~rcent 
Student Initiated Response 4.1 to 12.0 percE:nt 

Linda commented that the studen~ was reillly upset ubout a 

grade and that perhaps the increase in the percentag12 o·i: 

student questions was caused by the student's desire to 

find out why she had not clone better. Linda then observed 

that Laves probably had more control over the Jirec~ioh of 

this conference than Linda had. Raves was rletermined to 

get answers to htr questions. Linda said that Eaves ~as 

11very ear11est and [took] everything too seriously. You 

can't joke her out of~ bad moua. 11 

Comp~riny the content transacted in her first and 

second conferences with Eaves, Linda noticed the following 
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changes: 

Teacher Rhetorical Concerns 30.8 to 21.3 p~rcent 
Studtnt Rhetorical Concerns 17.9 to 10.0 per:cent 
Teacher Text Interpr~tation ze10 to 10.5 percent 
Stuc1en t Text Interpretation zero to 9.6 percent 
Teacher Sentence/Hechanics 9.2 to 2~.1 p~I:'C(=llt 
Student Sentence/Mechanics 6.3 to 2.5 pl"rcent 

' 
She was pleased that the conteut transacted bet~een haves 

and her seemed to be more balanced, vhich was Whil~ she 

wanted. Eaves, according to Linda, did not have that 11tany 

mechanical concerns, so neither she nor the student spent 

much time on such issue~. Linda said that du~ing the 

second conference both she and the student spent less time 

a.iscussing rhetorical issues and more tilile interpetill ':J the 

text because Eaves was C..'"01.1.cerned about her grade. Linda 

speculated that the reason why she spent 25 perceut of the 

total co1lference time on :nechanics was that she wa.::. trying 

to justify the grade to the student. 

Stone 

Linda said that this stud~nt was a very intense, 

serious person. Because Stone took things ~o seriously, 

Linda saiu that she had to be careful that she ,.,as uot 

being "fli~p~nt or nonchalant," for fear of wounding the 

student. 

The interaction printout from LinJa•s second 
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conference with Stone revealed the following cha119es: 

Teacher Questions 20.S to 13.0 pe~cent 
Information Givin9 23.0 to 44.6 percent 
Direction Giving 11.0 to 16.0 percent 
Student Response 35.6 to 16.1 percent 
Student Initiated BeSI.>OllSe 2.0 to 13.0 percent 

Linda noticed that during the first conference Stone s~~nt 

almost 40 percent of the confer~uce time responding to 

issues raised by Linda. Linda was pleaseu that in the 

second conference the decrease in student response ~as 

accounted for by a concurrent increase in student iai tia.tetl 

response. Linda said that the principal reason th~t Stone 

had initiated more discussion in the couference "Ila::, that 

Stone wanted to make sure that she had the revision of her 

pa~er "headed in the right direction," an<i, therefor~, 

improve her sratle. 

The predominant focus of the coutent of the first 

conference ~as on rhetorical conc~rns (Linua 2b.3 

percent/student 29.1 p~rcent). When Linda 1ookeJ at the 

content printout from th~ second confer~nce, she noticed 

that Stone devoted less atte11tion to rhetorical concerns, 

from 29.1 to 18.0 percent, because she wa::-- concer:nec1 rtbout 

doing her paper correctly. This decrease in stucien.t 

discussion of rhetorical issut>s !::ieerued to contrauict 

Stone's clesire to improve her }:>aper. No coi.tradiction 
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existeu, however, because Linda remembered that she h~d 

spent a lot of time telling Stone what she needed tu do to 

strengthen her paper. The increase in the percentage of 

time that Linda spent giving information, from 23.0 to 44.6 

percent, substantiated Linda's explanation. Linda also 

notict=>d that she gave more dttention to mechanical concerns 

in this conference than she did in the first one, f~om 13.3 

to 19.1 percent. Linda then made the following important 

observation: "I think tha.t 'tihen I'm put. on the defensive 

[ telliny students what they must do to improve a srade J, I 

jump on the mechanics." Linda's remembrance of this 

conference wus that it focused more on rhetorical issues 

than it did. Linda sai<l that this tendency of her:::-; was 

"so~ething [she needed] to watch out for." 

Linaa was surprised by what sh~ found in the 

interaction printout from her first conference witn 

Jenkins: 

Teacher Questions 
Information Giving 
Direction Giving 
Student Response 
Studeht Initiated Response 

17 .5 1,ercent 
20.1 ptrcent 
13.9 ptrcent 
42.3 percent 

0.4 perceut 

Linda thought that Jenkins had initiated more respons~ thdn 
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he had. Linda wante<l him to ruake his paper more persona.l. 

As it was, the paper was too general. 

Linda was troubled that Jenkins had so much 

response and not enough initiation. Further, she sc1iu that. 

his second paper had the same kind of problems that she had. 

found in his first paper. Linda was concerned that ,Ienk.i11s 

had not transferred what he had learned from the first 

paper to the second. During her conferences with him, 

Linda said that, when she mentioned something, Jenkins 

seemed to know hov to apply it. 

Linda noticed the following· changes between the 

first and second interaction printouts: 

Information Giving 
Direction Giving 
Student Initiated Response 

20.1 to 22.8 ~ercefit 
13.9 to 8.7 percent 

0.4 to Y.7 percent 

Linda said that she anticipated these changes 

because she was asking her stuc1ents to write out qu~stions 

that they wanted to ask her beforE- they came in for:. 

conferences. She said, "I'm asking them to take 

responsibility for their conferences." I told her ut this 

point that my remembrance was that most of the stud.~nts 

whom ~t taped did not have specific questions written do~h. 

She then admittetl that several of them had not. However, 

Linda believ~d that, since her students had already me~ 
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with her at least once in a conference, they appeared to 

feel freer about asking questions in their subsequent 

conferences with her. She was troubled that in thi.s s~cunu 

conference with Jenkins her information giving was still 

occupying too much of the conference time. 

Commenting on the content transacted in her first 

conference with Jenki11s, Linda observed that t.here was a. 

lot of time spent on process stren9ths and weaknesses wh~n 

cornpa~ed to the small aaount of tirue she devoted to this 

topic with other students: 

Teacher Proce.l::-s/Evaluation 
Student Process/Evaluation 

7.2 percent 
7.9 percent 

Linda said that Jenkins told her he had answered the 

questions on the assignment and questioned why he hdd 11ot 

received a better grade. To answer Jenkins• gue5tion, 

Linda spent so111e time with him talking about what would 

make~ good sound paper. I commented that her explanation 

was consistent with ~hat the printout revealed because 

there was a relatively even balance between the percentage 

of time both Linda and Jenkins devoted to discuss.i11y 

process strengths and weaknesses. 

Concerning the conte~t transacted in her second 

conference with ~,enkins, Linda noted the following shift~ 

from the first conference: 
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Teacher Rhetorical Concerns 23.4 to 29.8 percent 
Teacher Sentence/I·:echanical 18.b to 9.4 percent 
Teacher Extraneous Tc1lk 5.2 to 5.5 pt~rcent 
student Bhetorical Concerns 15.8 to 26.0 1,ercent 
student Sente11ce/Mechanic(jl 15.8 to 8.1 percent 

Linda saiu that th~re "'ere not many wechanical errors on 

Jenkins' second pap~r, so there ~as little need to comffient 

on ser. tence level or mechanical concerns. Linda explo.ined 

that one of the reasons for the decreas€.> in mechanica 1 

errors in her students• second papers was the influence of 

peer editing in her class. Also, Linda said that sh~ Ya~ 

consciously trying to deemphasize a concern for mechanics 

in the second set of conferences and to de,d more .ith the 

ideas and larger rhetorical issues in her students• papers. 

I then pointed out to Linda that a total uf 55 percent oi 

her second conference with .Jenkins -was spent on rhetoricdl 

concerns, an increase of 15 percent from the first 

conference. Linda said, nThat•s what I'm trying to ain1 

for." 

Miller 

Linda specifically comment~,d on the following 

percer1tases 011 Nillei:•s fir.st interaction printout: 

Teacher Questions 
Information Giving 
Direction Giving 
student Response 

13 .O percE,llt 
31.4 percent 
16.5 percent 
32.6 percent 
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Student Initiated Respon8e 3.8 percent 

Her initial co~ment vas that she did uot realize that she 

had engaged in so much infoririation giviny in this 

conference. In fact, Linda dominated a.pproxima tel1 60 

perctnt of the interactions in this conference. She noted 

that, though the titudent had re~ponded 32 p~rcent of the 

time, apparently the nature of his response was in 1elati0h 

to issues raiseu by her. She said that she was giviug 

Miller suggestions on s~ecific details that he could 

incluue in his paper, but she did not realize that she wcts 

doing so much "directing." 

Linda remembered that the student had done ruore 

telliny than she had done. She did say, however, tt1d t she 

was not c_ruestioniny my figures, Lut she wus (!Uestiu11i11':! he:i." 

own memory of the conference. She was very concerned that 

it lookt-d lik~ she was just sitting in the conference, 

te11ing Mill~r what to ao. 

Linda noticed the following differences in Miller's 

second interaction printout: 

Teacher Questions 13.0 to 20.3 perctent 
Information Giviny 31.4 to 27.2 p~i:cent. 
Direction Giving 16.5 to 7.2 1Jtl:"Ct:Ilt 
Stuuent R~sponse 32.6 to 31.2 f,er:-ceut 
Student Initiated Response 3.8 to 9.4 percent 
Silence zero to 4.0 percent 

Linda said that her questions were aimed ctt tryiny to 
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understand what Hiller was trying to do. Linda said th~t 

l'iiller was doing well in her class and tha.t his revisions 

were showing improvement. She also reported that Miller 

took some initiative in t.he second conf er~nce a1al was 

becoming more daring in his writing: "He 1 11 try son,t::!tttin<J 

even if he's not sure it will work." Turning hei: utterition 

to the silence category, Linda said that she felt c1 little 

defensive about any silence in her confert:nces, ev~n though 

she f(>lt that such sile11ce was positive most of th~ timt:. 

I told h@L: that the presence of silence should not 

necessarily be interpreted iJ.S a negative fdctor. 

Lindct focuseu her attention on the follo111ins 

percentayes on Miller's first content printout: 

Teacher Process/Evaluation 
Student Process/Evaluation 

35.3 percent 
22.9 percent 

Lin'1a .said that the content of the first conference wc::1.s 

affected by Miller's concern about his yrade. Cowpariny 

the content on Miller's second content printout with the 

f ir::.t, Linda exa.111ined. the following percentages with 

interest: 

Teachei: Rhetorical Concerns 15.4 tv 53.ii percent 
Teacher: Senten~/~echanical 4.5 to zero pe~cent 
Teacher: Process/Evaluation 35.3 to 1.8 ~ercent 
St uclen t Rhetorical Concerns 6.8 to 39.5 pe1.cent 
studtmt Sentence/Mechanical 1.5 to zero perc~r,t 

Lind.a noticed in,ruediately that there '-ctS no discussion ot 
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mechanical concerns in the second conference. Liada said 

that she believed one of the rea~ons for the major hhift in 

the content of this L:onference was that both she and ~illei: 

knew more clearl1 vhat she considered to be important in 

student writing. She tried to e~phasize rhetorical isJues, 

and with this in mind, Linda said that she sp~nt a lot of 

time in this conference trying to help ttillPr add ntelling" 

details to his paper and to make his ctntral charac·ter more 

three dimensional and believable. She was surprised, 

however, that she did not even mention mechanics in the 

second conference. 

Linda cuw~ented on the following percentdg~s on 

Gray's first interaction printout: 

Teacher ~uestions 
Information Giving 
Direction Giving 
Student :Sespons~ 
Silence 

13.2 percent 
32.1 percent 
11.8 percent 
30.3 percent 

5.2 percent 

This printout was very interesting to Lin<la because thc 

student had cried durin9 the conference. In fact, the 

first word that Linda us~d to describe this confereuce was 

painful. Linda. was surpr isec1 Ly what thh-; printout. 

revt-aled. The percentaye of time that Linda llevot~d to 

questioniug, giving information, and giving directions was 
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similar to the amount of ti11te that she ha<.""i sperit on these 

issues in other conferences. She assumed that the 

percentages would be radically different. :or exa111ple, she 

thought that ther~ was much more silence than there really 

was. Also, Linda •s remembr,-mce was thi.lt the student s.J.id 

very little in the conference, when actually he did respon~ 

to issues that Linda rais~ 30.3 percent of the tim~. 

Before St:>eing these percenta9es, Linda sa.iu that she felt 

that the student had not really been ~1volved in the 

conference ~hen, in fact, he had been. 

Linda com~ented that both she and Gray wer~ mor~ 

coli.1fortable in the second co11.fei:-ence than tht!y had been in 

the first one where he cried. She said that there we~e not 

as many negative student feelings g€:'ttin<J in the wc1y of 

this conference. In particular, Linda notict>ci the 

following percentage changes on the second interdction 

printout: 

Teacher Questions 
Information Giving 
Di re-ction Giving 
Student Response 
Student Initiated Bespons~ 

13.2 to 18.1 percent 
32.1 to 27.8 percent 
11.8 to 6.3 perc~nt 
30.3 to 34.7 percent 

2.~ to 5.5 percerrt 

Linua W-dS pleased that the student initiated. respon.se had 

doubled. Though the percentag~ was still .small, she said., 

"It's a beginning. It's more than I expected." Sh~ again 
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reiterated that this confer~1ce ~as ~o much more 

comfortable than the first. 

When Linda looked at the content printout irum the 

first confertnce, she commented on the following 

percentages: 

Teacher Rhetorical Concer:ns 
Student Rhetorical Co~cerns 
Teache:i: Process/Evaluation 
Student Process/Fva.lua tion 

27.6 percent 
11 • 4 pe rce Il l 
18.0 percent 
13.6 percent 

Linda was amazed that she and Gray hatl focused on 

rhetoi.:ical issues as much as they had. Linda thou1jLt they 

had spent more time iliscussing the yrade. Actuall:t, she 

spent 16 percent of the time discu&sing such issues whil~ 

the student spent 13.6 perc~nt of the corifert::nce ti.me 

discussing his grade. She was not so sur~ that gi~en the 

painful circumstances for the student that rhetor:i...c • .J. 

issue::. were what. she should have been addressing. She 

thougtt, perhaps, that she should have spent more time 

addressing Gray's emot~onal heeds. 

Wht>n Linda looked at the content printout fr.om 

Gray's second cunfeI:'tc-nce, she couimente<i 011 the followiuc... 

uiffer:Pnces: 

Teacher F1'etorical Concerns 27 .6 to 40."+ :_>P-:i.:cent 
Student Rhetorical Cc,ncerns 11.4 to 26.5 .:,~I cent 
Teacher Sentence/~~chanics 6.3 to 5.3 per:cent 
Stul1ent Seut~nce/Hechanics 2.9 to 6.1 pei:t.:ent 
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Linda  was pleased that the perc~1taye of tillie thrit she and 

Gray (1evoted to rhetorical  concerns  had  doubled. She said 

that Gray was doing a lot better job  of provfreadiiJ9 his 

more recent paper~. nothing in the perce11tages, however, 

indicated that proofreading or surface errors had ever 'bee11 

discus!.->ec1 in any depth in these conferences. Li.no.c:1. hau 

previously observed that, when she feels she must defend a 

grade, she tenus to  focus  on the mechanical error:;, in a 

student's paper. Since Gray  had been upset  about hi$ 

grade, Linda somehow equated his concern as  a prohlE'iii with 

proofreading or mechanics. ln  fact, the probl~rns with 

Gray Is r,a1•ers had little or not bins to Lio with 11,~c11anics. 

Generally, he failed to recoynize the n~eds of h~s ~udience 

and  to develop his pa~ers suificiently  to meet th~ir n~eu~. 

Doyle 

Linda saiu that this stuuent Wd.S "i::~ally cc.iuill<;) out 

of  his shell." She i:eme1nbertd that Doyle had teen very ::~hy 

and quiet in th~s conference. She  had  to "Jraw him out" a 

lot. I pointed out that he was rehpondins 31 perc~nt of 

the tiID~. Linda,  however, ~~  concerned that there ~as 

les::; thau one perc~nt student initiated res[on:::.e. I theu 

asked Lin ta to look 1ack throU<J h the amount of stuacn t 

ini tie1 tel response in all of  her conferences. There was 
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not a great deal in any  of  her first set of· cor~ferH1ces, 

but the percenta0e of time that  this studen.t devut£:>,i to 

initiatiny rPsponse was belo~ what other stuJents had done. 

Linda  then  resolved  that  she was going to make Doyle and 

all  of  her stuilents "do more of the diggi~g thems~lves~" 

Linda noticed the followin<J differences in Doylf- 15 

second interaction  printout: 

Teacher Questions 15.3 to 14.5 percent 
Information Givins 21.0 tc, 23.6 pe.1.:cei.t 
Direction Givin9 17 .6 to  7.3 perce11t. 
studellt Response 31.3 to 51.8 ptrcent 
Student I11itiated Fesponse 0.4 to 0.9 percent 

Commenting on the lack of stude11t initiated respon:..;e • Lindo. 

said that Doyle "expects me to be in charge, tote the 

teache~, and l dang well better be." Linda reacteu to ~~ 

desirE.-s by allo\ling Doyle this pover Lecause othei.:wi::,e 

there.would not have been much interaction. She wa~ more 

directive with him: "He's a defin~d person. Be l<.110\1~ .,,ho 

he  is and is comfort,t.bl.e with that. 11 In  ot.her wo:cds, ht-

knows that he is the student aud that Linl~a is  the teach1;::,r. 

Re expected both himself and Linda to play stereotypical 

roles: the teacher tells, the student listens. 

In looking at the coutent described on the fj.i:st 

content printout, Li~da comruented that Doyle haQ a lot of 

trouLle with mechanics, so she and Doyle .spent abont 50 
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percent of the conference tiwe dPaling with such issues: 

Teacher Sentence/Mechanics 
Stucle11 t St:>nteuce/M ech.:·rnics 

31.4- percent 
18.b percent 

Linda felt that Doyle needed to spend this much time on 

mechanics: pu:uctuation, .spelling, proofreading, a<Jree1ue1:..t, 

and proofreadiny in general. Liuda then commented, 

"Normally, I woulun •t waut to spend this much tiIDe on 

mechauics." 

When Linda looked at the content printout from he1:-

second conference with Doyle, she noticed that h'=' Lad 

increased the percentage of time that he spent on 

rhetorical concerns by 20 percent. Al.so, there ~as a large 

decrease in the percentage of time that she au<l Do}'lf> spP.nt 

on mechanical concerns: 

Teacher Fhetor:ical Concerns 12.2 to 18.9 percent 
Student Rhetorical concerns 11.8 tu 29.l I•ercelit 
Tea.chE-~ Sentence/tl~chauic:.::; 31.4 to 1.4 peICIJilt 
student Sentence/Mechanics 18.8 to 2.0 1:'ercent 

Linua specnlated, ns she hail previouslI, th<1.t tht: 1,€er 

groups in hf:'r class were havin<] an important, positivt 

impact on her students• mechanica 1 pr0Lle111s. 



FINDINGS IN RELATION TO THE FESEAhCE QUESTl0KS 

This chapter is divided into three sectior.i.s, each 

of which analyzps the d~ta presented in Chapter III in' 

light of the research guestions: 

Research cuestion 1: Were there differences in th.8 contc:nt 
and inter~ctions in a teacher's 
writing conferenc~s after the teacher 
received a tabulateu ~rintout 
deta.iling the content and 
interactions of f>arlier cordt:>r&nces? 

E~ll!L.£.!!~ion_l: Did teachers attributt any changes in 
their writing conferences to the 
feedbdck system? 

Research cuestion 3: W~re there differences 1et..,eeu a 
teacher's Helt-evaluation of what 

·happen!:> i11 writing confer:euc""::; aud. 
what actu,1lly happE::I1 e<l in t-.c sets of 
con ferer1ces? 

Pela tionship E,etween Intentions <1nd Ferfor!liance 

In the self-evaluation interview, the GTAs anu l. 

discubsed the self-evaluation f0rm. In the first ie~d~ack 

inteLvie~, the GTAs and I examined the accuracy of the 

transcript of the self-evaluation intervi~w. Joth Larr} 

and Linda provetl that they w~re relatively dStute ih 

cleclarin~ their int~ntions for their p~i:formance in 
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conferences. They generally did what they saia th~y wert':! 

going to do. After the SP.cond feedback. interview, \ihich 

followed the second set of conferenc~s, both Larry aud 

Linda observed that their performance had changed from the 

way the;- articulated it in their self-evaluation 

intervi~ws. 

Self-F;valua. tion for!!!_and Interview~ 

Larr:7 saiu that his conferences usually lasteu 

twenty minutes and were text-bilsed. liis observations were 

accurate. He reported on the self-evaluation form that he 

wanted to coll.centrate on the single most in,portant i5sue ih 

his students• pdpers and criticize their work ca~ingly, 

atte1Uptiny to help hi::; students i1i1prove their wri.tiI1lJ. He 

did this. Finally, he believed that his conferenct::s were 

teach E:>r-centered • It is this point that led. to a 

disci:tpancy in Larry •s perception of his conf~renc~~,. when 

Larry saiu that his conferences were te.-tcher-center:ecl, ht 

meant that he wanted to answer l.J.Uestion!:> for his students 

about their writin~. Re envisioned these ~uestions, 

however, as coming from the students. In fact, t.hE:cy seldou, 

did. The difference between what he hoped vould. ho. ppen ani: 

what the printouts actuall:,; ievealed about his stu1.:.t:nt.s• 
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questions provided the context for him to evaluate his 

conference performance. Using the printouts, Larry was 

able to compare the self-evaluation form ano his 

1:ememtra11ce of the conferences with his actual performauce. 
\ 

Linda's performance in conferences when compared 

with her intentions stated on the self-evaluation forru 

follows a pattern si111il,1.r to La1.ry•s. Linda., however., said 

that her conferences lasted twenty lhintue:c-,, but fresuently 

they lasted from 25 to 35 ™inutes. Like Larry, Li.add 

reporteu that hf>r conf erel!ces li ~re usually text-1.>a;:;f:ct ur~J. 

revision oriented. She said that she tritd to ansliler anti. 

ueal llli th y_uestions :raised by the stullents. In f .. 1.ct, she 

did answer their questions, l>ut fregueutlI, at least in the 

first set of conferences, the guestions that stu~ents ctsKea 

were based on comments that Linda had alrtddy illbde on the 

papers. As a result, the students were parrot~ns L~1da 1 s 

concerns more than they were ilJdressing their own. Linda 

did recognize a part of this discrepancy tluring the 

feedback interviews, but I could not asc~rtain whethei: she 

recognized how she was still controlling her conferences 

even though students later ve:re asking ~ore questions. 

une issue :raised during the self-t>valuatio~ 

interview never: was resol ve<l, i.n part, because I d.:ul not 
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becom~ directive during the suhseguent feedback int~rview. 

Linda has an unusual definition of a studtnt-centered 

conferencf:'. To her, a conf~1.ence was student-cent.ered -when 

she a1Hl t.he student. dealt with the studtnt •s emoi.ional 

problems. This view was an idio:.";yricratic definition of ci 

student-centered confer~nce. She did l>egin to see that a 

part of a student-centered conference involved more tiCtive 

participation of the student, which she strived to imp~ove 

in the second set of conferences. She did not, however, 

con1plt::tel;,:' give up hf-'r definition of 0 stu<l~nt-cen.tered • 11 

Feedback Interviews 

At the end of the second feedback interview, I 

asked Larry the followin<J question: 0 How does where yon 

are iu your conferences now coml'are with what :;:·ou ~<D.<1 vn 

your self-evaluation?" Larry suid that ther:.e had .1.,een a 

big shift. Re said that, as a result of th~ first fe~tlb~c~ 

interview, "I realized that I had been t.Joing 111ost uf the 

talking and that I was doing most of the directiny, so 1 

made up n,y mind that I was yoing to try to do uiifCc'rently 

this time." He observed that he ha.d been successful. in 

matching his intentions with what actually happened in his 

confe:t~nces. His students ilere initiating more ui5cussion, 
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and thf>y seemed to k:uow, dt least at  one  level, what they 

were 5truggliny with. He still  was findiriy lots of things 

in their writing that they \llere not  seeing. 

During  Linda's  second feedback interview, l also 

asked her to compare h~H: perforn1ance with her std tecl 

intentions on her self-evaluation form. ~ssentially, I 

asked her the san,e question that  I  asked Larry: "Are trier.-== 

any similarities or dissimilarities between what you  said 

in  the self-evaluation and what thEse printouts reveal?" 

She thought for a moment (actually for alfuost a m~nute} ~ ~ 

then said, "I'm  not sure." She  then said, "The onl} 

question I would have in terms of that would he, are ~1ey 

[her conferences] more teacher-center~d than I thousht the: 

were? Am  I beiny didactic?" Lintla woridei:e<1 if she misht 

l>e talkillg too  much. She -was concerned whether she ha.ct 

asked e>nough questions. 1 asked her: what hl-"r sen:.:;.~ of thi::; 

was. She thought she was asking more questions th2 .. ;. 

l~cturi.ns, but wht::n she 1ooked o.t the printouts, she coul.d 

tell  it was the other way around. 

As the literature predicted (Flanciers, 1~67; 

Mosko~itz, 1967;  Storlie,  1967; antl Zahn, 1967), the 
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evidence gathered in this study seemed to !::iUpport \.he 

contention that discrepancies frequently txist between what 

teach~r:s think they are doing and what they are in fact 

doing. Both Larry a11d Linda thought they lrere lou}l.ing out 

for their students' best intf"re::;t.s in coJtferences iJv t .. ikino .. ~ 

a central role in them. When they received their 

printouts, their perception Le1;tan to chc::1r.1<Je. Larr:r •s 

performa~ce may have changed more than Linda's one~ th~ir 

perceptions were clarified. Still, both recognized the 

existence of a roajor discrepancy bttwt~n their initial 

desire to ta.ke center sta,Je in their conft:-r:ences aatl tht> 

actual impact this .stance was having on their students. 

It st-emed, how~ver, that a self-evaluation was 110t 

enOUlJh hy itself to [':tiwulate ct change in teachers• 

behavior. As I have alreaJ.y shared, both Lc1.n:y a1,.~ Linda. 

did put the intentions they stated on their self-

evaluations into practice ~n a relat~vely consistent 

manner. Of course, articulating their hope~ dDd plans for 

their conferences bef(>re actuall~;:' holding them m,<Y hav\? 

helped th~m be more consistent D1 their ptrfor~anct. Hau 

they not tJOne through the rest of the process, howt:::ver, 

they might not have recognized thdt their intentions were 

not nec~ssarily in the best interest oft.heir stu<i~nts. It 
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vas olily when they vere able to con.pare thtse interJtious 

with their performance, as revealed by the printouts, thdt 

they were able to see the need for changes in their 

approaches and begin to do som~thirig about bringiw_j about 

such changes. 

Chanses in conference Interactions and Cor1tent 

The data contained in the tables in this cnapter 

were taken from Data Summdries in Appendices E, P, G, a.11J. 

H, which detail the interactions and cor.tEmt transucted in 

both sets of cor.f erences conuucted by Larry and Li.lu.la. In 

this section, I describe changes in the interactions and 

content of both Larry's and Linda's conferences in. relation 

to ~ach of the five factors, identifieu in the l.:i.terature, 

necessary for effective confen~aces: 

1. Writin1J conferences !.;houlcl be stuuerit centon~<'l. 

2. Students should have a clear idea of what to 

expect from i..l writing conference. 

3. ~riting conferences should be htld at different 

points in the writing process. 

4. Teachers should. model a ppro pri.:1 te wr.i..tin9 

behaviors during writing conferences. 
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5. Larger rhetorical issues should be dealt with 

first in writing confert>nc~s; surface features 

last. 

I deal 'With the student-centered l_iUality oi the 

confe:r~nces and the nature of student expt>etations together 

in the first section. In doing so, I have analyzed both. 

interaction and content cat~gories thcs.t reveal i11for:mation 

about these two issut:>S. Finc111:::r-, I address the r:earnining 

three factors in separate sections. 

Student-Centerec1LClari ty of 
StudenLExpe£1iliO!!..§ 

Analysis of Conference__!nteractions 

Larry's first set of conferences were essentially 

teacher centered because the issues discu5sed ~ere raised 

most freguently by Larry as a result of what he sa~ working 

or not working in his students• papers. The conf~r~~ces 

were student centered in the s~nse that he lrnd his students 

read their papers while he looked over their shouluers. 

During the first feedbctck interview, Ldrry riecided 

that having studeH.ts read their texts took too rauci. time in 

the conference. He resolved, therefore, to kel:!p ti1t actual 

• reading of the text to d mini~u~, reading only thosP 

portions necesssary to clarify points rai~""ed durin1J th~ 
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conferf:-nce-. His resolve ._,as reflected in the llra11&atic 

decrease in the time spent reading student!::• texts in the 

second set of conferencf;'s. For example, in Kai-,lan•s case, 

the ~ercentage of time the student spent raading the text 

dropp~d from 20.7 percent in the first conference to 2~8 

percent in the second conferenct:,. This downward tLenc1 was 

maintainell in all of bis conferences with the exce1:>tion of 

Parton, and in this case, there was a slight rise, from 5 .1 

percent to 5. 3 1>ercent. Given the small amount of re<tding 

to be<Jifl with, this slight rise do..-s not seem to be 

important. 

One of the reasons that Larry wanted to decrease 

the time spent redding the texts was to increase the 

opportunities for student-initiate<l involvement in liis 

conferences. Larry was concerntd during the fiI:st feedbacx: 

interview that he was bein0 too didactic and not yiviny nis 

students chances to raise issues that were important to 

them about their writing. Apparently, the inforruhtion 

Larry rectived in the first feetlback inteLvi~w caused him 

to chanye his attitude toward his confen:~hces a.nJ. his 

perforroance in. them. These chan<Jes "'ei.-e consi!;tent with 

chanyes that Fla1 .. ders (1967), f'iosiw'llitz {1967), Stoilit 

(1967), ahd Zahn (19b7) found i~ their research. AE a 
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result of Larry's desire to become less diddctic, he used 

some of the increased time created by the uecrease in the 

time spent reading to ask. his students more questious or to 

allow them more ti.nte to yen~rate questions of theii.- own 

(see Table 4). In Kaplan's case, the increase in the 

number of <;!Uestions he a.sked was d.rdlliatic. In other c,1.ses, 

there was a slight increasoa or clecr~ase, but this 

fluctuation lfas no more than app1.:01rima tely 5 percent. 

In the cases of Howard, Green, Griffin, and ~arton 

where there was a decrease in the number of questiun:.:; that 

Larry askeu, there was an increase in the percenta.<J~ of 

time that these students spent responding to the questivns 

that he asked (See Table 5). 

The percentage of time that Kaplan, Carter, Early, 

and Green spent respo11ding to Larry •s questions anl1 

comments increa::.ed dramatically in the second set of 

conferenc~s. In the cases of Howard, Griffin, and Riley, 

there was an increase, but this increase wa:c; neglible. For 

Howa~c. and Griffin, the apparent reason for th~ir ~mall 

incre,1se in res:£?onses to Larry• s questions was that th~:: 

asked mor~ of their own questions, 17.5 percent au<i 13.6 

pero•nt respectively (ste Table 7} • flore illlportantl:y, what 

makes the8e increases in stuutnt-initiated respons~~ more 
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• 

Tal>le ~ 

Larry's Questions 

(Percentage Change Hetveen First 
an<l Second Conferences) 

---
Kaplan 16.5% more 
Howard 2.5% less 
Carter 4. 0'.' more 
Early s.o~ more 
Green 0.6% more 
Griffin 1.1% more 
Iiile:y 8.6% more 
Parton 1.8% less 

-- --
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Table 5 

StuJ.ent Responst'! in Larry •s Conferences 

(Percentage Cha.nge Bet ween First 
and Second Conferences) 

Kaplan 18.7"/. more 
Howard 3.5% more 
Carter 35.6% more 
Early 61.6% more 
Green 2 8. 7";. more 
Griffin 3.3% more 
Riley 0.5% more 
Parton 15.0% less 
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dramatic is that Griffin asked no yuestions of her own in 

the first conference and Howarc1 asked questions only 1. 4 

percent of the tiIJte. The percentage of time tha1. Parton 

spent responding decrea~ed dramatically in relation to the 

otht>r students. This response time decrease was accou1i.ted 

for b} a larqe increase ir" the number of questions or 

comments that she initiated, an increase of almost 20 

percent (see Table 7). 

In :Riley•s case, there was not a uramat.ic iucreas~ 

or shift in any of the interactions between confert:nC~!;. 

Larry said that this student• s 11iriting was ot0re like that 

of a b&sic ~emedial) writer than ~ny other student in his 

class. As a result, even though Larry did ask B.b percent 

more s_uestions, there is only a O .S percent incr\C:>a,st? .l..ll 

Riley's response to Larry's questions and only a 0.3 

percent increase in ~uestions that Riley asked. Larry saic 

that no matter how hard he tried, he never could s~em to 

find an effpctive way to open Riley up to possibilitiei in 

his writing. 

The evidence seemed to indicate that Larry•~ St'Conu 

set of conferences was more .student centered. Part of thiE 

chanye can possibly be attributed to chdn~es in th~ 

students. For example, the students seemed more 
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comfortable in the secoud set of conferences abd ~ore 

willing to raise issues on tbeii: own. Of cour.se, their 

ability to identify such issues also reflects an increased 

perception and critical eye regarding their own 'w'I:iting. 

Why ttey seem to be 111ore comfortable and why they are 

reading their own writing more critically are yuestions I 

cannot answer. I can speculate that th~y were more 

comfortable in part b~cause they had been in Larry'E class 

long enough to know what his limits were. Regarding thei~ 

increased critical perception, the practice the students 

had r~ceived by the second set of conferenc~s, e.~., p~er 

response groups, fee1lback from Larry, an<l the experitnce 

gainecl from writing and rewriting, probably had a iJOSit.ive 

eff c·ct 011 th€-ir perforlll.ance. Graves (1982) , His sex { 1982} , 

Murray ( 1982} , and Duke ( 1975) confirmed that the 

effectiveness of conferences is improved wht-n stu,1t::!nts 

become accustomed to the con.f'erence situation antl Kno-w what 

to expect. from the111. 

Though changes in the students IDd.J account for pd.rt 

of the shift to more student-centered confer~nces, an 

import .. mt part of the change should 1e attributed to Larry. 

He a.sk.eu good questions in both sets of conf erenc~)s, but it 

the second conferences he asked more quE-stjons of the 
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students. He also allowed the students more time at the 

beginning of the second conferences to initiate the 

discussion with their concerns, instead. of starting with 

his ~uestions. For example, in Howaru•s case, Larry did 

not even give the student a chance to initiate respons~s in 

the first conference. Instead, he immediately asked the 

stullent to read his paper. In the second confere11ce, 

however, the first utterance Larry made to the stuJ.en t was 

"Well, how• s your paper going?" Larry generally iullo-wed 

this pattern in his second set of conferences. 

Essentially, he was aski11g the kinds of questions that 

Graves (1976) contended teachers should be askin~. 

Larry's success in becoming less di~actic in his 

second. set of conf~rences is best refl~ctt"d by the ~hift in 

the percentage of tin1e he devoted to infon,ation and 

direction giving and by the general i11crease ih th.f= number 

of student-initiated responses ~ee Tables & and 7). 

EXCPft for Howard, the percentaye of time that Lar~y spent 

giving information d1:op1--ed. The percentage tlropp~u 

approximately 7-10 percent for Griffin, Riley, anJ Parton 

and a~creased by about 20-30 peLcent for Green, Early, anu 

Carter. With Kaplan, vhose percentage decr~ased less than 

1 per<.:ent, the incredse in the iiercenta.ge of 
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Table 6 

Lecture/Inforwation Giving (L/IG) 
and Direction Givi11.g (DG) 

in Larry's Conferences 

(Percentage Change Between. First 
and Second Co11f erencf-s) 

L/IG 

Kaplan 0.9% less 23.2 
Howard 2.2% more 13.3 
Carter 23.2% lt>SS 14.4 
Early 30.9% le::-~s 2.0 
Green 19.9% less 1.4 
Griffin 11.3% less 5.7 
Riley 6 • 81. less 4.9 
Farton 7.0% less 1.0 

DG 

% less 
% less 
"' 1 e!:>S /U 

% more 
~ B1ore 
01 le.s~ ,~ 
% less 
% lllO:a.;~ 
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student-initiateil response, fro~ 0 percent in the first 

conference to 7.7 perceht in the second, indicated that 

this conference was still largely stuaent centered. 

Uoward's case was very similar to Kaplan's. Though the 

pf>rcentage of time that Larry spent gi vinlJ information· 

increased by 2.2 percent, the conference was still student 

centert"-d since the percentage of Howard •s .student-.:i.Id tiattti 

response incrtased 17.5 percent. More im~ortantly, the 

time that Larry spent giving information, in these two 

cases in particular, was iu response to que~tions raised by 

students rather than teacber-c1.:nterei.l inforuiation. 

In addition to the chanye.s in the pattern of 

infor111ation giving, the percentage of time that Larry sptmt. 

giving directions decrea::-;ed in all but three cases. The!::ie 

decreases ranged from approximately 5 ?ercent foi: Griffin 

and Riley to approximately 13.5 percent for Howard und 

Carter and 23 .2 percent for Kapl.un. In. the cases of Early, 

GrPen, and Parton, the increaseu percentage.s were 5ntall, 

less than 2 perc~nt in each case. In Green's and P&rton•s 

cases, the increase in the percentage of their stud~nt-

initiated i.:esponses suygests that any directions given Ly 

Larry '-ler& in response to issues raiseu by the stuctent.t>. 

The slight rise i11 the percentase of time that Ldrr·y speTLt 
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giving Early directions was neglitle. Since she S}!ent a 

relativf>l:y large amount of time responding to issue;.3 raised 

by Larry in the confen,mce (61. 9 pt::rcen t} , it appeared that 

she was workiny on solutions to problellis in her writing, 

even though the issues might have been fir~t raiseu by' 

Larry. 

The increase in student-initiated response also 

reinforced the observation that Larry •s St'COitd set of 

conferences movet1 in a more stuuent-c~nt12red direction (s1::e 

'.table 7) • The p~rcentaye of quc~stions dsked vr comments 

made by students increased in all case.s except Early• s. A:::. 

I mentioned earlier, the increases for Kaplan, How~i:u, aud 

Griffin were particularly draiua tic siHce both Kaplan a.id 

Griff'iH had no student-initi.atecl s_uestions in the 1.irst 

conference and Howard only had 1.4 percent. Even thcush 

Early asked 3.3 perc~ht fewer questionb, yiven the larse 

amount of time &hP spent comme11tiny on is:::;ues I"ai~ed either 

by hei: or Larry, this small decrease uid not indicate that 

her second conference was teach"ff centered. F.iley • s s11,all 

increase was to he expectetl since Larry said that this 

student was a basic writer who looked to L<tr ry fo:r specific 

dirPctions. 

In contrast to Larry• s first set oi conf ~rcuces, 
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Table 7 

student-Ini tiateu Response 
in Larry's Conferences 

(Percentage Change Between First 
and Second Conferences) 

r<aplan 7.7% wort! 
Howard 17.5% DI O:I:t> 
Carter 14.37. n,ore 
Early 3.3% less 
Green 9 .1% 111ore 
Griffin 13.6% DIOrt:-
Riley 0.3% mor1:: 
Parton 19.5% mor€ 
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which were somewhat student centered to begin with, Lintld's 

first set of conferences were clearly teacher centeretl. 

The tapes revealed that unlike Larry, Linda did not. have 

her students read their papers at the beginning of the 

confei:encf>. Instead, she usually asked the students ii 

they had understood the comments that she had ~ade on their 

paper:~ and then proceeded to explain why she hau mark.ed 

them as she had. After these explanations, she mo~eled 

possible solutions to the students problems in much the 

same ~ay Larry did in his first set of conferences: sh~ 

a~ked questions that evPntually led students to solutions 

that she saw as workable ones for their papers. /lskinlJ 

questions is a modeling strategy suggested by Graves (19b2) 

and Murray (1982); however, since the guestions that Lllida 

asked lead to her solutions, not necessarily to the 

students•, the value of her modeling through questions Wc.s 

probably weakened. 

As she examined the printouts gentrated from her 

first set of taped conferences, Linda was upset th~t she 

asked so few que~tions. She felt that she was doing most 

of the work in the conferencts, teing too diddctic, and 

telling students too much whilt lo do. She wanteJ to change 

this behavior in her second .set of conf ertnces. Her. 
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changed perception of vhat she wanted to do in her 

conferences apparently was caused hy the informa.tion t.hu.t 

she received from the printouts during the first feedbacK 

interview. such a change in perception was consistent. ltith 

changes observed by Fland~rs (1967), Mosko"'itz (19o7}, · 

Storlie (1967), and Zahn (1967) in r&search simil~r t.o this 

study. Though there were sowe shifts in the interdctions 

between the first and second conferences, the shifts in 

Linda's confPre~ces were not as great as those recorded in 

Larry's conferences. For example, in the fir~t fes::dba.ck 

interview, Linda said that she wanted to ask her students 

more questions. Generally, howev~r, she asked tbe~ f~wer 

(see Table 8) • 

However, Linda asked ap~roximately 10 perctnt moLe 

questions in both conferences than did Larry {see 

Appendices F and G). Some of the uecrease in the tiwe that 

Linda spent asking questions can be a ttrilmted to the 

increase in stu<l ent-i.ni tiateil i:es pons es (se~ Table Y} • 

Eaveb, Stone, and JeTJ.kins all ask:~d a.pproxim c1.tel.y 10 

percent more questions in the second conference than the} 

did ih the first one. Miller and Gray i11c:reased 5.6 

percent and 3.2 percent respectively. Sinc\;:! both of these 

students were upset ubout their grades in their fiist 
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Tal>le 8 

Linda's Qutstions 

(Percentaye Change Between First 
and Second Co11ferences) 

Brewer 0.6J less 
F,aves 7.1% less 
stone 7.4% less 
Jenkins 1.2'-' less 
Miller 7.3% more 
Gray 4.9% more 
Doyle 0.8~ less 
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Tablt 9 

Student Initiated Response 
in Linda'~ Conferences 

(Percentage Change Bttween First 
and Second Conferences) 

Bre'Wer 1.9% less 
Eaves 8.1% more 
Stone 10.7% wore 
Jenkins 9.3% DiOre 
Hiller 5.6% 1riore 
Gray 3.2% mor~ 
Doyle 0.5% mor~ 

---
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conference, their initial crn1ference experience with Lin~a 

was somewhat neyative. As a result, the increase ill their 

student-initiated responses was not as grea.t dS so111e of the 

other stotlents. 

Brewer, according to Linda, was a very shy student 

in class. This shyn~ss appeared to carry over to Er:e.re.c 1 ~ 

performance in a conference. Though there was a slight 

decrease in the percentage of student-initiated re.:::;ponses, 

she still spent approximatel1 10 percent of the tirue in 

both conferences asking e;uestions of her own. Consitierin~ 

her shyness aud the percentage of questions that sht: did 

ask, this slight clecrease was probably not import.mt. 

The percentage of time tbat Linda's students 

responded to her questions dlld cOL'lments decrea::.ed iu raost 

cases {see Table 10). In the two cases where ther~ was an 

increase ill the percentage of student response to Linua•s 

<1uestions, I think the incr:edse can ht=>! attril>utea t.o the 

students• becomi11g more corufortable in talkiny to Linda in 

a conference setting. For example, Gray ka~ so upset tlbout 

his yrad~ in the first conference that he cried. Thou~h 

the tears might be associated with anyer, I had the 

impression from the tape that he w~s cryihy becaus~ h~ d~fi 

not want the grade, tut he realize<l that Linda was 
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Table 10 

Student Respom5e to Tedchei: Questions/Comnte:nts 
in Linda's Cobferences 

(Percentage Change Bet1teen First 
anu Second Conferences) 

Brewer 7.3~ les:c~ 
Eaves 11.4% less 
Stone 19.5% less 
Jenkins 4.6% l~ss 
r.iller 1.4% less 
Gray 4.4% more 
Doyle 20.5% more 

-----
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justified in yiving it to him. By the time the second 

confere11ce occurretl, Gray had atlju.sted to the realities of 

fresh~an English and ~as making an honest attempt to 

improve his writing so that he could get the grades he 

wanted. 

Similarly, Do}'le's behavior in the fii:-st conference 

indicated to me that he was uncertain of himself as a 

writer but he did want to please Linua. For examplt, ~h~n 

Linda asked him if there 'lfas a11ythin9 that he d.iJ. 11ot 

understand about her comments on the paper, he sdid th~t h~ 

understood everything. He did not, however, seem to Jant 

to take the lead in the confen-:>nce. He wa::; perft>ctly 

content to let Linda do the work. L.inda centerei.l on one 01. 

the major probl€:111s with his par,~r, wordin£ss. She selected 

a passaye that was wordy and asked him if there was an7vay 

he could say the same thing using fewer: words. Ile thought 

about it £or few moments and then 9ave her an ~xample that 

he thought miyht be 1(:>ss wordy. It Wi..a..S obviously .stil.i too 

wordy, so Linda becam~ ~ore ~pecific in her co~men~s, 

calling his attention to certain words anu constructions ia 

the passage and asking him hov he might shorten these. 

Eventually, 5he led hiu, in the direction that shE' \/anted 

him to head. As the couference proceeued, he seemt!d to 
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grow more co111fortable working with Linda. Th~refore • ht: 

participbted a great deal more in the second conie~encc 

though he still depended on Linda to guiue him. According 

to Grc.ves (1~82} • Bissex (1982, l'lurray (1982), anc1 Duk.t 

( 1975) • such change is to he expected when stu,lent!:. have a 

clear idea of what to expect in conferences with their 

teacher:s. 

The shift in tht interactions in Li11da's 

conferences, especially the general deci:ease in the 

percentaye of time students spent ans~ering her ~uestions 

and the increase in the percentage of time stuc.lents devoted. 

to asking their own quest ions, indica t1::d that Linlla 's 

conferences did move in a more stu<ltnt-centered direction 

though the shift WbS not quite as dramatic as Larry•~. The 

move toward more student-centered conferences was a 

positive one, according to Lindsay, 1906; ~urray, 1~b8; 

Fisher and Murray, 1973; Graves, 1976; Nixon, 1977; 4fi~ 

Carnicelli (1980). Also, just as in Larr}'s confeLences, 

there was some f>Vidence, e.g.• Miller, Gray, ant.1 Doyle, 

that one of the reasons for this shift was the stud~nts• 

becoming more comfortable vith Lino.a in a cor.a.fereI1ce 

situation. 

The chan~e in the percentage of time that Linda 
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spent giving information ancl directions also confirmed that 

her conferences woved in a more student..:..centered di.rE:!Ction 

(see Table 11). Linda 9ave fewer directious to ~11 

students, which was consistent liiith her dtsire to .ce less 

didactic in her conferences. She was not, ho~ever, as' 

successful. as Larry in decreasing her "telling." l.11 fou:r 

of her seconcl conferences, she gave s_tutlents morE" 

information than she had ~1 the first conference. In the 

cases of Jenkins and Doyle, she told them only 

approximately 2.5 percent more, but in the ca~es of Eaves 

and Stone, she tola them almost 20 percent ~ore thHn she 

did in the first conference. The increase for Jen.Kins and 

Doyle ·._as so small that it can easily be attributed to 

idiosyncrasies of the day, the conference, and the text. 

Eaves and Stone, however, both had approximately 10 percent 

more questions. As a result, when Linda was givb1g these 

students more iIJ.formation, she was doing :::;o mo:r:e ill the 

conte~t of the students• concerns than her~. 

Shifts iri the silence category al~o indicate that 

Linda .was trying to be less didactic in her secoad ~et of 

confer~nces. During the first feedback interview, Li nu.a 

was concerned that she was giving hE:r students the so-

called answers too quickly. She decided, therefo~e, that 
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Table 11 

Lecture/Information Giving (L/IG) 
and Direction Giving (DG) 

in Linda's Conferences 

(Percentage Change Between First 
and Second Conferences) 

L/IG DG 

----
Brewer: 2.S~ less 1.4 % le::;;s 
Eaves 18.4% more 6.1 % less 
Stone 21.0'.\ more 5.6 % l.ess 
Jenkills 2.7% more 5.25% less 
Hiller 4.2% less 9.3 "' less /9 

Gray 4.3~ less 5.5 % less 
Doyle 2.6% more 10.3 ~ less 
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she would make a conscious effort to wait longer for 

students to respond. The evidence suggested that she was 

somewhat successful though she did not consistentl.y allow 

for silence (see Table 12) • Though none of these nu111bers 

was very lar~e, Linda did allow fo~ more silence in her 

conference~ than Larry. 

Analysis of Conference Co!ltent 

Observed changes in the Interpretation of Text 

content category also reinforced the assertion that Larry's 

second set of conferences vas ruore student centerei:t. 

First, the percentage of time that Larry spent interpret~ns 

the students' texts decreas~d in every instance except in 

the case of Howard. Even in Howard's case, th~re was only 

a slight 1.8 percent incr~ase, from 3.5 percent to 5.3 

percent. In contrast, durin<J the first set of conierences, 

Larry spent more time interpreting the texts than his 

students, except for Howard and Parton who spent 2.2 

percent and 4.3 percent more time interpr~t~ng tu~ir texts 

than did Larry. 

Almost the inverse of what happened in the first 

set of conferences was true in the second set. c:;enerally, 

the students spent more time intert'retiny the text tha.n did 

Larry (see Table 13} • Il1 the three cases that were less, 
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Table 12 

Silence in Linda's Conferences 

(Percentage Change Betveen First 
and Second Couf erences) 

Brewer 7.2% more 
Eaves 1.51 less 
Stone 2.0% more 
Jenkins 2.2% less 
Piiller 4.0% more 
Gray 5.2% same 
Doyle 6.1% less 

--
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Table 13 

stullent Interpretation of the Text 
in Larry• .s Conferences 

(Percentage Change Between First 
antl Second Conferences) 

--- ---
Kaplan 8.3% more 
Howard 8.7% more 
Carter 14.8% more 
Early - 3.8% less 
Green 13.0% more 
Griffin 4.9% more 
Riley 2.9% less 
Parton 6.8~ less 

--
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Early and Riley had no inteq,retation of the text in their 

second conferences. In Parton• s case, the decreast:• in the 

percentage of time that she spent interpr~ting the te:ll.t wa!:i 

accounted for by a concurrent rise in the ,uwunt oi tiUJe 

that she .spent o.iscussing rhetorical issues. 

The principal observation th<1.t I cau mak.e a~ a 

result of examining this particular category is that the 

students were taking a lhore.active role in discuss.i.ng the 

contf>nt tra.nsacted in the seconc1 set of conferences. ln 

fact, by compariny the percentage of time that students 

spent uiscussing the content in the s~ond set of 

conferences with the percentage of tin-1e th&~i spent 

discussing content in the first set, there is ctn increase 

in every cas~ ~ee Table 14). Even the two cases where the 

increase was small were easily explainablt:. In Fa:t:ton's 

case, her involvement in her first conferences was high, so 

a large increase should not be expected in her second. 

conference. Riley, of course, was the basic writer ~ho 

looked to Larry for specific directions on what he shoulJ 

do to "fix" his papers. h'Ven he was more. active in his 

second conf~rence. 

In Linda's first set of conferences, both Gray and 

Miller were upset about the yrades that they had r:ect'.ived 
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Table 14 

Coutent Transacted by Students 
in Larry's Conferences 

(Percentage Change Between First 
and Second Conferences) 

Kaplan 25.7% more 
Howarc1 22.2% more 
Carter 46.3% more 
Early 38.0% core 
Green 34.3% more 
Griffin 18.8% more 
Riley 3.5~ more 
Parton 6.8% more 

---------
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on their papers. As a result, Linda spent a good uea1 of 

time justifying th~ srades that she ha~ given the pap~rs. 

The evaluation conte11t category i:-tf1ected the nat.ur.e of 

these conferences. In Hiller's case, oveL 50 p~rcent of 

the conference time was spent on evaluative co11cen1s arid i.i:.1. 

Gray's case, OVP.r 30 percent. In the second conftrenc~ for-

both students, both Linda •s and the students• at tent.ion wa~ 

focused on a revision of the paper the 8tudents ha~ brought 

with them to the conference. Given this clifference in 

focus during the second conference, I exptcted to .sGe Linde. 

ask more guestions and she did. 

summary 

All of th~ evidence seeUlS to support the contention 

that the interactions in Larry's secontl set. of conf~rences 

moved in a more student-centereu direction. The decrease 

in the amount of i11for111ation and direction <Jivins 011 

Larry's part coupled with the increase in student response 

to Larry's ~uestiohs and the increase in student.-iLitiat~d 

response, sug<jested that Lan·y was successful in l.H::coming 

less didactic and allowing his conferences to he moie 

student centered. The shift in the interactiur.LS in Lai:ry •s 

conferences is consistent with expert opinion (Linc,say, 

1966; Murray, 1968; Fisher and Murray, 1973; Graves, 197b; 
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Nixon, 1977; and carnicelli, 1980) • 

Linda's shift to <1 more student-centered c0nterence 

was not as great a.s Larr:y •s. For example, Eaves an,1 Stone 

asked more questions, 8.1 and 10.7 percent resp~ct.ively. 

They both d.ecreased in the percentage of tim1:: they spe11t 

responding to Linda's questions, Eaves 11.4 p~rctnt less, 

and Stone 19.5 percent less. The rest of the diff~rence 1h 

the time spent in these conferences was g~nerally taken up 

by Linda's s~ending a greater portion of the time siving 

information. Though ge11t>rally Linda did ask more t..:.Uest..ions 

of her students, she still played a doniinant role. A lot 

of this i1tfor111ation giving was in relation to is::sues I:diseil 

by students, but Linda still often influenceu th~ issues 

that the students raised. For example, in the second 

confer£:,nce that Linda had with Stone, the studeut .::..s.K:eu a 

11uesticm at the begir1ning of the confer~nce about why she 

had not fulfilled the requirements of the assiyn~ent. 

Linda explained to the student that she n~eded to choose 

one of two possible points of vie~ and then develop it 

consist~ntly. Instead, the stuJent had tried to develop 

both points of view, and as a result, the paper euJ.eu up 

without a clear focus. Linc.la asked th~ student wh.ich point 

of view she wanted to take. The student wucte a choice, anu 
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then Linda told her what to do. This scenario revealed a 

patt.e1·n that existed in most of Linda •s conferences. 

Though students were given the illusion that they had some 

control in the conference, Linda was still actually in 

charge. What Linda and her students discu::.::;~d wc:1s largely 

within the fra~ework of what she saw happening or not 

happeniny in her students• papers. 

Interventions a.t Difftrent Points 
in !he ~riting_~~~ 

Of the five factors necessary for successful 

conferences, I will not adtlress the recomn.er.dation that 

conferences take place at differt:nt points in th~ wri tin<:i 

process. I taped and analyzed conferences ~u this stuuy 

that were text-based onl:r. LarrI a11d Linda both conducteci 

primarily revision conferences, and their &tudent~ werH 

required to meet with them at least twice during a quaLt~r. 

Prewriting conferences were less fre<;uent for: both La:i::r1· 

~nd Linda. Usually, stua~nts re~u~sted such conferences. 

Many of Linda's confei:ences tapeu for tnis study, howev~r, 

had both revision compon~nts and pre"ri tiug compon~nts. In 

other woros, she woul~ discuss a revision of ~n ea1.:lier 

paper with a student and ther1 <.liscuss the student•::. 

upcominy paper in the second portion of the conferPnce. 
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!}Qdel.illiL.Qf Solutions to 
Writina Problems 

The information yathered in this study did not 

reveal a great deal about the kinds of modeliny that Ldrry 

and Li nu.a did in the.ir conferences. In 11.::.teH.ing to the 

ta~es, however, it seemed thdt most of the modeliny that 

went on in both Larry's and Linda's conferences was 

acco1.1plished through questioning, followeli by information 

giving anu occasionally direction giving. whether the 

issues for discussion ~ere rilised by Larry or Lindct or 

their students, once the problem had been clarifi.~d, both 

Larry and Linda described a remtdy to the problem. 

~uestioning, a technique suggested by Gr~ves 

(1962 i 1976) and Bissex {1982), was strong irt both sets of 

Larry's conferences. For example, in Larr}'s second 

conferenc~ with Howard, he asked him, "Well, how's you 

paper going," dnd in his first conference with Gri1fin, 

Larry asked, "What problems are you haviny?" These 

questions were silllilar to the ones suggested ty Bi~sex 

(1982) • 

In his second confP.rence with Griffin, Larry did 

not have to ask Griffin a question becaust she started the 
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conversation, ~aying that she ~as trying to ~et her pa~er 

right. She was trying to compare and contrast the 

differences bet'lilet::n cross-country runners and track 

runner~. She told Larry that she was having a 1>robleJL with 

baldnce in h~r pa~er. Larry responded in a general 

fashi,>n, telling her "I just want it [ the paper] to be 

smooth, not lumpy." He then asked her a questioa about the 

structure of her pat•er. In his questions dJ1d comments that 

follo-.ed, Larry -was trying to interpret what the student 

was saying about her pdper, focusing on the student's 

needs, rather than hi.s own. 

Not all of the question:::; u5eu ill modelins .shoula. be 

general. Some questions should be leadiny ones, ,1uestions 

that guicle stuuents to their own solutions, rathE'r tJ1an 

teachers just giving students the answers (Graves, 

1976:650). Larry vas good at dsking these kind of 

questions. For examp1e, in his first conferw1ce with 

Griffin, at the beyinniny of the conference, he asked her 

what problems she was having with her paper. When the 

student gave a rather vague respons~, h~ asked her to read 

her ~apPr. After she finish~d rea~ing, Larry shar~d hi& 

observations with th~ student about vhat he saw hdp~ening 

in the text. He then proceeded to ask Griffin several 
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questions to lead her to possible solutions to the central 

problem with the text as he saw it: the paper's focus was 

too general. He first asked h&r why she wrote about 

Harshfield, a small fishiug village in Massachusetts. The 

student said that it was a special place. Larry abkeJ'her 

in what way it was special. The student said that it was~ 

small town. Larry asked her what part of tbe to-.n she 

liked the best. The student gave a vague, generdl answe:i:-. 

Larry then asked her, "If you could pick. out a certaia part 

of that town, what did you like the best about it ?11 The 

questions and answers in this conference continued in this 

back-and-forth fashion until Larry finally le<.1 the r.::tudent 

to a point where she coul(l identify a specific place in the 

town that was im~ortant to her, the marina. He then 

continuPd to ask her questious about the lharina until sue 

had gE-nerated enough specific details to yo back awl writ~ 

about this ne"'lI-founcl focus for her faper with reore detdil 

and specificity. In contrast to these first-conference 

interactions, Larry said nothing at the b~ginning of his 

second conference with Griffin. Instead, the student 

brought up the first topic for tliscussion. His, 11uesticus 

throughout the rest of the conference were largely aimeu at 

helping the student to understand and solve the probl~~s 
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that ill had identified in her paper. By the probiny 

questions he askeJ, Larry was modeling an ideal self of the 

kind described by Murray (1982). 

A great deal of the modeling in L~rry's first 

conferences, however, was accomplished through informc.tion 

or direction giving. Whether the issues discussed were 

raiseti by Larry or by his students, through Larr)'s 

skillful questioning, he suggested many of the possible 

reLtedies to problems in his students• papers l,y tellin<J 

them what they might do. In his seconu ~et of conferences, 

he more frequently let his students generate pos~;ibll: 

solutions to their problems, but he did not totall} avoid 

giving i11forU1ation or directio11s. Carnicelli. (1980) woulJ 

support Larry's behavior bee-a.us~ he contends tha.t 

succe~sful conferences should not be totall 1 uon-directive. 

Teachers do need to tak~ cUl active role in co11fereaces 

while not for~etting that their students also have 

something of value to off er. 

Linda's questioning at the beginni::i.g of her 

conferences was not guite consistent with -what exp~rts 

sug<Je~-;t {Graves, 1982 and Bissex, 1902). She frey_uently 

began her: conferences 'tiith questions like "Hi, how ure you 

today Kathy," and thtn followed up with a directive 
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question,  e.g., "Did you  understand  the comments that I 

made on your paper?" As a result,  the issues di!.>cussed in 

her conferences were often ones that  she raised, not issues 

generated by her students. Linda  did iruprove, hov~ver, in 

her sPcond set  of  conferences. For example, her fL:st · 

question in her second conference with Stone wn.s, "Do :you 

havP any questions?"  This was a  more general qu~stion of 

the kind recommendeu by Bissex (1982)  • 

In her  second  set  of coufer:enc~s, Linda also a~ked 

more  probing guestio11s, as suygested bI Graves (1976) • For 

instance,  in  her  second conference with Doyle, Linda began 

the conference by asking, "What are we looking at here 

todcry?" Doyle said  that he wanted to add some details to 

his paper. Linda asked him where in  his paper he ~arited to 

make th0se additions.  The  student gave a  vague an~wer, so 

Linda began probing what the stutlent was tryin':, to do. She 

asked him. "How do you feel about your conclusion?" Doile 

felt that he had not written it v~ry clearly. Linda then 

commented, "Okay, what, for exaruple, are some  of the things 

that  you  •ve mentioued in your  paper  that :rou wa.ut t..o 

include in your  conclusion?" ~~ I.ind.a col!tinued to 

question Doyle,  he began to see that  he hdd some gaps in 

logic  in  his paper. 
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Similar to Larry, Linda modeled many possinle 

solutions to problems in her students• writing through 

information and uirection giving. She did, hovever, 

especially in the seconcl set of conferences, try to l~dd 

her students to their own conclusions through questioning. 

After students had identified alternatives, which Liu~~ 

occc1Eio11ally provided, Linda felt free to l>e mor~ J.irectivt-: 

with her su~g~stions. For example, in the second 

conference when Doyle recognizetl gaps in his logic, Linda 

asked him about these gaps. His paper dealt with survival 

after a nuclear ~ar. Doyle had said that he would hunt to 

provide food. Linda asked him what he ~ould hunt under the 

circumstances. He had 1uade reference to usin~ appliances 

that would need a power source. She asked him what hi.s 

source of power would be: "'ltha t about solar pow~r?tt Doyle 

said that he did not know if a solar generator ~ould work 

or not. Linda then asked hilli about gasoline or uu;ua.n 

powered generators. Doyle considered these possi~~lities. 

Linda ther1 made .some specific suggebtions 

(inforniation/direction giving) • CarnicE!lli ( 1960) "Would 

support Linda's blend of probing, leading questions vith 

inforDtation and direction giving. Also, though she miyht 

have lieen directive at times, Linda did mociel a kine. of 
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ideal self as a writer through her probing questions that 

Murray (1962) would not totally reject. 

Both Larry and Linda were relatively successful in 

modeling the kinds of que~-tions that their students net:dt:-'Cl 

to ask about their writing. They also modeled appropriate 

solutions to problen,s that their stuclents were hav:i.n<:J with 

their writing. Larry's and Linda's skill at modelin<J 

seeemed to improve in the second set of conference!--, '\llhich 

suggested that the feeduack process ~az a pos~tive 

influence on their modeling p&rformance in conferences. 

!!sture of the Content Transact~!! 

Consistent with what the literature suggests, 

larger or rhetorical issues dominated the content 

transacted in Larry •s conferences. Both Larry ar~d his 

students discussed primarily rhetorical issues, ~iving 

little attention to sentence lev~l or me~hanical conc~rns. 

This content emphasis in Larry •s conferences agr~e:-c. with 

what Freedman (1982), Garrison (1961), Carnicelli (1980), 

and Murray (1968) recommend. 

one content category that chan1Jed d:ranatic.illy was 

the Cvntent Uncodable category (see Table 1~). This dro~ 

reflected the decrease in th~ time that Larry's students 
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Table 15 

Content UncoclaLle in Larry •s Conferences 

(Percentage Cha11ge Between First 
an<l Second Conferences) 

--
Kaplan 13.2~ l.~ss 
Howard 9.2% less 
Carter 17.8\Z less 
Early 15.6'.'4 l~'SS 
Gre~n 17.4% less 
Griffin 7.2% les::. 
Rilty 3.5\ more 
Parton 1.3% less 
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spent reading their papers in the second set of 

conferences. The increase in Riley •s case l,;a.s a r._:.sult of 

the student •s wanting to rea<l his paper i11 the secoIHi 

conference. It appears, since he was a reldtively ha::;ic 

writer and, therefore, insecure, that once a pqttern was 

established in the first conf ere:uce, ht ..-ant~u to 1ollow it 

in the second. 

CJbserved instances in extraneous content, .sentence 

structure or mechanical concerns, and process strengths and 

weaknesses in Lilrry's second set of conferences seldom 

occurred (see Appendix Fl • Very little extraneous content 

was transctcted in either the first or tht> second set of 

conterences. When such content was discussed, Larry 

usuall:r generated slightly more than his students. 

Sentence structure or mechanical concerns were sela.ora 

discus~ed. Tallies in this c;ateyory are almost 

nonexistent. Finally, Larry and his students discussed 

littlt- rt>~arding process strengths anu weaknesses, 

evaluation, or clarification of the assignment. 

The time that Larry spent dealing with rhetorical. 

concerns \olas relatively consistent in both sets of 

conferencl>s. on the average there was onl:- a shift of 3 to 

4 percent in either direction (see Appendix F) • Howard an1i 
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Carter, however, were two exceptions to this pattern. 

Larry discussed rhetorical concerns 12.9 percent 1ebs in 

Howard's second conference and 28.9 percent less i11 

Carter's second conf~rence. Both of these .student~, 

however, spent more time interpreting their texts, ~nd'thiE 

increase in student interpretation accounteu for the drop 
' I 

in Larry's discussion of rhetorical concerns. 

Tht:? most important change that took place in the 

content of the secona set of conferences was the percentage 

of time that Larry's students spent discussing rhetorical 

concerns {see Table 16). All students incre~sed the 

percenta~~ of tin1e they spent discussing rhetorical is.sues. 

Parton, Griffin, Howard, anu Kaplan each incredsed 

approximately 13 percent; Green and Carter, approximately 

25 percent, and Early, al1nost 50 percent. :I:;ven Ril.e:y, the 

basic writer, spent more till~ uiscussing rhetorical i~ues. 

Appar~ntly, by not having the students read their t~xts and 

by attempting to cba.nge th~ interactions in his 

conferences, L~rry also caused a subsequent change in the 

content transacted in the second set of conferences. As a 

result, not only Larry's concerns but also his students• 

concerns "ere compatible ifith content that the lJ..terature 

believes to be necessary for effective conferenc1c:s 
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Table 16 

Student Attention to Rhetorical concerns 
in Larry's Conferences 

(Percentage Change Fetween First 
and Second Conferences} 

Kaplan 13.3% more 
Howard 12.0% IP Ort' 
Carter 22.4% more 
Rarly 46.9% lliore 
Green 27.9% ruore 
Griffin 15.3% more 
Riley 4.0% D10r1:! 
Parton 11.4% more 
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(Freedman. 1982; Garrison. 1981; Carnicelli. 1980; Murray, 

196 8) • 

The content transacted in I.inda •s con~erenceb was 

more dif:ficul t to comment on thitll in Larry •s confeu-mce.s. 

For one thin~. Linda spent more time on sentence level'dna 

mechanical concerns. Thouyh she paid att~ntiofi to 

rhetorical issues. there did not seem to be an emeryiny 

pattern. The amount of attention that Linua gave to 

sentence level or mechanical concerns was somewhat 4t 

variance with what Freedman (1982} • Garrison (1981} • 

Carnicelli {1980} • and Murray {1968) suggest. These 

experts contended that rhetorical is:.me.s should dominate 

the content discussed in a conference. 

In Linda's conferences. essentially no 

interpretation of the text took place. From look.iu9 at the 

student papers, I did not think this lack of inter~retation 

meant that Linda •s students wrote n,ure clearly than Lairy •.s 

or that content discu::.sed in Linda •s conferences wa:.5 

sharp~r. Perhaps instead thP lack of figures in this 

category indicated the control that Linda exe~ted over nei: 

conferences. Her interpretation was the correct one, so 

there was little need tu interpret any portion 0£ the text. 

A major difference between LirHla. 1 s second !:et of 
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conf ert::nces and Larry's was the percentage of tiir,e that 

Linda spent on sentence level and mechanical concei:ns. 

Larr)' almost never discussed sentence and mechanicu.l issue!:; 

while Linda uiscussed such matters fre.suently (see Table 

17). Although a possible explanation for Linda 1 5 spending 

more time on sentence level or mechanical concerns might l;e 

that her students• p~pers vere more in need of such 

attention than Larry's, nothing in her stuclents • teA.ts 

, indicated that her students• rapers were any worse than 

Larry's in terms of sentence structur~ and mechanical 

proficiency. Consider the opening passag~s from the two 

following papers that were discusseu during the fi1:st set 

of co11ferences: 

Doyle (Linda's Student) 

As the chairman of this year's welcoiniHiJ 
committee, 1 want to welcollle you to the Virgini.a 
Tech campus. Virginia Tech is the laryest college 
in the state of Virginia anu the one I hope you 
will come to like the most. 1n your year of 
stutli~s, it will become a necesscity for you to 
know all you can about the social and recreationi.il 
life here, as well as, the classes on your agenda. 
As ~n exchan~e student attend~1g t~ch, classes will 
make up most of your time ~nd riyhtfully so btCriUSe 
that's what you are h~re for. 

When classes begin the town of Elackshur9 
grows from a sumllier ghost town to a striviny 
metropolis of over 25,000 people. This is the ti~~ 
of the year when lllo.ny extracurricular activitits 
be9"in in the town of Blacksburg. As the fa.11 
progresses the college footLall season begins. 
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Table 17 

Linda •s Attention to Content 
(First Confer enc~} 

Rhetorical Stntence 
Level/ 

Mechanical 

----------
Brewer 
r.aves 
Stone 
Jenkins 
ftiller 
Gray 
Doyle 

5.6% 
30.8% 
26.3~ 
23.4% 
15.4% 
27.6% 
12.2% 

36.2% 
9.2% 

13.3,, 
18.6% 4 .5,. 

6.~ 
31.4% 
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Football season is a main highlight of the fall. 
here as the entire town's happenings revolve arouno. 
this •••• 

Kaplan (Larry's student} 

Fi:om the balcony of my Uncle Vic's home, 
looking just past the deep green~ry of the well 
WOOl1ed neighborhood, I take in the splelldor of the · 
Atlantic Ocean. The vastness of tbe sea, which 
always entrances r.:ie in Virginia Beach, and the 
gr~en splendor of the rolling hill~ come together 
in Marsb:fielcl, I·lassachusetts. In ruore than visual 
b~auty, Marshfield combines the best of several 
areas. 

Although primarily ~iddle class residents, 
the people of Ma.rshfielu have successfully kept the 
s~all fishing town atmosphere. Marshfield, right 
outside of Boston, is in sharp contrast to the 
business of the city, yet the lifestyle of the 
homes is of high st~ndards. 

Granted, there are problems with toth of these 

passages. However, there does not appear to be ~nouyh 

difference to justify the amount of time t.ha.t Linda spent 

discussir1y sentence level or mechanical concerns. .Both of 

these papers have the larger problem of lacking focus. 

Until this problem wa.s taken care of• there was litt.l e to 

be gained from talking about sentence level or mechi1.nical 

concerus. Apparently, Linda may have a bias about sent~nc~ 

level or mechanical concerns. that caus~d her to adui:es~; 

these issues with such fervor in her conferences. Whethei: 

or not this bias actually existed was difficult to prove. 

Her penchant for mechanical concerns, however, wa.s o. facto.c 
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which caused her conferences to he unfocu.seJ. at tiiues. 

Linda had lengthy conferences, frequently Sl:)ending from 25 

to 35 minutes with one student, tirst conducting a rev~sion 

. confereitce and then. conl1ucting a prewriting conftr~uce on 

the student•s ntxt paper. Within these conferences, 

particularly the revision portions, she shifted ba.ck anu. 

forth betwee11 sentence lev~l and rhetorical concerns. As a 

result, it was difficult for students to learn or to know 

how they should approach their revision efforts. They did 

not learn what is~-ue was of most importance. 

During the first fe~dback interview, Linda ~as 

disturbed by the amount of time the printouts showed that 

she was spending on sentence level concerns. She .said, 

however, that her intention in focusing on these s111all.er 

concerns was to help students reinove surface errors from 

their papers so that both she and the student> cuuld focus 

on the larger rhetorical. issues. This reasoning a~iae, sh~ 

felt that she needed to pay more attention to the l~rger: 

problems ill her- student!>• pdpers. 

In Linda's second set of conferences, tht numb~rs 

sugyested. that she was somewhat successful in shift~ny the 

nature of the content discusseu ~n her conferencPs (see 

Table 18). However, the pattern was more complicattd than 
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Table 18 

Linda •s Attention to Content 

(Percentage Change Between First 
and Second Conferences) 

Rhetoi.:ical Sentence 
Level/ 

~echanical 
---------

Brewer 10.9% more 26.6~ less 
Eaves 9.5% less 15.9% wore 
Stone 2.9\ more 5.8~ mor~ 
Jenkins 6.4% more 9.2% l~ss 
Miller 38.0% mo:re 4.5% less 
Gray 12.ar. more 1.0-;ia lt::hl': 
Doyle 6.7% more 30.0% less 
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the figures initially suggested. With Eaves, for example, 

Linda spent less time on rhetoricdl conceyns and wore time 

on sentence level concerns. This 5hift meant thrt.t in the 

second conf~rence, ouly about 20 percent of the ti111e w-as 

spent discussins rhetorical issues while 25 perc~nt of'the 

time was spent dealing with sentence level concerns. 

Nothing in the papers themselv~s indicated that the focu~ 

of thf> second conference should have shifted to s~]n.tence 

level concerns so drastically. Given no major dif:fere11ce 

in the de<Jree of sentence level and mechanical proficiency 

in either paper, it seemed that the reason for thL; shift 

was Linda's tendency to point out mechanical errors in a 

paper when she was a!."ked to defend a yrad12. For exa111pl.e, 

in th~ first s·et of conferences, Miller and Gray WEcre both 

upset about their grades, but they were not concerned dbout 

graces in the ~econd set of conferences. A~ u r~sult, 

there was 4 shift in the content from the first to the 

second set of confer~~ces from mechanical to rhetorical 

concer:r1s. The inverse was true with Eaves dlld Stul!e. They 

were not concerned llith their grail.es in the first set of 

conferences, but they vere in the second set. Tne content 

in their conferences shifted from rhetorical to sent1:nce 

level or mechanical issu~s. Reyardless of this tendenc;" of 
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Linda's to focus on surface features in defense of her 

grading decisions, Linda did generally give Illore attention 

to rhetorical issues in the secoud set of conferences. 

Linda's students•·concern for rhetorical issu~s 

also cha11ged for the better in the second set of 

conferences (see Table 19). These figure£ did rev~al a 

somewha.t consistent pattern. Brewer, Jenkins, Killer, 

Gray, anu Doyle all n1oved toward a greater concern for 

rhetorical issues anll less emphasis on sentence level or 

mechanical concerus. It apptared that when a small 

percentage of time was devoted to senttncP level oi: 

mechanical concerns, both Linda bnd the student spent aLout 

the same 1:>ercentage of time discussing these concerns. 

This consistent pattern was true for Brewer, Jenk~is, 

Miller, Gray, and Doyle (see Table 20). But whe~ b l&r~e 

percentage of time was spent discussing sentence level or 

mechanical. concerns, Linda spent at lea.st t-..ice th1;;: amount 

of time that students did on these issues. For t-Xumple, 

Linda spent almost 20 1,ercent of Stone's second conierE-uce 

discussins sentence level concerns while Stone only sp,':nt 

approximately 10 percent. In the case of Baves, Linua fJdiu 

ten tilTles more attention to sentence level concern:-; than 

did haves. Given the concurrent increase in i11forn.ation 
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Table 19 

Stuuent Attention to Content 
in Linda's Conf"erences 

(Percentage Che1nge between First 
and Second Couf erences) 

Brewer 
Eaves 
Stone 
Jenkins 
I:liller 
Gray 
Doyle 

Rh E!toricnl 

4.2% more 
7. 9'!. less 

11 • 1c;. less 
10.2% more 
32.7~ more 
15 .1% more 
17.3% more 

---

.. 

Sentence 
LBVel/ 

Mechanical 

6.5% less 
3.8% less 
2.2% mor~ 
7.7% leBs 
1.5% le.s5 
3.2% more 

16.8% less 
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Table 20 

Comparing Sentence L~vel Conce~ns 
in Linda's Second Conferences 

Linda 

--~--~~--------------
Brewer 
Eaves 
Stone 
Jenkins 
Miller 
Gray 
Doyle 

6.6~ 
25.1% 
19.1% 

9.4% 
0.0% 
5.3% 
1.4% 

Student:;:; 

----------
5.01, 
2.5% 
~-0~ 
8 .1% 
o.o~ 
6.1\ 
2.C% 
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giving in the second Eaves• conference, it seemed apparent 

that Linda was s1,tendincJ a lot of time in this conference 

explaining to Eaves what ..,as needed to straighten out ner 

sentence structure and mechanics. The problem ~as that the 

sentence level and mechanical problems in the second p4rer 

did not warrant this kind of attention. However, the 

student did ask 8 percent more questions in the second 

conference, so Linda's ~laborate explanations were so11aewhat 

triggeretl by the l_!Uestion~ askeu by Eaves. 

In summary, thei::e wa.s some shift in the content of 

Linda's conferences, but the shift was not as gredt as 

Larry •s. The shifts in Linda •s second con£e:rences seemed 

more idiosyncratic than in Larry• s, ar.d Lind.a wa.s ::.till 

spending too ~uch time on sentence level concerns in heL 

second conferences, given the larger, rhetorical problems 

that existed in her students• papers. She tried to focus 

on the rhetorical concerns, but she ke~t getting side-

tracked by smaller concerLs. 

Effectiveness of the Feedback Process 

To r~vi~w, the feedback proc~ss consisteu of a 

self-evalua.tioil, a self-evaluation interview, and two 

fe~dback interviews where Larry and Linda exafuined 
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printouts revealing the interactions and content in their 

confE:>rences. Both Larry and Linda found this feedbc.c.K.. 

proce~s to be useful to them. I asked the& to comment 

specifically on this issue during both feedback interviews. 

Larry uiscovered that he needed to prompt his studeuts'to 

find form in their writing and to encourage them to uo a 

better job of preparing for their conferences with him. 

Prior to the feedback interviews, Larry had not been a-.-are 

of how teacher-centered his conferences were. The 

printouts helped him make this discovery. He said that he 

usua.11.y rt>meIJibered the jist of what had hap!Jene<l in hi.s 

conferf:'nces but that the printouts helt>ed him put "flesh" 

to his remembrance. During the second feeo.back. interview, 

Larry observed a closer ntatch between his intentions anli 

performance. 

Linda's reactions to th~ process were also 

positive. Before the first feedback interview, she ~as 

afraid that she was going to discover that she "had don~ 

everything wrong." She was pleased to fin<l thd. t sou1e 

positive things had happened. She also made two iL~ortant 

observations. First, she recognized that she was going to 

hav~ to let her students do more of the work in her 

conferences and initiate more of the content to he 
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discussell. second, she realized that she needed to 

concentrate more on rhetorical issues. Tht:: print.outs fron1 

the second feedback interview strengthened her resolve to 

continue to try to accomplish these two godls. Just as 

Larry ~ad asserted, Linda found that the 1-'rintouts hel1>ed 

her to remember the ~pecifics of what had transpired ~1 her 

conferences. Having these specifics detailed for her 

allowed Linda to make some important connections. 

Larry's Fea~tions to the ~ba~_grocess 

At the end of the first feedback intervi~•, I ask.en 

Larry to summarize vhat he Wi'...S going to do about some oi 

the issues that he had raised during the interview. Fir:.st, 

he saiu that he wanted to prompt students to find form in 

their own writing, to the degree that such a thin(J was 

possible. He elabora.tecl on this conce:pt by saying that. he 

wanted "to see, over time, [if he could] bring theru to d 

point where they can put their hands ou a form." Second, 

he sai<.1 that he wanted to try to ask more question.sin 

conferences. Finally, he wanted students to do a bett~I. 

job of answering the pre-conference ';!Uestions, so that he 

and his students could start their confer enc es with the 

problem t.hat was causing students the most difficulty. 

Furthermore, he said the printouts were co:tsistent 
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with the way he remembered the conferences. He could see 

that his conferences centerP-d mustly on him. He was not 

aware of this teacher-centeredness so much when he was 

engagec1 in the act of conducting the conference. 'l'hese 

printouts allowed him to evaluate more objectively his 'mm 

performance at a distance. He said that he had ,.1. ~ood iaea 

about what he ne1:>ded to work on or focus on in subsequent 

conferences. He said that before we started, he hall not 

expectPd anything to come of this whole process, but thdt 

thus far, it had proven interesting. 

At the end of the second feedback intervi~~, I 

again asked Larry for a reaction to this feedbac~ ~rocess. 

He said that handling all of the tap~s was a little 

bothersoroe, but he liked the fact that things had been 

broken down into categories. Ile said that duriny a 

conference, he vas not always aware of the specifics of 

what was hdppeniny. For exampl~, he might know that the 

student. \olas talking more and that he was talkinlj· less l.Jut 

he 'tlould not knov the exact nature of these chanye::~. He 

could have guessed the gener~l change but not the &pecific 

chanyes. 

At this point, Larry said that he could see that 

the statistics had valutc>, .even more this time. "Tht::! fir:st 
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time, I knew what was going on 1-retty much. The stati~ti.c.s 

did not surprise me. They surprised me the second time a 

lot. I didn't expect that I would learI1 anything this 

time.n He kne~ that there was a difference b~tween the 

first and second set of conferences, but he was surprised 

to find that there was as ~uch a difference as there was. 

I then asked him what the nature of this surprise 

was. He said that "iheti you're speaking, you're aware of 

yourself niore," and "It sounds good to :you, .t>ut when 

som~body else is speaking, ••• you're not quite ~s a~ctre" 

of what is going on. "At least I have11•t reme•bt:>red it 

[ the specific content of the conference] as well.*' 

Essentially, the numbt>r~ on the printouts were providing a 

partial l'icture of what had transpired in this secoud set 

of conferences. The cateyories were revealing. ne said it 

was easy to see striking differences by having information 

coded in a quantifiable fashion. Ey looking at thte 

prir1touts he could tell something about the time sr,ent on 

issues such as rhetorical concerns: "It 1 :c"": an entirely 

different wa~' of looking at the conference wh~n you •re 

grouping all of this information into cateyories th~t you 

don't see as you're doing it. lt's like a schematic." 
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Linda's R~action to th~eedback Process 

At the eud of the first feedbacK interview, I asked 

Linda what her reaction to this whole process was thus far. 

She said that it was "a lot more helpful than I thought it 

~ould be." She said that she was very app:r-ehensive, 

thinking she would come into this interview to fin<l out 

that she was doing evtrything all wron<J. The .main i:e~o:u 

for this was a 5ense as she was taping these confereuc~5 

that they were terrible. She found, as a result oi 

examini11g the printouts, that they were more positLve than 

she ha<l thought. She then said that "It's useful to see • 

• • what I'm doing," adding, "~aybe I can fina a way tu 

make students more comfortable g_u ickly, or if not, I 1 111. just 

going to have to yive up social life. 11 She did sa 1 that 

she did not think she could teach good writing unless she 

saw her students as people. Sh~ was very conceru~d about 

establishing rapport with them. 

She said that she thought this whole 1,>roc12::,s would 

he helpful. For one thing, she felt positive ~bout so~e of 

the details the printouts had revealed to her. However, 

she also discovered that she was doing some things that 

disturbed her: "You Ci.tn • t argue when you •re lookin~ at 

numbers." She then r(::ferred to one conference where the 
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student initiated little in the conference. She commented 

about this situation by saying, "I know that I'm yoing to 

have t.o turn the burden of it [ initiating behaviors] to 

them, even though at tii:tes it might seelli inefficient." She 

had told the students that the next conferences would tle 

twenty minutes long and that if a longer conference was 

needed, they would schedule a longer one. 

At the end of the second feedback interviev, I 

again asked Linda what reaction she had to the printouts. 

She said that now she vas "consciously concentrating more 

on rhetorical concerns and less on 111echanics." "I think I 

see what I'm doing more clearly •• . . I'm also aware that 

how I remember a conference is 1tot necessarily how it 

went." Sha remembered things hut often not how much time 

was si,ent 011 a particular issue. For e:xalllple, :;he 

rememDered the conference with Gray as l~sting for a very 

long time when actually it was shorter than most. Or in 

the second Stone conference, she did not remember that they 

spent so much time on mechauics. Sht- then said, r~f(.:rr in<J 

to thP issues of mechanics and justifying a ']nule, that th€ 

next time a student came in to complain about h ~rarie she 

was not yoin<j to jump on the mechanics first been.use 
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mechanics might be a part of the problem but not the most 

important problem. 

Linda said that perhaps one of the most important 

things she was learning, as a resul.t of tlds process, was 

"to let the student carry more of the responsibility for 

the conference •••• I ~on•t have to be" performer dlld 

keep the whole thing juggling, that it's to their benefit 

to he an active participant, rather than just a. res1Jonder. 11 

She said that, in the instances where the students did takt 

a mor~ activt role in the conference, she was se~ing much 

better results on their papers. She reasoned., n1t•s their 

paper, an<l I think the fact that the conference is o.bout 

their papers, and they're taking a more active role, mctkes 

them feel more possessive both of the confer"'=nce and of 

their purers." 

Th€ feedback process had a positive effect on 

Linda's attitude toward her conferences and her pe~forruanc~ 

in them, an effect consistent with vhat Flanders (1967), 

Mosk.o"itz (1967) , Storlie (1967), and Zahn (1967) have 

obserVPl1. She said that if teachers coul<l find so111eont! to 

code the tapes that "I think every beginning t~ache:c shoulu 

[yo throu~h this process). l think you have a much ui.or~ 

accurate perception of what :;:ou•re <loin9 in conferences, 
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and you get lliore self-direction in improving your 

confere11ces. I feel fortunate in having <;;one through this 

process." 

Since the process seemeu to help her, I as.iced her 

if the i,rocess had hindered her in any way. She !;,,u.id that 

she was concer11etl on the first set of conf"erences that the 

tape recoLder would t..e an intrusive factor and that it liiiS 

somewhat, but on the second set that it was no probleru 

whatsoever. Apparently, this whole process had teen a 

factor in her desire to switch to a more conference baseti 

class next quarter. 



ChapteI. V 

SU~MARY, IMPLICATIO~S, AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

In this chapter, I discuss the conclusions that I 

reachE:c>d regarding the three research guestions iu v~sticja.teu 

in this study and the implications that these conclusions 

have for future use of this feedback proc~ss as a 

supPrVi!;,ory and research tool. Finally, I discuss 

additional resear.ch that needs to be done on the issue of 

providi~g teachers with feedback on their performance in 

writing conferences. 

summary of Findings 

Research ouestio.!Ll: Were ther~ differences in. tho? conte11t 
and interactions in a teachP-r's 
writing conferences after the teache~ 
received a tabulated printout 
detailing the content and 
interactions of earlier confer~nces? 

The printouts discussed duriny the 'feedba.ck 

intervie"'s did he1ve an impact on both Larry anu Linua. In 

Larry's case, the printouts and interviews affected his 

actual performance in wri tiny conf~rences. ln almost ~very 

case, he was able to make his second set of conferences 

more student-centered. The nuntber of questions thc1t ht 

asked di~ not increase markedly, but his stud~nts• 

223 
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responses to his <!Uestions llid increase (approxima.tely 2u 

percent or better in five cases and as high cts 61.o perce11t 

in Farl~'s case). Larry's students also initiated more 

responEe on their own. Beyond the~e chanses in re~lJon~e 

behavior, Larry decreased the ail!ount of direction d.nd 

information that he gave his students. As a result of 

these shifts in };lercentages, Larry •s stuc1~11ts increase<i the 

amount of time they speut discussing the conte11t trdllsacttd 

in his conferences. 

The printouts and the feedback interviews did not 

have as great an effect on Lindi:l 1 S performance as they did 

on Larry •s. Linda actually asked more question::; in both 

sets of her conferences than Larry a.sked. 'l'he pP-rcen tage 

of questions that she asked in her second set of 

confe1.ences decreased, however. Linda's students did ask. 

more <111e::.;tions though the percentage of increase w.1:s not 

great (appro:xin,ately 10 percent or less). Also, the numbei: 

of responses that her students maae r~g~rding her ~uestious 

increased. stone and Doyle increased their level of 

response by approxililatel}" 20 percent. The other stutlents 

increased their response rat~ by about 10 percent or less. 

Furthemore, Linda decreas~cl the amount of time that she 

devoted to direction giving in all of her conferences, but 
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the percentage of time that she spent giving infor111ation 

increased in thr-ee cases. In one of these cases, the 

increase was small. In the other two c~ses, Eaves and 

Stone, Linda's increase in infor111ation giviug "'as 

accon,panied by an increase in the percentag~ of time tlia.t 

Eaves and Stone spent initiating responses. Thus, Linda 

apparently gave information to Eaves and Stone -within the 

context of issues raised by them, not Linda. The evidence 

seemed to support the contention that Linda's second set of 

conferences vere more student centered though the u~gree to 

which they were student centered was not as great as in 

Larry'~ conferences. 

Larry •s modeling was sound in both sets of 

conferences. It wc1s probahly stronger in the second. ::.et 

because his leading gue~tions prompted his ::.tuuents to 

generate their own solutions to problems in their ~rit~n9, 

rather than Larry telling thew what to do. The incrt:>a.St'- ih 

his students• responses and Larry's decrease in his 

information and direction giving suLstantiate this cha1u1~-

Linda 's modeling did change in her second set of 

confer: enc es. She generally used the same technigut:~: that 

Larry ha<l use cl, hut sh~ became more con::.i~.tent. She a.::.ked 

more yeneral and les::-, specific c1u estions a. t the i,eljinning 
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of her coriferences and made better use of her ledding 

questions lat~r on in her conferences. 

R~garding content, Larry consistently focused on 

rhetorical issues in both sets of his conf~rences. Because 

of the changes in his students• int~ractions, the 

percentage of tin1e that his students spent u.iscu~sing 

content in his conferences increased in every instance. In 

Carter's case, it increased as much as 46.8 percent. Part 

of the changes ol>served in Larry's confer~nct:'!s can pro1>a.oly 

be attributed to his st~dents becoming more comfortable 

with Larry and having a clearer idea what to expect from 

him in their co11f erences. Though this explanation was a 

possibility, it was also likely that Larry's desire to 

change was a major factor. 

The kind of content that Linda transacted in her 

first set of conferences vas different fro111 Larry's. Linda 

had a tendency to spend more tiwe on mechanical i~~ues than 

Larry did, as hiyh as 36.2 percent ~nd 31.4 ptrcent in the 

cases of Frever ar.d Doyle re~pectively. In her s~cond set 

of conferences. Linda increased th~ percentage of time that 

she spent on rhetorical issues with every stud~nt e:xcept 

one. Li~da's stuuents also increased the amouut oi ti~~ 

that they devoted to a discussion of rhetorical is;.:.ues. 
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Finally, as in Larry's case, son1e of the changes in. Linda.'s 

conferencE:s can be attributed to her .students beco,oing more 

comfortable in their conferen~s with Linda, but the major 

reason for change was probably Linda's desire to cha.nge. 

In summary, though there is some evidence that Linda tl.'.-ied 

to mak@ some changes in her performance in conferences, the 

biggest change that Linda maGe was in her intention to 

change her conference behavior more thdn in her observ~d 

performance. 

Eesearch ouestion 2: Did teachers attribute any chanyt:'S ia 
their writing conf~renc~s to the 
feedback system? 

The e:x.perience of going thi:ough th~ entire fe.adl>dck 

proces~ from completing the s~lf-evaluation form, to 

participating in the self-evaluation interview, anci finally 

discussing the printouts generated from the two f~t:liba.c.lC 

interviews was a positive experience for both Larry anll 

Linda. Both GTAs felt that being provided liiith nun1bers 

that objectively quantified what happened in their 

confer~nces wa.s very helpful to them. Ey loo.kin1; at the!ie 

numbers in relation to their remerubrance of each 

confer~nce, they were able to understand more clearly what 

they wen~ doing. As a result, they were in a position to 

make sharper decisions about their current and futur:e 
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performance in writing conferences. In fact, both Larry 

and Linda at different tia1es during the feedback interviews 

said that it was hard to aryue with tht:= numbers, no matter 

what they remembered as having happened in a pa.1:ticular 

conference. 

I have no substantive evidence to suggest ~hy Larry 

was able to u,ake a more dramatic change i:u his behc.. vior in 

writing conferences thau. Linda. It could simply b\; a 

matter of differing skills in working in one-on-one 

situations. It could be a difference in personalities or o. 

combination of factors. Prior experiences also mu.y-have 

influenced the ability to make behavioral chanyes. At 

several times during this study, it was evident that 

Linda's experience had led her to telieve that teacl1ers 

taught; the students listened. Although she said ::.he 

wanted to get her students actively involved, she was 

una b1e to break previous patterns • I.az:ry clid IJ at have this 

problem. Having no previous experienc~, ~xcept student 

teachiny, Larry tended to be oi:,en to suygestioas and 

curious about watching what othP-r people uo. 

Research auestion 3: Were there ,lifferences between a 
teacher's self-evaluation of whc1t 
happens in writing cou..fereuct-::s and 
what dCtually happer.e<l in t.o sets of 
conf~rences? 
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Both Larry and Linda were astute in evaluating 

their initial performance becaube there was not much 

differenc~ betwe~n their fi1:st confer~nce performance and 

what thej" said they would be doing on the self-evaluation 

form. This consistency, how-ever, may have bee 11. caused .bJ 

the form itself. Filli11g out the form and later talkil,g 

about it, may have helped them clarify their thinking aLout 

what they wanted to do in their conferences. As Linda sciid 

at one point during this study, what she had written on the 

self-evaluation form was more of a "wish list than a valid 

descri1:>tion" of what she did in every conference. 

Further, both Larry and Linda gave some very 

structured answ&rs to questions on the self-evaluation 

forms. For example, when Larry responded to the question. 

about how long his conferences were, in addition to <jiving 

me a guess about their approxilliate length, he also ga v~ me 

a list of questions that he was going to have his students 

answer Lefore coming to confer~nces. H~ al~o clearly 

delineated how his confer~nces were typically structured. 

Linda also gave such an outline. Thes~ v~ry specific 

answers helped them to be consistent vi tb. ...-hat they said 

they WE:!re going to do in their fir.st set of conft::!rences. 

Apparently, just going through the self-evaluation portion 
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of this feedback process (the self-evaluation form and 

followiny interviev) ca:u help teachers be more consistent 

in their performance in. writing conferences. of cour.::;;e, if 

what teachers are doing in conferences is wrong to b~gin 

with, then becoming more consistently wrong does not help 

students and their writing. Going though the ::.elf-

evaluation process alone is not enough to bring about 

positive change or a change in the direction sug<jt::sted ili 

the literature. 

Implications for supervision 

This process can be a useful tool to help 

" supervisors give teachers or GTAs they are supervising som~ 

feedback on wh~t they are doing in writing confer~nces. 

Tapiny and coding as many conferences as I did for t.his 

study, however, would severely constrain a supervisor's 

timl:!. Supervisors vho are working with a. larye 11uru.ber of 

peoplE.· do not usually have tbe time to tape anll co,le as 

many as eight students per teacher. I be1ieve that a 

supervisor could do at least two codinys for his charges. 

The GTAs could ask to have a particular student taped anil 

coded or the supervisor could select on~ at random. Then 

another conference with the sa.me !=-tudent could be taped and 
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coded sometime after a discussion of the printout from the 

first tapE:!. 

Instead of just the supevisor doing the coding e111d 

providin~J the feedback, I think the best results over the 

long run would be to train the GTAs do use the interac1:iou 

and content cat~gories to code their own tapes. The 

results might not ht! as reliable as in a research study, 

but GTAs or teachers could be trained to code their ow11 

tapes with a reasonable d~ree of reliabil~ty. Such 

traininy would relieve the supervisor fror.. t.he task of 

actually coding the tapes. GTAs or teachers who coded. 

their own tapes also might increase their sensitivity t.o 

the specific interactions and content in conferences and 

how tht two interact. Such incLtased sensitivity lllight 

enhance the ~uality of the feedback. People tend to 
. 

rem~mber and to react 111ore 5tron9ly to what they learned on 

their own. 

One of the real strengths of this feedback process 

is that it caused chafiges in Larry's and Linda's attitud~s 

and performance, even when I tried to maintain a n.011-

dir~tive stanc~ with them. I think this feature of the 

process is important because it huggests that the f!rocess 

itself has power of its own to bring about change. 
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In ad(lition to the effect this process had 011 both 

Larry and Linda in terms of their attitudes and performance 

in writing conferences, an interesting a.dded feature of th~ 

process was the heuristic power it had to stimulat~ 

thinking and discussion not only about procedures fox: 

conductin9 conferences but also about the writing· i•rocess 

and the teaching of writing in genera.l. This heuristic 

feature of the process can he very helpful to sup~rvisors. 

Instead of conducting in-service presentations or telling 

teachers how to teach writing or conduct conferenet-s, ruany 

of these issues can be reinforced as teachers raise th~ 

issues themselves a.s they yo through this process, 

particularly the feedback interviews. 

In this study Larry freguently enljaged iu 

speculation about the tea.ching of writing. Linud., however, 

seldow enyaged in such speculation, preferriny inste~d to 

talk n10re specif ic-c1ll.y about. what was happening i.n \:u.Ch of 

her conferences with her students, trying to d~termine what 

technig_ues fer conductiug conferenc(;!s might be most 

ef f ~ct.i ve . 

The TP.achinq of writing 

Concerning the teaching of writing, Larr1· a.igres:.:.E:a 

into several discussions about how writiny might be5t be 
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taught. During the second feedback interviev, as Larry 

commtrnted on Howard •s writing, be wondereu what ht could a.o 

to stin1ula.te his students to put some of the life he sav in 

their journals into their more formal papers. He never 

came to a definitive answer, but later when he vas 

discussing Carter's second conference, he began exploring 

the difficulty of finding real audi~nces for his students 

to write to or for. He raised these issuts severdl times 

during the process. 

Conductino Conferences 

Regarding conference procedures, one of the first 

comments that Larry made vas that in initial conierenc~s 

teachers should mo<lel exp~ctations for students. Ntx:t, 

while discussing his first confP.rence with Kaplan, Larr:z 

said that it was so much easier just to tell students what 

to do. After soDie thought, hov~v er, he changed hi~ 111 inJ.. 

He cauae to the conclusion that telliny students whut to do 

would never help them become indep~nde11t writers. Askiny 

genui11e, but leading, questions was a bettt::r p:i::ocedui:e to 

follow-. Lai:i:-y also talked about the difficulties &.t 

workiny with basic writers in conferences becaus~ of the 

great many proble111s that they had in their writing that 

needed to be addressed at the sa~e tim~. 
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To illustrate in a little more detail hov this 

heuristic power manifested itself, I want to sl.are some 

comments that Larry made about vritiny and writing 

conferences as he vas discussing his second conferences 

with Griffin. Larry talked about hov students view writiny 

and how their perception can shape the dynamics of writing 

conferences. He began by saying that "it would probably bt-) 

a better idea if I could get closer to the vritiuy, if the 

students could get closer to the writing. Maybe that's the 

problem. [Students] tend to think of writin9 in abstract 

terms, not the raw business of writing." Larry weL.t on to 

say that "when [students] come in and talk about their 

writing, they're talking [more] about ideas dnd le~s about 

the expression of those ideas in writing, and that's where 

the tough part comes, expres5i11g ideas in writing. If I 

could yet them to link up the two 'All riljht, you ha.ve 

ideas, I understand that. Now what about putti.r1g theilt i11t0 

writing.• I would be heading in the right direction." 

Linda also raised several points about what should 

be happening in conferences. For example, as she commented 

on her first conference with Jenki.11s, she came to the 

conclusion that it was important. to help the students to 

learn how to generate the issues that they wanted to 
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oiscuss in conferences. Larry also raised the same point. 

Her goal '-as ef:.sentially the same as Larry •s: to help he:c 

stu<1ents become inilependent writers, to become more skilled 

at making their writing do what they wanted it to do. 

During comments on her first conference vith 

Miller, Linda wondered whether or not she should be tellin~ 

her students the solutions to their problems, as opposed to 

helpiny them come to their own conclusions. She was afraid 

that she was contradicting herself, doing too much of lihat 

she did not want to he doing. I asked her how she could 

overcome this problem and help her students take 4 more 

active role in her conferences. She r~sponded that perhaps 

.she should do more modeling in her first co11ferenc& with 

her students so they would have a better idea about how to 

interact or behave in a confere11ce. 

Most experts on writir1g conferences a.dvise dgain.st 

spendiug too much. ti111e on serjb~nce level or mechan:i.cal 

concei:ns in conferences. However, Linda noticed tl1at in 

her first conference with Brewer sbe had spent a lot of 

time on mechanics. She felt that this time was justified, 

however, because Brewer's n~xt paper was cleaner 

mechanichlly. As Linda continued to look through the 

printouts for pat terns about her attention to rhetorical 
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and mechanical concerns, however, she deciaed that part of 

the reason for her attention to sentence level or 

mechanical concerns was her attempt to justify a g~ade. 

This discovery was a surprise for her. Beyond ~hatever 

else this process did for Larry and Linda, it surely 

provicied them the opportunity to think about writing and 

how it mi<Jht · best be taught in writing conf erenct!s. 

Implications for Future R~search 

This study has generated several questions that 

might lie investigated in future re.search. First, .some kinu 

of study should be done to d~termine to what extent 

modeliny by the teacher in a factor in writing conferences. 

Both Larry and Linda speculated that after they had 

established the basic conferenc~ proc&dure throush modeliny 

in the first conference that their later conf-=:n:rnces went 

more smoot.hly. A study .should be done to cleterminf! just 

how much cha.nge from one confere1ice to the ilext ·•as a 

function of either the student or the teacher or both 

becc.ming more comfortable with one another through , 
niodeling. Perhaps, the particular kinds of modeling that 

take place in a first conference versus a l.:a.ter one could 

be ex a ruined in so1Qe cletail. Furthermore, a descriptive 
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study miyht reveal the kinds of &odeling existing in 

conferences. Once the kinds of modeling have ~een 

described in some detail, studies should be done to 

deterD1ine the effect different modeling technqiu~s have 011 

the interactions and content transacted in a conference. 

Additional stuuies could be done to examin~ the ~ftect of 

certain kinds of modeling in conferences on the qu~lity of 

student writing. 

These categories and the same procedures for coding 

could be useu for future studies. However, work n1:::eds to 

continue on establishing content categorit: 0 s. Researchers 

111ay never be able to give a full pictur~ of the content 

transacted in conferences that are recorded and then coded 

in a linear fashion. Surface content is often guided by a 

dee1:>er or higher <.."'Ontent issue, presenting a problem when. 

codiny in a horizontal, ti1ne/order sequence. For f>Xample, 

in this stuLly, there were times when stude:nts and G'l'As were 

talkinCJ about rhetorical or mechanical concerns, c:ilid I 

coded the content transacted in this way. However, the 

underlying reason for the discussion WdS evaluation. '!'he 

GTAs may have bten defending a grade but, in the process ot 

doing so, vere talking about specific concerns, such as 

rhetorical or mechanical is.sues. Given this dilemma, I 
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coded whichever category ~eemed to be superordinate at the 

time. 

Other research efforts could examine just how rnuch 

chan~e ~ight take place if a GTA or teachtr just listened 

to tapes of their conferences. Certainly they would ndtice 

some discrepancies, but would.they notice them to the 

degree that Lbrry and Linda did when they had quantified 

printouts in front of them? 

Another study that May help teachers do a better 

job of conducting writing conferences is to have some 

information about student expectations before, duriug, anu 

after the conference process over a period of time. If 

student expectations did not change, then it would be 

interesting to see what impact this lack of change in 

expectation had on the interactious and. content transa.cti::d 

in conferences and the quality of student writins. If 

student expectations did change, it might be revealing to 

trace the factors in the conferences themselves th.it might 

have led to the change. 

One assuwption drawn from the literature i~ that 

the mort student-centered a conference, the better the 

conference (Carnicelli, 1981; Nixon, 1977; Graves, 1Y76; 

Fisher and Murray, 1973; Murray, 1968; and Lindsay, 196b). 
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Someone should examine the changes that take place in 

student ~riting when their conferences with teachers become 

more student centered. We assume their writing will b~ 

better. I.t fflil}' not. / I know that when Larry, started 

giving his students more control in their confe:rt:!I1c~s with 

him, the overall structure of the conferenct beca!ke less 

focusec1. Although I saw no negc:t.tive effect on the stud~nt 

texts I examined, someone should investigate this issue 

thoroughly. For example, we may find that student-cent~red 

conferences do help students to become mor~ indepeudt:!nt in 

making c1ecisions about and changes in th~ir wri tiny. \iie 

may find that if teachers actively listen, they may find 

that students point to th~ same issues in their writing 

that the teachers would have pointed out. However, if a 

conference becomes totally stuuent-centered, we wa1 

discover that a lot of extraneous issues not really 

important to improving student writiny may be discuss~u. 

If a conference focuses on extraneous issues, then the 

finul outcome of student-centered conferences may lie more 

negative than positive. It is possible that tea.cher-

centerecl conferences ma~t also yield observable, pw,itive 

changes in stuu.ent writing. At any rate, the assum.ptiun 

that stud~nt-centereu conferences kre better than teacher-
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center~d conferences needs to Le explored in research. 

Finally, one of the reasons that Linda ~as unable 

to change her performance in her conferences as drc..st.1.cally 

as Larry, and as quicklj as she wanted, may be related to 

Larry•~ and Linda's different teaching styles. A studj 

could l>e done tha.t examines the effect of different 

teaching styles on teachers• ability to change their 

performance in writing conferences. Also, the amount oi 

time that it take:s different teachers to change should bl:! 

investigated. Had Linda had more time, .she might have 

modified her conference procedun•s to a g:reater degree. 
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APPElWl:X A 

Criteria Used to Place Students 
in Freshman English 

Courses 

During the 1983-64 academic year, at summer 

orientation (or whenever nev students first registered) 

students were placed in one of the following four courses, 

according to their scores on the Verbal section uf the 

Scholastic Aptitude Test, the Test of Standard Written 

English, and the English Composition Achievement Test (when 

available) : 

English 1000 

Initial placement in English 1000 is deter11ined by 
the scores achieved on three standardized tests: 
the Verbal section of the Scholastic Aptitude Test, 
the E11glish Composition Achievemeut Test (if 
available), and the T~t of Standard written 
English. All students whos~ scores on these tP.sts 
average 339 or less are tentatively placed in this 
course. Past experience has determin~d that these 
students are severely unprepared for either the 
regular first-quarter freshman J:;nylish class 
(English 1121) or th~ intensive alternate first-

quarter course (f.ng lish 1120) • 

English 1120 

Initial placement in English 1120 is determi11ea. by 
scores achieved on three standdrdized tests: th~ 
Verbal section of the Scholastic Aptitude Test, the 
EDglish Composition Achievement Test (if 
available), and the Test of Standa:rd Written 
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English. All students vhose scores on these three 
tPsts averaye between 340 and 399 are tentativ~ly 
placed i11 this course. Past experience has 
demonstrated that students with these scor~s n~ed 
the intensive practice in writing and additional 
work provided in E119lish 1120 in order to succ~ed 
in the r~st of the freshman English sequence and to 
write acceptably in the other courses in which they 
will be enrolled during their careers at Virginia 
Tech. 

English 1121 

Students whose scores fall tetween an average of 
400 and 579 will enrol.l in the regular first-
quarter course, English 1121, Introduction to 
Composition. 

Engli5h H1221 

students whose average score on these tests is 560 
through 609 may, if thev wish, register for English 
H1221, Freshman Honors English. They may also 
r~<Jister for Freshman Honors English if they are 
invited to be in the University Honors Progrdm. 

English H1222 

Students whose averaae score on these tests is 610 
or higher may, if they wish, register for English 
H1222, Freshman Honors English (second quarter). 

A placement Essay test will be administered during 

the first week of the fall quarter, in the section of 

freshman English for which the student registered. 011 th~ 

basis of this essay, students may be moved to a different 

course. (The information in this append.ix is taken. from. 
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the Gen~ral Illf orlllation booklet publisht•d by the English 

Departinent at Virginia Tech. The selection criteria for the 

1984-85 academic year has changed somewhat). 



APPENDIX B 

Self-Evaluation 

Self-Evaluation F.Q£!! 

This iorm consists of the following statements: 

1. Of the conferences I have with students, __ _ 

per cent are spontaneous and 

arranged. 

per cent are 

2. The average length of my conferences is 

approximately~ minutes. 

3. I usually have conferences with my students at the 

following point(s) in the writing process: 

4. My conferences are basically stu..:t.ent/centeretl, 

teacher/centered, or-~~ -centered. 

(Explain your answer.) 

5. riy approach to conference~ has bten affecteu by • 

(For example, books, articles, au.vice from 

others, watching others, experience, etc. 3e as 

specific as possible.) 

6. Hy goals for conferences are det~rmined b1 •••• 

2Sl 
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7. Depending on the goal(s) of a particular 

conference, I usually sequence the conference in 

the following way(s): (If you Ube different 

procedures at different times, please briefly 

outline them.) 

6. I hope my studt::nts will take 

~~~----~~---~~-- away from my 
conferences. 

9. My students say that my conferences are 

10. Regarding my conferen~s, I find that 

. . . . 

is most productive and 

that is least 

productive. tapes to me. 

Fationale for Usir19 Th~se Staten,e~ 

The percentag~s reported in the response to 

Statement 1 reveal information about who may be controlling 

the conference or at least who initiated or requested the 

conference. Such information is important becaus~ both tht 

teach~r•s and the student's exp~tations about a 

conference, their reasons for- being there, are important to 

the success or failure of the conf~rence (Sulk es, 1960; 

Sherwood, 1982 and Hurray, 1982). Statement 2 allo~s both 
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me and the GTAs to compare the length of the GTAs' 

conferences to what experts advocate (Garrison, 19b1; 

Kates, 1977 i Hartin, 19 81; 1'1nrray, 196U; Fisher and r.iu:cray, 

1973; Fasler, 1978 and Carnicelli, 1960). Though a simple 

stateDtent, it could be important. If the GTAs' conf.,,rences 

are falling apart and they're holding forty-five minute 

conferences, maybe one redson for the failure is the time. 

Statement 3 provides information aLout the GTAs' 

conception of the writing process. Bissex (1982), Aviva 

Freedman (1982) and Carnicelli (1960) believe that writing 

conferences can take place dt any point in the writing 

process, though some points are Diore productive th,tn 

others. Further, conferences which take place at d.ifferent 

points in the writing proce::.s may call for different 

techniques, interactions, or content. If the GT.ts are only 

holding prewritiny conferences and never helping their 

students with revisious, this reveals a limitation in their 

approach to conferences, one thc.2.t needs to be l?Xplored by 

both ~e and the GTA. More import~ntly, if the GTAs' du not 

think. of writing as a process and they• re still havL1g 

conferences, then this conce~t of writing is go~ng to 

affect what they do in their conferences. Chances are, 

conferences held by GTAs with no concept of the writing 
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process would be didactic vith the GTAs tellin~ students 

what was wrong with their papers. 

Statement 4 allows the GTAs to beg·in to reveal vho 

dominates or controls their conferences. For ex.ample, if 

they say their conferences are .student centered, ..,h.ich 'Duke 

(1975), Hurray (1968) and others say they should be, and 

their conferences turn out to be tea.Cher centei:ed, the GTAs 

need to be made avare of this discrepancy between vhat they 

think is happening and what is actually happening. 

statement 5 allows me to determine what factors or 

sources have affected the GTAs' approaches to conferences. 

Knowing what these influences are might bt important in 

helpiny the GTAs to remedy problems they were having. For 

exa1nple, if they had read one piece of research that said 

conferences made no difference and had not read another 

piece of research that said confer~nces did make a 

difference in student writing, kno~ing this might help me 

provide the GTAs with a more balanced view of the 

eff~~tiveness of conferences. 

Statt:Hnen t 6 again gets back to the issue of co11t:r-ol 

in the conference. This time, how~ver, the co11cept of 

focus is introduceu.. Garrison (1981) says that the teacher 

to a large degree determines the focus of t!1e conf~rence, 
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dealing with certain specific issues in different 

conferences. Still, the point where a student is.in the 

writing process is a large factor in determining whether or 

not a teacher follows a predetermineu hier~rchy such as the 

one advocated by Garrison (1981). If the GTAs say tha~ 

their goals for conferences are determined by their 

students• needs but then the tapes reveal that th~ goals 

are actually determined bJ the GTAs' preferences, the GTAs 

need to be informed of this. 

Statement 7 gives both me and the GTAs some insight 

into whether or not the GTAs alwa:ys follow- the same format 

with students or if there are variatious. Duke {1~75), 

Graves (1982), Murray (1982) and Bissex (1982) dll believe 

that one factor that leads to successful conferences 1.s the 

predictability of their structure. The GTAs respou~es to 

this statement will provide some initial insight into the 

predictability or the lack of it in their conf erencE~s. 

Further, the GTAs 1 response to this it~m will reveal the 

degree to which. they allhere to the broad sequence for 

conferences d~scribed by Arbur (1976). If there are 

variations in the structure of their conferences, the 

response to this statement will allow me to probt to see if 

there are legitimate reasons for this variatio11, e.y., a 
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student's needs might necessitate a different structure or 

emphasis othP-r than what the GTAs would usually employ. 

statement 8 gently nudges the GTAs to consiuer what 

they value most in a conference. Whatever this quality or 

factor is, once it is articulated by the GTAs, both the 

GTAs Qnd I will be in a position to decide later if it was 

possible to achieve this goal or outco11te in the conferences 

taped. Statement 9 accomplishes two things. It allows the 

GTAs to reflect on tiJnes when students may have commented 

on th&ir confe~ences with the GTAs. Also, it gently 

suggests to the GTAs that an important source of feedback 

about the dynamics of a conference is the student. 

Finally, statement 10 can reveal what techhigue th~ 

GTAs find works best and which one helps the least. This 

is important. If the GTA, for instance, says that ~ellinq 

is more productive than asking, this says a lot about what 

may be happening in their conferences. In contrast, ii the 

GTAs say that asking is more iaportant when, if fact, they 

are doi~g a lot of telling, the fe~dback system ~ill help 

them see this. 



APPENDIX  C 

Categories  for Coding Interactioits  in Writing Cvnierences 

TEACHI:R TALK 

INDIRECT  INFLUENCE 

1. ACCP.FTS FEELING: accepts and  clarifies  the 

feeling  tone  of  the  students iu a nonthrea teniny 

manner. Feelings may be positive  or nes~tive. 

Predicting  or  recalling feelings i.s included. 

2. ~~  OR ENCQ!!RAGES: praises  or encourag~s 

student action or behavior.  Jokes  that release 

tension,  but  not  at  the expens~ of another 

individual;  nodding head, or saying "um hm?"  or 

"yo on"  are included. 

3. ACC.FPTS  OR  USES IDEA§_OF STUDENTS: clarifying, 

building, or developing ideas .suggesttd by a 

stullent. As teacher brin9s more  of hi!:i own 

ideas  into play, shift  to Category 5. 

4. ASKS .!JUESTIO~: asking  a  question  about co11tent 

or procedure v ith  the  intent  that  a  student 

answer. 
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DIRECT INFLUENCE 

5. LECTUFING: giving facts or opinions about 

content or procedures expressing his ov11 ideas, 

asking rhetorical questions. 

6. GIVING DIELf!IONS: directions, commands, or 

orders with which a student is expected to 

co&pl:y. 

7. CRITICIZING OR .JUSTIFYING AUTHORITY: statemt::n.ts 

intended to change student behavior frow 

nonacceptable to acceptable pattern; bawling 

someone out; stating why the teacher is doing 

what he is doing; extreme sele-reference. 

STUDENT TALK 

8. STUDENT T.ALK--RESPo!,sE PREDICTABLE: talk by 

students in response to teacher. Teacher 

initiates the contact or solicits studtnt 

statement. 
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9. STUDENT TALli.=-INITIATION: talk by students, 

which they initiate. 

10. BEADING: when either the teacher or student 

ar:e reading (orca.lly or .silently) portions of 

the text. 

20. SILENCE: pauses or !.>hort periods of :;,ilence 

where eithe~ th~ teachtr, the studeut, or both 

are confused. 



APPENDIX D 

Sample Conference Interaction Printout 

ANALYSIS OF WRITING CONFERENCE INTERACTION 

OBSERVATIONS PER INlERACTION CATEGORY 
Conterence 11 Brever 

TEACHER INTERACTION CATEGORIES 
01 ACCEPTS STUDENT'S FEELINGS 
02 ENCOURAGES/PRAISES 
03 ACCEPTANCE UF STUDENT'S IDEAS 
04 QUESTIONS 
05 LECTURES/INFORMATION GIVING 
06 DIRECTION-GIVING 
07 CRITICISM 
17 TEACHER READING TEXT 

STUDENT INTERACTION CATEGORIES 
08 PREDICTABLE SfUDENT RESPONSE 
08/ ANALYTIC STUDENT RESPONSE 
09 STUDENT INITIATED RESPONSE 
10 STUDENT READING TEXT 
20 SILENCE 

CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT 
1 l .371 

2 4 l. 486 

·~· 0 (> 

4 33 1'.:.267 

5 56 20.817 

6 68 25.278 

7 () 0 
17 9 .3. 345 
8 55 :::,:, • 446 

9 q 3.345 

l (> 4 1. '+86 
20 26 9. 605 
ERR 0 (l 
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APPENDIX E 

Data Summary: Larry's Conference Interaction Categories 
(in percentages) 

Stud -- - .. - - - - ---- --------
cf cf cf cf cf cf cf cf cf cf cf cf 

Conference 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

Accepts Student's 
Feelings 1.2 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 .43 0.9 2.0 

Encourages/Praises 2.9 1.6 2.1 5.8 2.1 3.0 3.9 3.2 1.5 2.6 0.9 2.0 

Accepts Student's 
Ideas o.o 0.4 o.o o.o o.o 3.5 0.4 o.o 2.0 .43 0.5 7.0 

Questions 3.7 20.2 11.2 8.7 2.5 6.5 2.2 7.2 9.2 9.8 9.0 10.1 

Information Giving 24.4 23.5 20.3 22.5 31.2 8.0 41.3 10.4 32.7 12.8 19.3 8.0 

Direction Giving 28,9 5.7 14.0 0.7 21.9 7.5 4.3 6.3 7.1 8.5 14.2 8.5 

Criticizing o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Teacher Reading 1.2 o.o o.o o.o 6.3 o.o 1.3 o.o o.o o.o 2.4 0.0 

Student Response 14.5 33.2 38.5 42.0 11.4 47.0 16.1 62.9 17.3 46.0 28.8 32.1 

Student Initiated 
Response o.o 7.7 1.4 18.9 7 .2 21.5 8.3 5.0 4.113.2 o.o 13.6 

Student Readin2 20.7 2.8 9.8 o.o 13.1 0,0 19.1 1.4 22.4 4.7 20.8 13.6 

Silence 0.8 4.9 1.4 1.5 2.5 2.0 .87 3.2 1.5 .9 1.4 2.5 

.. - --- ....... 
cf cf cf cf 

1 2 1 2 

o.o 0.0 o.o 0.4 

4.8 2.0 2.3 2.6 

0.0 3.9 0.4 1.5 

2.8 11.4 9.3 7.5 

31.9 25.1 28.4' 21.4 

17.1 12.2 5.8 6.8 

o.o o.o o.o o.o 
1.6 2.7 o.o 2.6 

17.5 18.0 34.2 19.2 

4.8 5.1 12.1 31.6 

16.3 14.5 5.1 5.3 

2.4 5.1 2.3 1.1 

Error 0.4 o.o o.o o.o 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.5 o.o o.o o.o 0.4 0.0 o.o o.o 
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APPENDIX F 

Date Summary: Larry's Conference Content Categories 
(in percentages) 

-- -1 Griff! Ril 
Teacher Text 

Interpretation 14.0 0.4 3.5 5.3 7.2 5.5 16.2 o.o 9.4 3.9 9.3 2.4 7.8 0.0 

Teacher Rhetorical 
Concerns 36.2 39.3 44. 7 31.8 42.8 13.9 24.1 26.0 34.6 32.8 30.7 30.4 48.4 51. 2 

Teacher Senten_ce/ 
Mechanics 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.8 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.5 o.o o.o 

Teacher Process/ 
Evaluation 4.3 1. 2 O,'.> 1.5 5.5 8.5 9.2 o.o 2.6 o.o o.o 1.5 o.o 0.4 

Teacher Extraneous 
Talk 7.7 10.0 2.8 o.o 1.3 2.0 3.5 5.0 7.9 0.4 2.9 1.0 2.0 1.6 

Student Text 
Interpretation o.o 8.3 5.7 14.4 5.119.9 8.8 0.0 4.7 17.7 2.0 6.9 2.9 o.o 

Student Rhetorical 
Concerns 8.9 22.2 32.0 44.0 8. 9 31.3 13.2 60.1 10.0 37.9 22.4 37.7 16.8 20.8 

Student Sentence/ 
Mechanics o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 4.4 0.5 o.o o.o 

Student Process/ 
Evaluation 3.4 4.4 o.o 1.5 5.9 14.4 0.9 0.0 5.8 0.9 1.0 1.5 0.0 2.0 

Student Extraneous 
Talk 1. 7 4.8 0.0 0.0 o.o 1.0 2.6 3.4 2.1 0.4 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.4 

Content Uncodable 22.3 9.1 10.7 1.5 20.8 3.0 20.2 4.6 23.0 5.6 22.9 15.7 19.7 23.2 

p 

11.1 0.8 

33.8 33.3 

o.o 4.7 

0,0 o.o 

2.1 3.1 

15.4 6.6 

23.1 34.5 

o.o 7,4 

1.3 o.o 

3.4 1.5 

6.8 8.1 

Error 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.4 o.o 0.0 o.o 0,5 o.o 1.2 0.0 0.4 0.0 
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APPENDIX G 

Data Summary: Linda's Conference Inters:£tion Categories 
(in percentages) 

-- - - -- --- -
cf cf cf cf cf cf cf cf cf cf cf cf 

Conference 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

Accepts Student's 
Feelings 0.4 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.4 o.o 

Encourages/Praises 1.5 1.4 0.4 2.0 0.3 0.6 0,0 1.0 1.5 0.4 0.4 1.0 

Accepts Student's 
Ideas o.o o.o 0.4 0.4 o.o o.o 0.4 2.1 o.o o.o 000 o.o 

Questions 12 .3 11. 7 17.7 10.6 20.5 13.1 17.5 16.3 13.0 20.3 13.2 18.1 

Information Giving 20.8 18.3 17.3 35.7 23.6 44.6 20.1 22.8 31.4 27.2 32.1 27.8 

Direction Giving 25.3 23.9 21.0 14.9 11.0 5.4 13.9 8.65 16.5 7.2 11.8 6.3 

Criticiztng o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 

Teacher Reading 3.3 2.2 1.2 2.0 0.7 0 0 1.1 0.4 o.o 0.0 1.0 1.4 

Student Response 20.4 13.1 24.7 13.3 35.6 16.1 42.3 37.7 32.6 31.2 30.3 34.7 

Student Initiated 
Response 3.3 1.4 4.112.2 2.4 13.1 0.4 9.7 3.8 9.4 2.4 5.6 

Student Reading 1.5 0 0 1.6 1.6 0.7 o.o 0.4 O.o 0.4 o.o 0.4 o.o 

Silence 9.7 16.9 8.6 7.1 5.1 7.1 3.6 1.4 0.0 4.0 5.2 5.2 

cf cf 
1 2 

o.o 0.9 

o.o 0.0 

o.o o.o 

15.3 14.5 

21.0 23.6 

17.6 7.3 

0.4 o.o 

0.4 o.o 

31.3 51.8 

0.4 0.9 

5.7 o.o 

6.1 o.o 

Error 0.0 o.o 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.4 o.o 
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APPENDIX H 

Data Summar,y: Linda's Conference Content Categories 
(in percentages) 

B ---

Teacher Text 
Interpretation 0.4 0.0 o.o 10.5 3.6 o.o o.o o.o 2.3 o.o 

Teacher Rhetorical 
Concerns 5.8 16.7 30.8 21.3 26.3 29.2 23.4 29.8 15.4 53.4 

Teacher Sentence/ 
Mechanice 36.2 6.6 9.2 25.1 13.3 19.1 18.6 9.4 4.5 o.o 

Teacher Process/ 
Evaluation 3.5 7.1 2.5 2.1 o.o 1. 7 7.2 3.8 35.3 1.8 

Teacher Extraneous 
Talk 18.5 21.2 10.0 3.3 5.0 5.1 5.2 5.5 5.3 1.1 

Student Te»t 
Interpretation o.o o.o 0.0 9.6 1.4 o.o 0.0 0.0 2.6 o.o 

Student Rhetorical 
Concerns 0.8 5.0 17.9 10.0 29.118.0 15.8 26.0 6.8 39.5 

Student Sentence/ 
Mechanics 11.5 5.0 6.3 2.5 6.8 9.0 15.8 8.1 1.5 0.0 

Student Process/ 
Evaluation 2.3 0.5 3.3 0.0 0.4 1. 7 7.9 8.5 22.9 1.4 

Student Extraneous 
Talk 7.3 5.6 5.0 2.9 2.2 1. 7 3.1 6.0 2.6 0.4 

Content Uncodable 13.1 31.8 14.6 12.6 11.9 14.0 3.1 2.6 0.4 2.5 

- -·---

0.7 o.o o.o o.o 

27.6 40.4 12.2 18.9 

6.3 5.3 31.4 1.4 

18.0 0.8 7.4 0.7 

5.9 7.8 9.2 14.9 

1.5 0.0 0.0 o.o 

11.4 26.5 11.8 29.1 

2.9 6.1 18.8 2.0 

13.6 4.1 7.4 0.0 

3.3 3.3 1. 7 9.5 

8.1 5.7 o.o 23.6 

Error 0.4 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.4 o.o 0.0 o.o 
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